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When I began my work as Principal in a suburban New Jersey elementary school, I brought with me a passion to work with teachers to improve the learning and teaching of mathematics that went on in our classrooms. In order to accomplish this goal, I knew that I would have to provide the teachers in my school with both support and long-term teacher development. After carefully investigating and considering potential partners for my work with teachers, I decided to contact my former mentors and colleagues at Rutgers University, my alma mater. Working with them inspired me, and I hoped that there would be a way to create an engaging professional environment that both encouraged my teaching staff to continue to learn and also supported research in the school’s classrooms.

During my first year as the principal, I contacted Professors Maher and Davis, my former mentors at Rutgers University, to discuss forming a university-school partnership that would help me to realize my dream of a dynamic staff, fully committed to teaching our students and also to their own learning. I believed by linking with the university faculty and their doctoral students, my teachers would have opportunities to work collaboratively with researchers and graduate students and become aware of new approaches and knowledge development. Setting up the staff development opportunities for teachers and providing regular support to teachers in their planning and implementing of classroom lessons had the potential to provide new opportunities for teachers at my school, offering them multiple ways to revisit their views and beliefs about mathematics learning. I felt that they would be inspired by the Rutgers colleagues and the approach that they would bring to our school. I anticipated the partnership with Rutgers would also provide an opportunity to do research in a real school setting, working with teachers and their students, and that the knowledge we discovered together would have the potential to improve mathematics teaching beyond the walls of my school in suburban New Jersey.

Our school/university partnership flourished over a ten-year period, and it took many forms. We began with graduate students who offered model lessons in two of our classrooms. To make this possible, arrangements needed to be made to free other third and fourth grade teachers to observe these model lessons that focused on student investigations and problem solving. I met with the teachers and, with occasional visits from Rutgers faculty, we all met to discuss the lessons and together plan new ones. I vividly remember the excitement and the stimulated discussions we held. There was always room in our discussions for multiple views, resulting in...
insights for all to gain. Of course, there were some logistical issues to be solved, such as for additional teacher support as the teaching staff experimented with more open-ended activities and small group work. In addition, we needed to adjust scheduling, so that I could meet with all grade level groups on a rotating basis. I joined the teachers in discussions, planning, and occasionally as my time allowed, also as a partner in implementing the new lessons.

With the assistance of Rutgers University faculty and graduate students, we were successful in engaging the teachers as learners. They reveled in justifying their solutions and sharing their new insights with each other! These learning communities were also critical in providing further support for teachers as they returned to their classrooms and implemented these same problems for their students to solve. Teachers, returning to their grade level meetings, shared and discussed student work, noting the variety of ways their children went about solving the problems.

As teachers began to engage their students in more thoughtful mathematics activities, they found that forty minutes were not enough time for mathematics. Consequently, we modified the time allotted for mathematics instruction, enabling teachers to be able to have at least an hour each day, as well as the flexibility of extending that period even more when it was needed.

During the 1992–1993 school year, a fourth-grade teacher partnered with Carolyn Maher to engage her students in problem solving. Throughout that year, Researcher Maher and doctoral student Amy Martino implemented about 50 lessons, engaging the students in thoughtful mathematics. Graduate students, faculty, and visitors came in to observe the classes. The lessons were captured with two or three cameras. Arranging for extended class periods, I visited classes and engaged with the students who were eager to explain their ideas and their reasoning for their solutions. Having a more extensive mathematics period, coupled with the flexibility to extend it when necessary, enabled some extraordinary mathematical thinking among students to take place in that fourth-grade classroom.

I knew it was important to share the changes that we were making in mathematics in my school with key people in the district. In addition to talking about this at administrative meetings, I made sure to encourage the Superintendent and Curriculum Director to come in and observe our mathematics classrooms. I also held meetings with parents, where they too got to engage as learners, solving problems in much the same way as their children did. I attended the Board of Education meetings and shared video clips, so they could have a better understanding of how mathematics was becoming more meaningful in my school.

During the ten years I served as Principal, our teachers evolved to become advocates of collaborative student learning on open-ended problem tasks. They became more comfortable, and even enthusiastic on occasion, in sharing what they were doing with each other as well as with other teachers in the county and state. Together we attended local and state mathematics conferences and shared the changes in our mathematics teaching and learning.
Our teachers were inspired to continue learning by taking courses at Rutgers University and working towards advanced degrees in mathematics education. To help them in this endeavor, Rutgers University provided a graduate level course on campus that the teachers were able to attend immediately after school hours.

This school-university partnership continued for the entire ten years that I was Principal. This experience produced a profound impact on the way mathematics was taught in our school. When I left my school to become a K-12 Director of Mathematics and Science in another district, I felt that much had been accomplished and that thoughtful mathematics learning and teaching was being provided in all classrooms.
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This book may be used for research, graduate and undergraduate teacher education, and teacher development. It presents an integrated set of studies of a heterogeneously grouped class of twenty-one, nine-year olds, engaged in exploring fraction ideas prior to classroom instruction under conditions that supported investigation, collaboration and argumentation.

The intervention was based on the view that students should have many opportunities to display their conceptual understanding and developing knowledge of fraction ideas through their explorations, explanations and justifications, expressed with oral and written language, symbols, models and other constructions. Throughout the intervention, students were encouraged to share and support their ideas, question arguments that were unclear to them, revisit earlier ideas, and work together to resolve differences in solutions to strands of well-defined, mathematical tasks. The chapters report student activities over a three-month period and illustrate, in student problem solving, a range of mathematical practices: sense making, model building, collaboration, communication, reasoning, argumentation and justification.

The video narratives accompanying each chapter enable the viewer to follow students’ journeys in their attempts to construct understanding of fraction ideas with minimal researcher intervention. We call attention to the proof-like reasoning displayed by the students as they provide justifications for their solutions to strands of tasks (see Appendix A, this volume) and as they develop a deep understanding of basic fraction ideas. Also, we illustrate how researchers draw attention to knowledge that was unearthed in students’ arguments. During classroom sessions - as we invited students to revisit key ideas, concepts, and ways of reasoning as a classroom community - we traced students’ forms of reasoning as they worked to resolve certain obstacles and inconsistencies that arose in their problem solving. By challenging the students to themselves resolve the issues, we were able to identify the forms of reasoning that were used in producing justifications. We call attention to these proof-like forms of arguments in the chapters that follow.

As we observe student participation in building solutions to strands of tasks, it is possible to trace how the community determines the reasonableness of the arguments presented. One can also attend to researcher moves in facilitating ongoing student participation and collaboration. We call your attention to the evolution of student constructions of proof-like arguments and counterarguments.
as student reasoning naturally evolves, (e.g., Maher & Davis, 1995; Maher & Martino, 1996a; Van Ness, Chapter 16, this volume) sometimes unearthing faulty reasoning (e.g., Chapter 8, this volume) and misconceptions (e.g., Chapter 17, this volume). Our approach to establishing a context for learning is based on a constructivist perspective (see Davis, Maher, & Noddings, 1990). Researcher interventions were guided by a view of teaching from this perspective (Maher, 1998a). Student misconceptions or faulty reasoning when surfaced, became opportunities for researchers to invite the students, themselves, to resolve them. Hence, as misconceptions surfaced, we deliberately held back in correcting students. Instead, we intentionally chose to intervene in a more subtle way, that is, to implement a new, engaging task to challenge the students to address and resolve the cognitive obstacle (e.g., Chapters 17 & 18, this volume; Maher & Davis, 1995; Mueller, Yankelewitz, & Maher, 2010; Yankelewitz, Mueller, & Maher, 2010; Francisco & Maher, 2005).

Student misconceptions or cognitive obstacles were viewed in this intervention as faulty constructions that needed to be brought to the attention of the classroom community. From this perspective, it would be inappropriate for a researcher to correct a student when a claim that was made by a misconception surfaced. Consequently, researchers did not “correct” student errors or faulty reasoning. Rather, they designed new tasks to call attention to contradictions that surfaced, making it possible for all students to engage in its resolution through argumentation, supported by evidence. Hence, all students were challenged to analyze the reasoning that produced the faulty claim or reasoning, making possible opportunities for all students to build deeper knowledge.

We distinguish mistakes from misconceptions and faulty reasoning. We all make errors in calculations or in our failure to attend to the parameters of the task at hand. The intervention provided opportunities for the students to reveal and self-correct mistakes or through student-to-student or researcher-to-student questioning (e.g., Maher & Martino, 1996b; Davis, Maher, & Martino, 1992).

Notice, at the end of each chapter, we offer questions for discussion, calling attention to student reasoning and other key ideas. It is our hope that in discussions that follow, argumentation and debate, similar to that of the fourth-graders presented in this study, evolve. We recommend that prior to the discussion, participants work on the tasks, sharing their own problem solving with others. We offer the tasks and tools for continued learning.

In this volume, we deliberately avoid recommendations for practice. It is our hope that those responsible for fraction instruction take notice of the understandings that these young children bring to the classroom and build new knowledge of the potential that students have to build deep understandings and ways of reasoning under the conditions offered in the study. We recognize that the conditions for student learning established for these studies do have implications for practice in other grade levels, contexts and communities. Because we value the importance of student engagement in learning, we emphasize the importance of soliciting
INTRODUCTION

and listening to the ideas of others, both in terms of problem definition, building convincing arguments for problem solutions, incorporating the input of classmates into problem solutions as appropriate, and writing up a problem solution in a way that is convincing to oneself and others, as well as preparing a formal presentation of a problem solution to peers (Maher, 2005). These are life-long skills, applicable to other areas of learning and valued in a creative work environment (Maher, Francisco, & Palius, 2012).

While we do not offer an instructional program for teachers, we report implications for practice in other related publications (e.g., Maher, 1998a; Maher et al, 2014; Maher, Landis, & Palius, 2010; Mueller, Yankelewitz, & Maher, 2014). We are hopeful that the research reported in this book will serve as a guide for teachers and teacher educators in building effective instructional programs, attentive to children’s reasoning while building fraction ideas.

The data reported in the chapters that follow were collected in a heterogeneously grouped fourth grade-class in the district of Colts Neck, NJ (USA) in the academic year 1993–1994. Researcher Carolyn A. Maher, assisted by doctoral student, Amy Martino, led the fourth-grade classroom sessions, working with the students of classroom teacher, Joan Phillips, who shared her classroom and students with the research team. Principal Dr. Judith H. Landis provided the conditions for the study (e.g., parental permission, extended class time). She invited parents to join meetings to learn about the intervention project, and a classroom session to experience, with their children the problem-solving activities. The individual chapters are grounded in an extensive body of research that has been conducted as part of cross-sectional and longitudinal studies of the development of students’ mathematical ideas and ways of reasoning. The original data, including the video tapes, students’ work, transcripts, and detailed narrative analyses of students’ learning are archived in the Rutgers University Video Mosaic Collaborative (www.videomosaic.org), which is available worldwide, open-source. Several dissertations were produced from the study and these are listed in the references and again in Appendix B. Detailed information about the overall design and an overview of the chapters follow in Chapter 1.

The studies are based on extensive analyses of rich video and audio data, researcher notes, and transcripts from an intervention project that was funded by the following National Science Foundation grants: Synthesizing Video Data on Students’ Mathematical Reasoning (DRL-0723475, directed by Carolyn A. Maher); Cyber-Enabled Design Research to Enhance Teachers’ Critical Thinking Using a Major Video Collection (DRL-0822204, directed by Carolyn A. Maher) and A Three and One Half-Year Longitudinal Study of Children’s Development of Mathematical Knowledge, (MDR-9053597, directed by Robert B. Davis and Carolyn A. Maher) and a grant from the New Jersey Department of Higher Education (93-992022-8001, directed by Carolyn A. Maher). This state and federally funded research project provided an innovative in-school mathematics enrichment program to one suburban-rural middle school in central New Jersey (Colts Neck), USA.
NOTE

Any opinions, findings or conclusions and recommendations expressed in this volume are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the views of the funding agencies.
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1. THE EXPERIMENT

ABSTRACT

This chapter outlines the purpose, methodology, and rationale guiding the interventions described in the book. The intervention setting and tools used in the fourth grade classroom that was the site of the intervention are described. In addition, the forms of reasoning and argumentation that are highlighted throughout the chapters are defined and clarified.

1.1 OVERVIEW

This book describes episodes that are based on video data from an NSF funded classroom study of nine-year old children investigating fraction ideas under conditions that supported investigation, collaboration and argumentation. All of the sessions during the study were videotaped with two or three cameras and the video data, transcripts, and student work were analyzed and stored in an open-source Video Mosaic Repository, VMC (www.videomosaic.org). The chapters that follow are based on analyses of these video data and are accompanied by video narratives (VMCAalyses), built with the VMC RUanalytic tool to support the descriptions of student reasoning. The accompanying video narratives associated with each chapter show the active student learning and the researcher moves that are made to facilitate student engagement. These analytics form the basis for much of the narrative in each chapter. In addition to referencing the links for analytics in the abstract for each chapter, Appendix C provides a complete list with authors and URL links.

Learning to reason and building justifications for solutions to problems are basic goals in learning in general, and in mathematics learning, in particular. Logical and effective thought have always been defining features in learning and doing mathematics. Schoenfeld (1982) described the discipline of mathematics as a clear and logical analysis and the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM) placed reasoning and proof as one of their five process standards from prekindergarten through grade 12 (National Council for Teachers of Mathematics, 2000). Mathematicians and mathematics educators have called for an increased emphasis on reasoning and proof at all levels of learning mathematics, calling for a curriculum that enables the implementation of “a culture of argumentation in the mathematics classroom from the primary grades up all the way
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through college” (Ball et al., 2002, p. 907). Earlier research has shown that children, even young children, can build justifications that are “proof like”, that take the form of a mathematical proof such as providing all cases or offering a counterexample to support their solutions to problems (Maher & Martino, 1996a; 1996b). However, in order to foster a learning environment centered on sense making, reasoning and argumentation, certain conditions must be in place. First, children’s ideas need to be heard, shared, and supported. Second, discussion about ideas needs to be encouraged and alternative ideas welcomed and, as appropriate, debated. Third, classroom environments that invite collaboration, questioning, conversation, explanation, and support of ideas and solutions to problems encourage an exchange among students and their challenging of each other’s ideas and solutions. The role of the facilitator was central in promoting an environment that encouraged students’ sharing and questioning. Facilitators were Rutgers University faculty and advanced graduate students, who were prepared by Professors Carolyn A. Maher and Robert B. Davis to maintain the flow of student engagement with the mathematics tasks and problem solving. By setting up opportunities to revisit earlier solutions and arguments, researchers can create conditions for individual activity and working together. Additionally, they can encourage the public sharing of ideas and promote an environment that values sense making, questioning, reasoning, and the building of conceptual understanding that is the foundation for continued learning of mathematics.

Promoting children’s building of conceptual understanding of mathematical ideas is essential before requiring that they apply algorithms and procedures, which often relies on rote memorization, with rules that do not make sense. There is ample evidence that meaningless learning can easily be confused and forgotten (Erlwanger, 1973). If a goal of mathematical instruction is for students to be engaged and confident in their ability to build new knowledge, opportunities must be provided for students to explore, conjecture, build models, and reason. This book provides further evidence that even young children can build arguments that are valid and proof-like. The narratives provide evidence that challenging students to solve open-ended and well-structured tasks and to collaborate and convince others of the validity of their solutions sets the stage for promoting the development of reasoning.

With increased research on effective ways that reasoning and justification can be introduced into classroom learning, we are confident that large-scale changes in learning can occur.

1.2 PERSPECTIVE

The chapters presented here are grounded in an extensive body of research that has been conducted as part of cross-sectional and longitudinal studies of the development of students’ mathematical ideas and ways of reasoning. While the studies occurred in a variety of classroom settings, the work reported here is a component of a three
and one half year cross-sectional study in the suburban/rural community of Colts Neck, New Jersey.

1.3 DATA SOURCE

The classroom sessions for the year-long studies reported here were video and audio taped, with two or three cameras capturing visual data. For each video taping, there was a videographer and an audio technician present. Field notes and student work for each session were collected and preserved. Analyses of particular subsets of the sessions were conducted by doctoral student researchers over the years following the intervention, particularly attending to students’ reasoning patterns (Steencken, 2001; Bulgar, 2002; Reynolds, 2005; Yankelewitz, 2009; Schmeelk, 2010; Horwitz, 2016). The data for these chapters were drawn from transcripts and were cross-checked by at least two researchers. The analyses were reported in a series of Rutgers University doctoral dissertations listed in Appendix B. Student work and video data, with transcripts, are archived in the Rutgers University Video Mosaic Collaborative. The data reported in this volume were collected in the fourth-grade class in the district of Colts Neck in the academic year 1993–1994. During the first half of the year, over a period of four months and twenty-one sessions, the primary focus was to challenge students to construct core fraction concepts such as fraction equivalence, fraction comparison, ordering fractions, operations with fractions and fraction as number.

Professor Carolyn Maher and doctoral student, Amy Martino, led the fourth grade classroom sessions, working with the students of classroom teacher, Joan Phillips, who generously shared her classroom and students with the research team. Principal Judith Landis, who provided the conditions for the study (e.g., parental permission, extended class time) invited parents to join a meeting to learn about the intervention and a classroom session to experience, with their children the problem-solving activities.

1.4 FRACTIONS IN THE CURRICULUM

In the Colts Neck schools, as in many school districts prior to grade 4, the curriculum introduced fractions as operators. In students’ early introduction to fractions, representations were used to show a part of a finite quantity such as a pizza, rectangle, or circle. At the end of the fourth grade year and during the fifth grade year, fraction properties and operations were usually introduced and fractions were represented as numbers, often without reference to quantities. The shift from specific fraction part-whole representations to fraction number representations resulted in obstacles in the learning of many students whose understanding of fraction numbers often reflected their understanding of whole numbers. Even older students, when asked to order unit fractions such as ½, 1/3, ¼ …1/10, incorrectly order the fractions consecutively on a line segment between 0 and 1, attending to the value of the denominators and not
the fraction number values (Maher, Martino, & Davis, 1994; Alston, Davis, Maher, & Martino, 1994). Coordinating student understanding of fraction as operator with fraction as number, a goal of this intervention, is necessary to avoid inappropriate generalizations such as indicated with seventh graders in the Alston et al. paper. Prompted by Davis’ view that building rod models would help students coordinate their operator and number fraction understanding, Researcher Carolyn Maher, assisted by Amy Martino embarked on the teaching experiment described in this volume. The intervention project provided researchers with an opportunity to engage the nine-year old children in problem-solving investigations with fraction ideas prior to their formal classroom instruction of fraction rules, typically taught to students prior to their building an understanding of fraction as number.

1.5 VIDEO NARRATIVES (VMCANALYTICS)

Video data of problem solving of these fourth-grade students revealed students’ process of learning. We have observed students’ cognitive processes in their conjecturing and pursuing validation of their conjectures. As they built rod models to test their ideas, students’ understanding, sense making and reasoning about fraction ideas evolve. Finally, we observed the reconciliation of fraction as operator with fraction as number.

Over the course of the 1993–1994 school year, there were 35 sessions conducted by the researchers. The first 21 sessions focused on fraction ideas. The researchers worked with the students, on average, twice weekly. Each session was approximately 60 to 90 minutes in duration. The 21 sessions that focused on fraction concepts took place between September 20 and December 15, 1993.

One goal of the fraction intervention project was to investigate how students reconcile the ideas of fraction as operator with fraction as number. In the course of their explorations, we observed the representations they use to build an understanding of the concept of the unit as they compared fractions, and built ideas of fraction equivalence. The study explored the ways that students constructed their own strategies for solving fraction problems without previously having been taught traditional algorithms.

1.6 TASKS

The researchers developed open-ended tasks, monitoring carefully the developing ideas of the students and creating new tasks as judgment suggested. When questions were unresolved during a session, the students were invited to revisit the problem during the following session or later, leaving open the question of the correctness of particular solutions for the students, themselves, to resolve. After students worked on each task or group of tasks, they were invited to share their solutions in a whole-class setting, often reconstructing earlier models or building new models of their work to be displayed and shared on an overhead projector. Students were encouraged to justify their solutions, and other class members were asked if they had questions or alternative solutions.
See Appendix A of this volume for a list of the tasks described in the various chapters.

1.7 RESEARCHER ROLE AND SETTING

The primary researchers who conducted the interventions were Rutgers Professor Carolyn A. Maher and Rutgers graduate student Amy M. Martino. The classroom teacher, Joan Phillips, was present during all of the sessions. Occasionally, the principal of the elementary school, Dr. Judith Landis, as well as Rutgers Professor Robert B. Davis, and other members of the research team at Rutgers University, observed the sessions and posed occasional questions as students worked on the tasks. All adults present in the room were instructed not to tell students if their ideas and solutions were correct or incorrect. When students worked in pairs and in small groups, adults were permitted to question students about the work they were doing, elicit explanations, and raise questions to clarify explanations that were offered by the students. The researchers and classroom teacher refrained from influencing the students about the correctness of their solutions. Rather, they attended to eliciting from students justifications for the claims that they were making for the validity of their solutions. The researchers sought to establish the understanding that it was the responsibility of the students to rely on the validity of their reasoning and the reasoning of their classmates. Throughout the study, students were primarily the originators of the ideas that were discussed, challenged, and built. They were expected to provide warrants for the claims that were made.

1.8 THE CLASS

The class consisted of a heterogeneous group of twenty-five students, fourteen girls and eleven boys. Together with the classroom teacher, the researchers often grouped the students in pairs, with the exception of one group of three. Students were encouraged to engage in discussion with other groups of students and to work closely with their partners. Some of the groups changed over the course of the study as an outgrowth of the activity or student interest.

1.9 ORGANIZATION OF CHAPTERS

The reasoning and argumentation reported here occurred during the first 15 of the 21 sessions. Each of the sessions provided opportunities for students to build models with rods to represent their understanding of fraction ideas. Of the six sessions not addressed in this book, two were pencil and paper reviews of concepts developed during earlier sessions; another was a review session during which the children’s parents were present in the classroom; and the final three were sessions involving a real-life exploration involving the division of fractions.
1.10 CUISENAIRE® RODS AS TOOLS

Students had available sets of three-dimensional Cuisenaire® rods, which they used to build models of the fraction ideas that they explored. They were asked to attend to the attribute of length. Each set contains wooden rods of ten different lengths. The rods vary in length by a centimeter difference between each two consecutive rods when ordered from shortest to longest. Each length has a different color name. The shortest rod, white, has length measure of one centimeter; the longest rod, orange, has length measure of ten centimeters and is equivalent in length to a train made with ten of the smallest, one-centimeter rods (Figure 1.1).

Students were directed to attend to the attribute of length when modeling with the rods. A set of transparent overhead rods was also available to project two-dimensional images and was used by the students and the researchers during whole class discussions. In addition to working with individual rods, students made trains of rods by placing two rods end to end and reasoned about the train’s length in comparison with the lengths of other rods or trains of rods (Figure 1.2). Students also had available overhead transparencies to display drawings of their models. In addition, students often used paper and pen to record their solution strategies and explanations.

Figure 1.1. Staircase model of Cuisenaire® rods
1.11 FORMS OF ARGUMENTS

Students used several forms of reasoning as they presented and justified their arguments. Both direct and indirect forms of reasoning were identified.

Direct reasoning, symbolized by the logical form $p \implies q$, that is read “If $p$, then $q$”, was a common form of reasoning used by students in supporting their ideas. The form is also common in advanced mathematics (Smith, Eggen, & Andre, 2001). The validity of this form of reasoning can be ascribed to the modes ponens rule of logic (which states that, if both $p \implies q$ and $p$ are true, it follows that $q$ is also true).

Indirect reasoning was used to label arguments that followed the form of reasoning by contradiction or by contraposition. Reasoning by contradiction occurred when one attempted to show that a statement is true ($p$). It is first assumed that the denial of the statement is true ($\neg p$), and that assumption is followed to arrive at a contradiction of a second statement ($q$ and $\neg q$). When both this second statement ($q$) and its denial ($\neg q$) are found to be true, it is concluded that $\neg p$ must be false, and that $p$ is therefore true (Smith et al., 2001). An argument by contraposition is defined as one in which a statement, $p \implies q$, is shown to be true by showing the equivalence of $\neg q \implies \neg p$.

1.12 FORMS OF REASONING

In addition to classifying the purpose and structure of arguments exhibited by the students, their forms of reasoning were identified independently. For example, a student might use a direct argument and also use reasoning by cases to organize the argument and tackle each of $n$ cases at a time. However, a student might also use an argument by cases to indirectly show that a statement is true.

1.12.1 Reasoning by Cases

Reasoning by cases, also known as the use of an argument by exhaustion, takes the logical form of $p_1 \implies q, p_2 \implies q, \ldots, p_n \implies q$. This form of reasoning organizes the argument by considering a set of finite, distinct cases, and arrives at the same
conclusion after consideration of each case. This form of reasoning requires a
systematization of all possibilities into an organized set of cases that can be analyzed
separately (Smith et al., 2001).

1.12.2 Reasoning using Upper and Lower Bounds

When reasoning by upper and lower bounds, a student defines the upper and lower
boundaries or limits of a class of numbers or mathematical objects. For example, for
the set of numbers \( \{1 < x < 4\} \), the upper bound of the set is 4 and the lower bound
is 1, since all the numbers in the set are contained within the two bounds. After
these bounds have been defined, the student reasons about the objects between these
bounds. This form of reasoning is often used to show that the set that is defined as
all objects between the two identified bounds is empty.

1.12.3 Recursive Reasoning

Recursion is “a method of defining functions in which the function being defined
is applied within its own definition. The term is also used more generally to
describe a process of repeating objects in a self-similar way” (Recursion, as
defined in Wikipedia, 2008). A common use of recursive reasoning in advanced
mathematics is a proof by mathematical induction. This form of proof shows,
for example, that for all natural numbers \( n \), if \( n \) is contained in a set, then \( n + 1 \)
is contained in the set. The proof then concludes that the set is equivalent to all
natural numbers.

Recursive reasoning that is used informally in mathematical justification relies
on the definition of basic cases and the determination of operations on these basic
cases. All operations on any cases in the system can be derived from combinations
of the base cases. In this way, the class of objects under study can be built from a few
basic cases and rules. Recursive reasoning might be used to show that a calculation
is impossible (Recursion, 2008). Also, it might be used to calculate a complex case,
using a simpler one and the recursive definition. These recursive functions can then
be used to justify a solution of the complex case.

1.12.4 Reasoning using the Generic Example

This form of reasoning is a form of argumentation that can assist students in their
journey to formulating valid proofs (Balacheff, 1988; Alibert & Thomas, 1991;
Movshovitz-Hadar, 1988; Selden & Selden, 2007). It occurs when a student reasons
about the properties of a paradigmatic example that are representative of and can
be applied to a larger class of objects in which it is contained and lends insight into
a more general truth about that class. The consideration of the general application
of these properties in turn verifies the claim made about the particular example
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(Rowland, 2002a; 2002b). It is considered a valid form of justification (Balacheff, 1988) that is easily understood by students at all levels, and can be more intuitive than many other forms of proof (Alibert & Thomas, 1991).

1.12.5 Other Forms of Reasoning

1.12.5.1 Generalization. Polya describes generalization as “passing from the consideration of a given set of objects to that of a larger set, containing the given one” (1954, p. 12). This strategy is used to make a statement about a larger set of objects based on observations on a smaller set that is contained in the larger one. Although, this cannot be used to deduce the validity of a statement, it can enable students to discover general properties in mathematics and test their observations to ascertain their validity.

1.12.5.2 Analogical reasoning. Analogical reasoning is useful in mathematics when clarified analogies are used. Two useful forms of clarified analogies are isomorphism and the determination of a similarity of structure or relation between two mathematical propositions, functions, or operations (Polya, 1954). Polya explains that this second form of analogical reasoning is useful “if the relations are governed by the same laws” (p. 29). One common example of this form of reasoning is proportional reasoning, which has a sound mathematical basis and can be used to validate results due to the laws of numbers that are the source of the similarity of relations. Less conventional examples of analogies can be used to explore the properties of partially or completely unrelated mathematical ideas and establish similarity of structure between them.

1.13 SUMMARY

We invite readers to consider the various forms of reasoning and the structures of the argumentation demonstrated in the informal mathematics explorations of the fourth graders as they are illustrated and described in this book. We call your attention to students’ seriousness of purpose, level of engagement, and intensity of their argumentation as they enthusiastically explore fraction ideas.
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2. ESTABLISHING A MATHEMATICAL COMMUNITY

ABSTRACT

This chapter describes the representations and reasoning used by students to express their understanding of fraction ideas while building solutions to a set of tasks introduced during the first session of the research intervention. In addition to showcasing the foundational skill of building models using Cuisenaire rods to justify or reject the teacher’s or other students’ claims about appropriate number names for the rods, the chapter illustrates the importance of establishing socio-mathematical norms (Yackel & Cobb, 1996) for the acceptability of solutions in the mathematics classroom. In this classroom, norms were immediately established that mandated clearly formed direct justifications that were agreed upon by all members of the community. In addition, the chapter demonstrates the importance of group interaction and ways that students can learn by constructing their own problems in an attempt to challenge their peers. The episodes in this chapter have been described previously (Steencken, 2001; Yankelewitz, 2009), and this chapter describes the reasoning used by the students during the session. This chapter references events from the analytic entitled “Establishing norms and creating a mathematical community,” located in the Video Mosaic Collaborative (http://dx.doi.org/doi:10.7282/T30C4JH9).

2.1 INTRODUCTION

The first session of the fractions intervention took place on September 20, 1993. During this session, researcher Carolyn Maher led the class. Researcher Amy Martino was also present and assisted in questioning students as they worked with their partners. At the start of this session, researcher Carolyn Maher introduced students to Cuisenaire rods (see Figure 2.1) that would be made available for the students to use as tools to explore fraction ideas. The session began by investigating attributes of the rods, providing permanent color names (see Figure 2.1), and emphasizing that number names for the rods would vary, depending on the problem being investigated. In their explorations with the rods, the students ordered them, attending to length, from least to greatest.

The students’ first structured activity included representing the fraction numbers 1/2 and 1/3 using the rods. They were asked to provide justifications for the
models they built. For the most part, these justifications took the form of direct reasoning; however, occasionally, they used indirect reasoning when they presented counterarguments to erroneous claims suggested by the researcher. This phenomenon will be illustrated in the section below.

### 2.2 INTRODUCTORY TASKS

**Task 1: I Claim That the Light Green Rod Is Half as Long as the Dark Green Rod. What Do You Think? What Would You Do to Convince Me?**

The students made use of the rods to build a solution to the problem (Figure 2.2). Erin, who had not previously used the rods, replied that the claim was true. She justified her solution using direct reasoning by putting two light green rods next to the dark green rod and showing that they were equal in length.

The researcher then asked the students to name the light green rod if the dark green rod was given the number name, one. Kelly indicated that the light green rod would have the number name one half and the rest of the class agreed (VMCAalytic Event 1). The students were presented with the next problem:
Task 2: Someone Told Me That the Red Rod Is Half as long as the Yellow Rod. What Do You Think?

When the researcher posed this hypothetical claim, Danielle responded that the statement was not true, and justified her solution by saying, “Two red rods don’t fit. You need to put more.” This explanation was a simplistic version of indirect reasoning, in that it showed why the statement was not true by explaining that length of the two red rods placed together were not equal to the length of the yellow rod (Figure 2.3). The researcher followed this task by posing a similar task that required students to demonstrate why a statement was false using the rods.
Task 3: Someone Told Me That the Purple Rod Is Half as long as the Black Rod. What Do You Think?

The researcher asked the students if the purple rod was half as long as the black rod. Alan and Erik, partners during this session, thought about the problem, and Alan said that it couldn’t be true, because two purple rods were not equal in length to the black rod. Meredith and Sarah, working together, told researcher Amy Martino that the two purple rods were “too large” and that the black rod would need to be longer in order for the statement to be correct. David, when asked during the whole class discussion to respond to the problem, replied similarly, saying: “Two purples are too large.” All four students used indirect reasoning similar to Danielle’s above.

The students were presented with another challenge by the researcher:

Task 4: Someone Told Me That the Red Rod Is One Third as long as the Dark Green Rod. What Do You Think?

Jackie, at the overhead, showed that three red rods are as long as the dark green rod. While she was setting up the rods at the overhead, the researcher called on Michael to explain how he thinks Jackie will justify her solution. Michael explained that by lining up three red rods below the green rod, one could convince others that the statement is true. With this problem, the students extended their use of direct reasoning to think about thirds. Here, norms were set as the researcher asked other students to explain how they thought Jackie would respond, and then asked the rest of the class to confirm that the solution suggested by Jackie was indeed correct.

The researcher then asked the students what number name they would give the red rod if the dark green rod was called one. Sarah showed the researcher that since there were three red rods lined up under the dark green rod, the red rod would be one third.
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called one third. The students then exclaimed that they had already built a model
to show their solution. When asked to explain what they meant, Beth said that the
red rod in the model built for the first part of the task would be called one third
(Figure 2.4). Beth elaborated by saying: “Because if you put three on them it makes
one whole” (Event 2). Beth and Sarah used direct reasoning to justify their solution.

2.3 ESTABLISHING PREMISES

After posing two questions where the solution for different pairs of rods (red and
dark green and also light green and blue) was one third, the researcher noted that
different rods had been given the number name, one, in the different tasks. She
asked the class if number names of the rods could change and if color names of the
rods could change. The students answered that the number names could change and
eventually came to the consensus that the color names of the rods were permanent.
The researcher made sure to establish this important ground rule before bringing up
more complex tasks (Event 3). Then, the researcher established a second important premise that would remain
throughout the intervention. She mentioned that she had heard a student suggest
that the red rod could be called one if the dark green rod was given the number
name, one, and asked the class if this could be possible. Erik said it was not possible
and explained that when comparing the red to the dark green the length of the red
rod couldn’t be called one (since the dark green was already named one) but when
comparing the red rod to another rod it would be possible for it to be given the
number name, one (Event 4). The researcher continued by posing the following
task.

Task 5: What Number Name Would I Have to Give to Dark Green
If I Wanted Red to be One?

The problems now shifted students’ thinking from fractions to integers. The
researcher asked the class what the dark green rod would be called if the red rod
was called one. Erik, working with Alan at his desk, proposed that it be called “three
wholes.” He explained to Alan that since three red rods equal a dark green rod, and
each red rod was called one, the dark green rod would be called three. Later, when
the researcher asked the students to share their solutions in a whole-class discussion,
Alan, and then Erik, used this direct argument to justify their solution. Alan said:
“Okay, if the red one is considered one, then the green one is a lot bigger. So it
would have to be, it would take three whole ones to make another green so it should
be considered three wholes.” Erik then repeated this reasoning. David used similar
reasoning to justify the solution, saying that if the red rod was called one, “then the
green would have to be two more wholes, so that would be three wholes” (Event 5). The researcher presented the following problems.
Task 6a: If I Call Brown One, What Number Name Would I Give to Red?
Task 6b: Now I Want to Call the Red Rod One, What Name Would I Give to the Brown Rod?

This problem again challenged students to consider both integer and fraction names for the rods (Figure 2.5). Danielle explained that if the brown rod was called one, the red rod would be called one fourth. She justified her solution by placing four red rods next to the brown rod. The researcher then asked the students a related question, requiring them to name the brown rod if the red rod was called one. Jacquelyn explained that if the red rod was one, the brown rod would be called four, because four red rods equal a brown rod. Both Danielle and Jacquelyn used direct reasoning to justify their claims (Event 6).

Figure 2.5. From fractions to integers

Task 7: What Would I Have to Call One If I Want to Name the White Rod One Half?

The researcher challenged the students with one last problem. She asked them what rod would be called one if the white rod was called one half. Laura responded that the red rod would be called one, and Graham justified Laura’s solution directly by saying that this could be shown by placing two white rods next to the red rod and seeing if they were the same length.

2.4 STUDENT-CREATED TASKS

The researcher then asked the students to work with their partners to create tasks that would challenge the class (Event 7). Alan was first to present his challenge. He asked the class, to find the rod that would be called one if the red rod was called one
fifth. Graham responded that the orange rod would be called one, and explained that five red rods were equal in length to the orange rod (Event 8).

Beth and Mark posed two related challenges. Beth asked the students, “If a [light] green was a whole, what would a blue be?” Erik responded that it would be called “three wholes,” but did not justify his solution. Mark asked the students to name the light green rod if the blue rod was called one. Jacquelyn responded that it would be called one third, and explained that three green rods equaled a blue rod, and so each light green rod would be called one third.

Meredith asked the class to find the rod that would be called one if the purple rod is called one half. Amy replied that the brown rod would be called one, because the purple rod was one half as long as the brown rod, and two purple rods equaled the brown rod.

Next, students worked to create tasks and challenged their partners with them (Event 9). Erik asked Alan, “If a light green was one third, what would be a whole?” (Figure 2.6). Alan responded that the blue rod would be called one, but there was no evidence that he justified his solution. Alan asked Erik to find the rod that would be called one if the white rod was called one fifth. Erik said that the yellow rod would be called one. Researcher Amy Martino asked Erik to justify his solution. Erik began by showing that five white rods equaled a yellow rod in length. He then showed how he also found the solution by using the staircase model he had built on his desk and counting up to the yellow rod, which he called five. He also said, “And I know that that’s half of [the orange rod], and I know that yellow is half of orange, which is ten.” Thus, Erik used three lines of direct reasoning to justify his solution (Event 10).

![Erik challenges his partner](image)

Next, Researcher Martino asked Alan and Erik, “If I call this [purple rod] two, what would one look like? Which rod would one be?” Erik replied that the red rod would be called one, and, when asked to justify his solution, explained that the red rod was half as long as the purple rod, and “half of two is one.” He then showed that two red rods equaled the purple rod in length.
2.5 REVIEWING THE REASONING

As students explored these fraction tasks using the rods, direct reasoning was used primarily to justify their solutions. The researchers introduced fraction as number tasks to help students become familiar with the tools and learn to justify any solutions that were presented. In addition to direct reasoning, students used indirect reasoning to counter false claims intentionally introduced by the researcher. These indirect arguments helped students learn that, during these explorations, they were the owners of the mathematics and that they could challenge the facilitators when reason dictated that a claim was incorrect. This is illustrated as the students investigated more complex tasks in future sessions. Chapter 3 includes descriptions of students challenging the claims of others as they thought deeply together about the meaning of one half.

QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION OF CHAPTER 2

1. Cuisenaire rods are the physical tools given to the students. What characteristics make this resource a suitable tool for thinking about names for numbers? What obstacles to thinking about fractions might be introduced by the rods?
2. The classroom environment established in this session includes both individual, small group and whole group interactions. What value and problems do you see in this instructional model?
3. What did you notice about the interactions between the facilitator and the students, and among the students that was helpful in establishing a positive learning environment for mathematical reasoning?
4. If you were asked to list the goals of the facilitator for this session, what would you surmise and what evidence would you give for your list? Do you think that she was successful? What evidence can you give for your conclusion?
5. What value, if any, do you see in posing tasks for which there is no correct solution?
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3. A PROBLEM WITH NO SOLUTION

ABSTRACT
In this chapter, we explore the reasoning of students during the second session of the intervention as they worked on a task that asked for appropriate rods that could represent particular fractions. The central task of the session asked the students to represent a particular fraction in relation to a given rod representing the unit for which there was no correct solution using the available rods. The students created rich and varied arguments with many different forms of reasoning as they tried to make sense of and justify their solutions (or lack thereof) to the task. The episodes in this chapter have been described previously (Steencken, 2001; Yankelewitz, 2009; Yankelewitz, Mueller, & Maher, 2010; Mueller, Yankelewitz, & Maher, 2010), and this chapter highlights the reasoning used by the students as they worked on the task. This chapter references events from the analytic entitled “Task Design Prompts Fourth Grade Students to Use Multiple Forms of Reasoning,” located in the Video Mosaic Collaborative (http://dx.doi.org/doi:10.7282/T3ZK5JF0).

3.1 INTRODUCTION
On September 21, the researchers returned to the fourth grade class and Researcher Carolyn Maher began the session by asking the students to describe what they had explored during the first session to a visitor, Tom Purdy. Jessica and Michael provided general summaries of the session. Erik provided a sample problem, which provoked much discussion among the students. During their exploration of the task, students used the rods at their desks as well as the overhead projector to present and defend their ideas. As they discussed the task, they used both direct and indirect arguments and several forms of reasoning to justify their solutions.

3.2 INTRODUCING THE TASK
Task: If I Call the Blue Rod One, What Rod Will I Call One Half?
Erik first suggested the task as an example of what the class had explored during the previous session. He said, “If we said that the blue rod would be one whole, we’d figure out what, we’d take all the blocks and try and figure out what would be half of it.” Researcher Maher asked Erik what the solution to that problem was, and the
students began to search for the correct rod. As the students tried unsuccessfully to find the rod that met Erik’s specifications, a student suggested the yellow rod, but the class rejected that solution. Erik then commented that he didn’t think there was a rod that satisfied the conditions he had set.

3.3 STUDENTS DEVELOP AND DEFEND THEIR SOLUTION

Researcher Maher then asked David to share his thoughts with the class. David repeated Erik’s comment, and, upon questioning by the researcher, began to explain why he thought no such rod existed. Researcher Maher asked David to explain his thinking at the front of the room.

At the overhead projector, David placed a purple rod alongside a yellow rod. He then placed a white rod to form a purple and white train (Figure 3.1). He then explained, “You see usually they are only one, with the shorter one, only one block apart.” He then created a train of two yellow rods and placed a blue rod next to the train, and did the same using a train of two purple rods (Figure 3.2). He said, “[I]f you have two yellows, it would be too tall and if you have two purples, that’d be too short” (see VMCAAnalytic Event 1). Finally, he said, “and then there’s really nothing in between,” lined up the rods in order of decreasing length (Figure 3.3), pointed to the yellow and purple rods and said “And then here, there’s nothing in between, right here, so there’s no way that you can do that.” Using this staircase model, and showing that the yellow and purple rods could not be solutions to the task, David showed that no rod existed that was one half the length of the blue rod (Event 2). This argument used indirect reasoning as well as reasoning using upper and lower bounds.

![Figure 3.1. A purple and white train alongside the yellow rod](image-url)
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Figure 3.2. Two purple rods alongside the blue rod and two yellow rods alongside the blue rod

Figure 3.3. Staircase model of Cuisenaire rods

Following David’s argument, Jessica countered his claim, that the problem could not be solved, by offering a possible solution. Jessica used direct reasoning and explained that three light green rods equaled the blue rod. David countered her suggestion by explaining that “Erik wants the half”, implicitly suggesting that following Jessica’s argument leads to a contradiction, since her method would produce thirds rather than halves.
Erik then countered David’s claim that the rod under discussion did not exist by suggesting another solution to the problem. He said,

I think you could do it, but they’re… See, I figure if you take a yellow and a purple it’s equal. They’re not exactly the same, but they’re both halves. Because the purple would be half of this even though the yellow is bigger because if you put the purple on the bottom and the yellow on top it’s equal, so they’re both halves, but only one’s bigger than the other. So it equals up to the same thing.

This argument used direct reasoning to show that the purple and yellow rods are equal in length to the blue rod. Erik’s reasoning was faulty in that he assumed a definition for one half that was different from the mathematically correct definition. This attempt at constructing a definition was offered by Erik several times during the discussion.

Researcher Maher asked Erik to repeat his argument. This time, in addition to the explanation that he had already provided, he said, “Or maybe you could call this three quarters [holding the yellow rod] and you could call this one quarter [holding the purple rod]. And, but it would still equal up to the whole.” Erik’s second explanation further indicated that he was defining “one half” as one of two parts that together equal the whole (Event 3). This argument used direct faulty reasoning as well.

Researcher Maher asked David what he thought of Erik’s argument. David replied that he hadn’t thought of the problem in that way, since “I was thinking that… you would need the same.” David used indirect reasoning to counter Erik’s argument. He explained that he had thought that the two halves would have to be identical, and that Erik’s suggestion did not meet that condition, thereby disqualifying it as a valid solution.

The researcher then questioned Erik’s definition of one half. She told Erik to imagine that the rods were bricks of gold and asked Erik if it was a fair split to give Erik the purple rod and for her to keep the yellow rod. Erik replied that this was fair, thereby supporting his earlier claim.

The researcher then asked the class what they thought about this scenario. They responded in a chorus that they did not think this was a fair split. Kimberly countered Erik’s claim that this was fair, explaining that “[T]he purple is smaller than the yellow and the person who got the purple wouldn’t have as much.” This is a simple form of indirect reasoning, in that Kimberly envisioned the scenario that Erik had claimed would be fair, and reasoned that this was unfair because the amounts received by each party would be unequal. She then concluded that this was an unfair split.

Erik then modified his argument, focusing again on his version of the definition of one half to support his argument. He said, “Yeah, but you could call this three quarters and this one quarter and it would still be equal up to the whole. Then it just wouldn’t be halves, it would be quarters. But it would still look like you’re dividing it into halves, but you’re really dividing into quarters.” With this argument, he still argued that the use of the purple and yellow train could provide a solution, but qualified his argument by explaining that it would “look like” halves, but would
really be quarters. However, this reasoning still relied on his attempt to revise the understanding of what could be defined as one half.

At this point, Brian repeated Jessica’s earlier suggestion. He said, “[Y]ou could at least split it into thirds.” David repeated his counterargument by explaining that they were trying to find halves and not thirds.

Alan and Jessica each offered parts of an indirect argument to counter Erik’s claim.

Alan: When you’re dividing things into halves, both halves have to be equal – in order to be considered a half.

Jessica: …This isn’t a half. Those two aren’t both even halves.

Researcher Maher asked Erik what he thought of these comments. She asked, “Can you divide things in halves and have them different sizes?” In response, Erik repeated his modified argument. He said,

Well, see. This isn’t exactly dividing into halves. But I’m still using two blocks, but not… I’m dividing it in half still using two blocks, but one block is bigger than the other block. So it’s like using three quarters and one quarter, but you’re only using two blocks so it’s almost like dividing it in half.

This modified argument used direct faulty reasoning to explain that, although the two rods weren’t equal in length, the use of only two rods caused the solution to be “almost like dividing it in half”.

Andrew then countered Erik’s new argument. He said, “Well if he’s saying, he’s saying that he wants a half, but if he puts that, a purple and a yellow, he won’t have a half. He would have three quarters and one quarter. And he wants a half.” This indirect argument showed the contradiction inherent in Erik’s claim, and how that contradiction disqualified the validity of Erik’s solution (Event 4).

Researcher Maher asked Alan to summarize the discussion that had taken place. Alan combined two of the arguments that had been offered during the conversation, saying, “You… can’t divide that into halves, because you’d have to use rods that are of different sizes, but you could divide it into thirds using rods that are the same size which, which is the light green rods.” This summary used indirect reasoning for the first part of the argument, and direct reasoning for the second (Event 5).

David offered a final line of reasoning for this whole-class discussion. Using generic reasoning and reasoning by cases, he pointed out how the task could be generalized and how solutions to the general case could be found. He showed that the staircase model of rods could be reorganized into two cases, that of “even” rods and of “odd” rods. He showed that those in the “even” category were twice the length of another rod in the set, while those in the “odd” category were not. He then returned to the problem at hand, explaining that the blue rod was “odd”, and that, as a result, there was no solution to the task (Figure 3.4). By showing his solution using two different categories of rods, David used reasoning by cases, and by using the specific case of the blue rod to discuss the general properties of “odd”
rods, David used generic reasoning to support his understanding of the problem (Event 6).

Researcher Maher then discussed Erik’s position in the discussion. She asked Erik if what he meant was that he had found two rods that equaled the length of the blue rod, but that they were not the same length. Erik replied in the affirmative, and agreed that he thought two halves of one entity had to be the same size (Event 7).

3.4 REVIEWING THE REASONING

This task, in particular, elicited multiple forms of reasoning (upper and lower bounds, cases, and generic reasoning) and a large number of direct and indirect counterarguments. Interestingly, this task was initiated by a student and not by the researcher. Similarly, in Mueller’s (2007) study of sixth grade students, the greatest variety of arguments was found as the students worked on this particular task. The possible characteristics of the task that may have encouraged this wide variety of reasoning are explored in depth in Yankelewitz, Mueller, and Maher (2010) and in Mueller, Yankelewitz, and Maher (2010). These include the way the task required students to show that something was not the case, rather than prove the validity of a statement. This “non-existence” situation was provided to the students, so that they might be able to consider the task and the contradiction inherent in it. In addition, this “non-existence” task was posed in the context of a finite set of rods that allowed students to make an exhaustive search for the elusive rod. Finally, the task encouraged students to build models to represent the problem, and this may have also contributed to the wide variety of arguments suggested during the session (Yankelewitz et al., 2010).
After the discussion described above, the students further developed their understanding of one half and generalized their original solutions. This description is found in Chapter 4. Still later in this class session, students solved a similar problem, this time posed by Researcher Martino. In this instance, several students reasoned using cases as they attempted to find the solution. This task is explored in Chapter 5.

QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION OF CHAPTER 3

1. What values and/or problems do you see in the researcher’s decision to encourage Erik’s presentation of his task to the class?
2. What do you consider to be the meaning of the term “solution” within situations such as the one described in this episode?
3. How, if at all, do the reasoning and arguments of the students change throughout their discussion? What actions of students and interactions of the researcher seem to contribute to this development?
4. Were you the teacher, what moves would you have made, if any, that might differ from the narrative of the analytic? What next questions or tasks might you pose to the students?
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4. DESIGNING A NEW ROD

ABSTRACT

In this chapter, we explore the reasoning used by students as they design a possible new rod that could appropriately represent the requested fraction as a solution to a task that otherwise has no correct solution using the given rods. The students extended their reasoning about this design task to make a generalization about sets of rods that would satisfy the conditions of the original task. The episodes in this chapter have been described previously (Steencken, 2001; Yankelewitz, 2009), and this chapter describes the reasoning used by the students as they extended their thinking. This chapter references events from the analytic entitled “Fourth Graders Design a New Rod,” located in the Video Mosaic Collaborative (http://dx.doi.org/doi:10.7282/T33B61X8).

4.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter explores a segment of the second session of the longitudinal study. After a lively discussion about whether there exists a rod that can be called one half when the blue rod is assigned the number name one (see Chapter 3), Researcher Carolyn Maher asked the students to design a rod that can be called one half when the blue rod is called one. After student present their ideas, the students discuss whether it is possible to design a set of rods that contains a rod that can be called one half for any given rod in the set that is called one.

4.2 A DESIGN TASK

Task: If You Were Designing a New Set of Rods and You Wanted to Call the Blue Rod One, Can You Tell Me What That New Rod Might Look Like So That You Would be Able to Call It One Half?

Researcher Carolyn Maher asked the class to imagine that they were designing a new set of rods, and asked them what the rod that would be called one half would look like if the blue rod was called one (see VMCAalytic Event 1). The students began to work on the task in their groups.

Erik and Alan worked together on the task. Erik immediately said, “It can’t be anything ’cause you can’t divide nine equally.” Alan explained that the question was “if you could,” but Erik persisted, saying, “If this is ten [the orange rod], then this [the
blue rod] is nine. It’s impossible to divide this evenly.” Thus, he used direct reasoning to establish the length of the blue rod. Alan again explained that the question asked the students to make a new rod. “You might be able to, like if you divide a blue rod in half you could that – that length and make a new color and that would equal up to halves.” Alan also reasoned directly, saying, “If you cut this [the blue rod] down the middle, it would be four and a half.” Erik replied: “You can’t make a rod that’s four and a half.” He then continued his original train of thought, reasoning by contradiction that there was no rod that could be one half of the blue rod. He lined up nine white rods along the blue rod and counted from left to right, saying, “… one two three four five, one two three four.” He then counted again, saying, “One two three four, one two three four five.” After showing that the two counting methods each resulted in two unequal groups of white rods, he concluded, “It’s impossible to divide it in halves” (Event 2).

Meanwhile, Researcher Amy Martino spoke with Sarah and Meredith about the task. She asked them to explain what the problem was and how they would solve it. Meredith used direct reasoning and said that if the orange rod is ten [centimeters long], the blue rod is nine [centimeters long]. She then said that if the blue rod is split in half, each half would be four and a half [centimeters long]. She then called the purple rod four, and said that each half would be comprised of a purple rod and half a white rod.

Researcher Maher called the class together and asked Beth, Jackie, and Graham to share their solution at the overhead projector. Jackie, with some assistance from Graham, explained that if the blue rod was one, they could design a rod that was one half by using a purple rod and half of a white rod (Figure 4.1). They said further that the smallest rod in the set would then be half the length of the white rod. This group also used direct reasoning to justify their solution (Event 3).

![Figure 4.1. Beth, Jackie, and Graham present their solution](image)
4.3 GENERALIZING THE SOLUTION

Michael, Brian, and David then extended their reasoning about the task (Event 4). They reasoned recursively in an indirect manner, saying that the smallest rod in the set would then need to be divided in half as well. Michael first said, “If you’re going to make a new rod, then you’d have to make a whole new set because there’d have to be a half of that rod, too.” Brian then elaborated, saying: “No matter what there’ll always be something that won’t be equal to something, like… If you cut these little ones in half, then there wouldn’t be something for the little ones to make a half out of them.” David’s argument was similar to Michael’s. He said that he had thought that the white rod could simply be cut in half to create a rod that would be one half the length of the blue rod, but then “realized that you would have to make a whole set, and make a half for every one.” These students used recursive reasoning by showing, using a repetitive explanation of cause and effect, that the general problem had no solution.

Jacquelyn said that she agreed with Michael, “Cause if you do that, um, it changes the whole pattern ‘cause this has a set in pattern to it and the whole thing would change.” Jacquelyn’s reasoning was incomplete because she was not specific in her explanation of why Michael’s argument that it was impossible to create such a set was correct.

Meredith offered a comment, saying, Well, you could just, if you do that then you’d have to cut the ones that are separate, the little blocks into halves, all of them, so then you could make it equal.” Although it appears that her reasoning was direct, it was incomplete, making it difficult to comprehend in context (Event 4).

Researcher Maher asked the students if anyone had another method of designing a rod that could be called one half if the blue rod was called one. James, at the overhead projector, showed the class a light green rod and told them to imagine another two (Figure 4.2). He used direct reasoning to explain that if the middle rod

![Figure 4.2. James uses a model of a blue rod and a light green rod to propose another design](image)
would be split in half and added to each of the other light green rods, he would have two equal lengths that could each be called one half (Event 5).

4.4 REVIEWING THE REASONING

While working on the initial task and then its generalization, the students exercised powerful ways of reasoning about the mathematics underlying the tasks. The initial task challenged students to think beyond the set of rods at their disposal and use their understanding of the meaning of one half to propose a rod length that would solve the blue rod conundrum. Next, the students proposed a generalization of the problem and showed how that generalized problem had no complete solution. It is particularly noteworthy that the researchers did not pose this generalized task, but that the students extended the task that was originally provided and placed it in the context of a larger task. This method of generalization was put to further use as students built models to compare fractions (see, for example, Chapters 13 and 14). In the next chapter, the students explored a similar task that had no solution using the actual rods, and considered new rod designs that could resolve this issue.

QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION OF CHAPTER 4

1. The researcher began this discussion by asking the students to imagine a rod that could be called one half if the blue rod was given the number name 1. What do you think her intentions were for the class? Do you think that her goals were met? What evidence could you provide for your conclusions?
2. How would you have responded to the researcher’s task? What justification would you give for your solution?
3. Which student(s) reasoning most closely mirrored yours? What particular arguments did your solutions share?
4. What generalized thinking about the rods did you observe in the students’ discussion? What evidence can you give for your observations?
5. What characteristics of the rods were helpful in this discussion and which, if any, characteristics may have been obstacles to the students’ thinking?
6. What questions and task(s) might you have added if you had been facilitating this session?
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5. REASONING BY CASES WHILE EXPLORING FRACTIONS AS NUMBERS

ABSTRACT

In this chapter, we explore various forms of reasoning employed by students as they work on another “non-existence” task given the available rods. The task, which was presented to the students towards the end of the second session and which does not have a correct solution using the rods that are included in the set, prompted the students to use multiple forms of reasoning to justify their claims. The arguments posed by the students were structured as both direct and indirect arguments. One form of reasoning which appeared several times in the context of this task was exhaustive reasoning, or reasoning by cases. The episodes in this chapter have been described previously (Steencken, 2001; Yankelewitz, 2009), and this chapter describes the way students reasoned using cases as they solved a task with no solution using the actual rods. This chapter references events from the analytic entitled “Fourth Graders Reason by Cases as They Explore Fraction Ideas” (http://dx.doi.org/doi:10.7282/T3Q2420N).

5.1 INTRODUCTION

Toward the end of the second session of the longitudinal study, researcher Amy Martino asked students to solve a task with no correct solution using the actual rods, similar to the one that Erik suggested at the start of the session (see Chapter 3). This task prompted students to use multiple forms of reasoning to justify their claims. Most interesting, several examples of reasoning by cases surfaced during the exploration.

5.2 ANOTHER TASK WITH NO SOLUTION

Task: I'm Going to Call the Orange and Light Green Together One. Can You Find a Rod That Has the Number Name One Half?

Researcher Amy Martino posed a final task for the session that was similar in structure to the task that Erik had proposed at the start of the session. She called the orange and light green train one, and asked the class to find a rod that had the number name of one half (see VMCAnalytic Event 1). The students worked in groups for five minutes and then participated in a whole class discussion.
Brian built a model of an orange and light green train and placed two dark green rods below it, with a white rod separating the two dark green rods. He explained to Researcher Martino that there was no rod that was one half the length of the train because “ten and three equals thirteen and thirteen is an odd number.” This part of his argument used indirect reasoning to show that the task was impossible given the rods they were provided. When asked to explain how that was connected to his solution, he explained directly that since thirteen was odd, the train couldn’t be divided in half, and that the only way to find one half of the train would be to cut the white rod in half and “put one half on one side and …put the other half on the other side” together with each of the dark green rods.

Brian said that there was another way that the problem could be solved. He referred to the model that James had shared as they had discussed during the initial task and follow up design task and said “it would probably work” in this case as well. He built a train of four light green rods with a white rod in the center, and showed Researcher Martino that this train could be divided in half by cutting the white rod in half in a manner similar to the way he had shown earlier. In this case, as well, Brian used direct reasoning to show the correct method of finding a length that was one half the length of the orange and light green train.

Researcher Martino then talked to Jessica and Laura about their solution. Jessica and Laura built a model of an orange and light green train alongside a train of two dark green rods and one white rod. The white rod in their model, unlike that of Brian’s, was placed at the end of the train. Jessica told the researcher that they had to invent a new rod, since the dark green rod wasn’t one half the length of the train. The researcher asked Jessica to show her what the new rod would look like. Jessica showed her that the train of one dark green and one white rod would be called one half. At this point, Jessica’s reasoning was flawed. Laura then offered her own direct argument, saying that the dark green rod along with half of one white rod would be called one half. Jessica agreed with Laura’s suggestion, showing the researcher what each half would look like in her model.

Meredith worked with Sarah on this problem. Meredith noted that the length of the train was “thirteen,” and set about looking for a rod that was “six.” After some trial and error, she found the dark green rod, and built a model identical to that of Brian’s first and Jessica’s second model. Researcher Martino approached Meredith and Sarah and Meredith explained her solution. “I took two greens and I put a white in the middle, and if I cut the white in the middle in half, then you would have six and a half and six and a half.” Thus, Meredith used direct reasoning to provide a solution to the problem.

### 5.3 A WHOLE CLASS DISCUSSION

During the whole class discussion, Andrew presented the model described above and used direct reasoning to show that the dark green rod and half the white rod would be equal in length to half the train of orange and light green, since two dark green rods...
rods and one white rod equaled the length of the train (Event 2). Researcher Martino asked the class why there was no actual rod that could be called one half of this train. Meredith offered an indirect argument that was partially flawed. She said, “Well, because you want to have seven and six, seven, but there are no rods that are really seven, and you need it to be thirteen.” When asked to explain her thinking further, she said that “Well, take two greens and a white… And there’s no blocks that have half on them, and for the uneven numbers, for the odd numbers you need a half, because you can’t make it without it.” Although Meredith was correct in explaining that the train was “odd” and that no rod in the set could be one half the length of that train, she erred in saying at first that, in order to have a rod that could be called one half, a rod was needed that was seven white rods long, and that such a rod did not exist.

The researcher asked Brian to explain what Meredith meant by “odd,” since he had also used that term in his earlier explanation. Instead of answering that question, Brian talked about the different ways that he had found a rod could be created that was the correct length to solve the problem. Brian had tried to find all the cases that could satisfy the given conditions. Figure 5.1 shows the different models that Brian had built. Although this is not the typical argument by cases used in mathematics, Brian attempted to be exhaustive in finding solutions to the problem (Event 3).

Meredith presented another solution to the problem (one that was built by Brian, but that had not been presented yet to the class). At the overhead projector, she and Sarah built a train of a yellow, light green, and yellow rod, and Meredith showed that if the light green rod is cut in half, “one and a half” could be added to each yellow rod to create a rod that could be called one half. Meredith’s direct reasoning was incomplete in that she did not explain what she meant by “one and a half.”
Researcher Martino asked the class what she meant, and Graham explained that Meredith was referring to the light green rod, and that “[y]ou… split it in the middle, and it would be one and a half on each side.” He raised the light green rod and gestured that it was cut in half.

The researcher then asked Meredith what the orange and light green train would be called if the light green rod was given the number name three, as Graham and Meredith had implied. Meredith responded that it would be called thirteen. Researcher Martino asked Meredith, “You were thinking of the whole length of the train as being thirteen of what? Thirteen blues, thirteen oranges, thirteen what?” Meredith said that she was referring to thirteen yellows. She said, “Well, if you cut that [light green rod] in the middle and then you just paint the light green of each piece yellow and you’re making it thirteen and it will be equal to the train.” Meredith’s reasoning was still incomplete (Event 4).

The researcher asked the class for assistance in explaining what Meredith meant. Erik volunteered that he thought he understood what she was trying to say. Erik explained that ten white rods equaled the length of the orange rod, and three rods equaled the length of the light green rod. He then reasoned directly that ten and three gives thirteen. As Erik spoke, Meredith modeled the equivalence of the light green rod and three white rods (Event 5).

Erik mentioned that he had another solution that he wanted to share with the class. At the overhead projector, he built a train of two light green rods and seven white rods. Then, he said,

I figured you could take two light greens and put them there. And then after that I just took all these, the clear ones, and I figured, well, I put down seven. And I figured that they all equal, and if you have these two you would have three and then you could take one and put it on that and so it would be four, five, you would have three, four, and then four, five, six, six, and then seven.

As Erik spoke, he motioned that he was assigning each of the white rods to one of two groups, and that each of the groups were comprised of a light green rod and three or four white rods. Upon questioning, he clarified that there would be a length of six white rods in one group and seven white rods in the other. Researcher Martino then asked him what he would do with the extra white rod in the second group (Figure 5.2). At that, Erik rearranged his model, substituting three white rods for one light green rod. He then divided the light green and white rods into three groups, each containing a light green and a white rod, with the exception of one group, which contained a light green and two white rods. However, the researcher asked him what he would do with the fourth white rod, and then asked him if he would agree that if they reverted to his first model of two light green rods and seven white rods, they could split the remaining white rod in half (Figure 5.3). Erik agreed that that could be done, and extended the researcher’s line of reasoning, explaining that each half of the white rod could be placed in one of the two groups of rods. In this discussion, Erik used faulty reasoning, as well as direct reasoning as he agreed with Researcher
Martino’s suggestion. In addition, Erik used an exhaustive method as he tried to find a solution, attempting to rearrange the white rods in several different ways in order to find a correct solution (Event 6).

![Figure 5.2. Erik’s first arrangement](image1)

Figure 5.2. Erik’s first arrangement

![Figure 5.3. Erik’s second arrangement](image2)

Figure 5.3. Erik’s second arrangement

At the close of the session, Brian shared an alternative solution. At his desk, he built a model of a purple rod, a yellow rod, and a second purple rod, and used direct reasoning to explain that if the yellow rod was cut in half, two equal length rods could be formed.
5.4 REVIEWING THE REASONING

During this task, the students brought together the ideas that they had explored earlier in the session as they worked on another “non-existence” task (Yankelewitz, Mueller, & Maher, 2010). As they shared their solutions, both Brian and Erik used exhaustive reasoning, or reasoning by cases. Brian used this method to find multiple designs for the new rod. Erik, on the other hand, used an exhaustive method as he tried to find an original solution to the task. In this case, this reasoning allowed him to conclude that there was no way to use the white rods to form a length that could be called one half when the orange and green train was called one.

QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION OF CHAPTER 5

1. In this chapter, the researcher builds on an earlier activity by posing a similar task, which also has no correct solution using the available rods. How did this task differ from the first task with no correct solution and how were they similar?
2. What do you think were the researcher’s intentions? What evidence did you observe to indicate that these intentions were met? What other questions or interventions might you have posed – and why?
3. How would you have gone about developing a solution for this task yourself?
4. How does the argument of “odd and even” cases relate to the students’ discussion?
   Do you see any obstacles to thinking about fractions that might be raised by this line of reasoning? If so, what might they be – and how would you address any issues?
5. What similar tasks might you propose to follow this one? What particular issues might you want to explore?
6. How would you describe Brian’s collection of solutions? What evidence do you see in his solution set that might lead to a conclusion that he was thinking “exhaustively”?
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6. DEVELOPING THE FOUNDATION FOR PROPORTIONAL REASONING

ABSTRACT

This chapter highlights students’ reasoning as they worked on five tasks that encouraged the development of proportional reasoning. Students built models for solutions to the tasks, representing specific numbers with Cuisenaire rods, attending to the attribute of length. Although in their initial considerations the students evidenced the use of additive reasoning, as the students worked on the given tasks, they intuitively began to use proportional reasoning. The episodes in this chapter have been described previously (Steencken, 2001; Yankelewitz, 2009), and this chapter describes the way students used the foundational ideas underlying proportional reasoning to solve tasks. This chapter references events from the analytic entitled “Fourth Graders Build Toward Proportional Reasoning,” located in the Video Mosaic Collaborative (http://dx.doi.org/doi:10.7282/T35D8TMT).

6.1 INTRODUCTION

During the initial sessions of the study, the students explored unit fractions and built models to explore fundamental part-whole fraction concepts. During the fourth session, Researcher Amy Martino reintroduced whole numbers into the discussion and asked students to assign integer or fraction number names to the rods. This prompted students to reason proportionally as they considered the tasks and the rod and number relationships.

6.2 EXPLORING PAIRS OF INTEGERS THAT ARE PROPORTIONAL

Task 1: What If I Change the Name of the Orange Rod to Six? What Number Name Would I Call the Yellow Rod?

Prior to this task, the students named the yellow rod, one, when the orange rod was called two. Next, Researcher Martino asked the class what the number name of the yellow rod would be when the orange rod is called six. Kimberly suggested that the yellow rod would be called five. She used additive reasoning to explain that, since the yellow rod was called one when the orange rod was called two, the yellow rod should be called five when the orange rod is called six, implying that the yellow rod...
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has a number name which is one less than that of the orange rod regardless of the number name assigned to the orange rod (see VMCAalytic Event 1).

Alan challenged Kimberly’s solution, saying that in the previous task, the orange rod was two and the yellow rod was one, but now that the orange is called six, the yellow is three, since half of six is three. In his argument, which employed proportional reasoning, Alan correctly recognized that since the yellow rod is half the length of the orange rod its number name must also be half of that of the orange rod (Event 2).

Researcher Maher asked Kimberly to explain why she thought the yellow rod should be called five, and Kimberly re-explained her thinking. Researcher Maher positioned two yellow rods alongside the orange and then asked Kimberly “if this [yellow rod] is five and this [yellow rod] is five, this [orange rod] is six?” Kimberly then admitted that she made a mistake and revised her original solution. Using proportional reasoning, she then explained that if the yellow rod is five, the orange rod would be called ten. In her explanation, Kimberly recognized that the number name assigned to the yellow rod must be half of that assigned to the orange rod instead of one less (Event 3).

*Task 2: If I Call Yellow and Light Green Two, What Number Name Would I Give to Red?*
*Task 3: I’d Like You to Make the Yellow and Light Green One and Then Tell Me What the Number Name Would be for Red Also.*

In the next session two days later, the students worked on the following two tasks: “If I call yellow and light green two, what number name would I give to red?” and “I’d like you to make the yellow and light green one and then tell me what the number name would be for red also.”

Audra explained that the red would be called one fourth when the yellow and light green train is called one. She showed that the brown rod equaled the length of the yellow and light green train. She then lined up four red rods against the train and said that normally, if the brown is called one, the number name for the red rod could be found by lining them up against the brown rod. She then said that the same could be done for the train, since it is the same length as the brown rod, and concluded that the red rod would be called one fourth (Event 4).

Then, Brian explained that the red rod would be called one half when the train of yellow and green rods is called two, but he did not justify his claim (Event 5). David explained Brian’s solution by saying that if the yellow and light green train is called two, then the train of four red rods would also be called two. He explained that two red rods would then be called one, and divided the red rods into two groups of two. He then removed a red rod from one of the groups and said “But then if you take away this [one red rod] this would be one half over there”. Then, he worked backwards, saying that if another red rod was added, the two red rods would then be called one, and that all four red rods together would be called two (Event 6, Figure 6.1).
Next, Erik explained that there was some confusion, which resulted from forgetting that the train was called two rather than one. He then further justified the correct solution, “If you have one there’d be two halves, but if you have two its two halves plus two halves which would be four halves. So you’d… have to call one of the reds one half” (Event 7).

This pair of tasks prompted the students to reason proportionally by recognizing that when the train is called two rather than one, the number name of the red rod is doubled.

6.3 EXPLORING LARGER INTEGER PAIRS

Task 4: I’m Going to Call the Orange Ten... and I’m Wondering If You Could Tell Me the Number Name for White.

During the next session two days later, the students worked on the following task: “I’m going to call the orange ten… and I’m wondering if you could tell me the number name for white.” Beth justified calling the white rod one when the orange is called ten. Brian, Jessica, and Beth all explained that when the orange rod is called ten, the white rod is called one. Then, Researcher Martino asked Beth what the number name for two white rods would be, and Beth said that two white rods would be called two, three white rods would be called three, and so on (Event 8).

In this task the students confirmed that ten white rods equal the length of the orange rod, which was important as a precursor for the next task.
Task 5: What Number Would I Give to One White Rod If We’re Calling the Orange the Number Name Fifty?

The students then worked on another task: “What number would I give to one white rod if we’re calling the orange the number name fifty?” Beth explained that the white is called five when the orange is called fifty since “if you count by fives to fifty… you have to have five ten times to get to fifty.” Meredith repeated her argument and explained that five times ten equals fifty. She justifies her solution by saying “…this is a ten rod [the orange rod]. It has ten ones. Ten times five equals fifty. So I said ten times what gives you fifty? And five, gives you ten times five equals fifty.”

Beth and Meredith used proportional reasoning to determine the number name of the white rod when the orange rod is called fifty. After establishing in the previous task that the number name of the white rod is one when the number name of the orange is ten, they used proportional reasoning to determine that the value of the white rod must be multiplied by ten to equal the value of the orange rod which was called fifty. They then concluded that the white rod must be called five (Event 9).

6.4 REVIEWING THE REASONING

As can be seen in this chapter, the students began to transition from additive to multiplicative or proportional reasoning as they explored a new set of tasks, this time centering on naming rods using integer number names. In the following chapters, we will explore students’ development of fraction comparison and equivalence.

QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION OF CHAPTER 6

1. Consider the particular tasks presented by the researcher. What reasons do you think she had for her selection of tasks and the way they were sequenced?
2. What do you think that she learned about the students’ reasoning as they moved through this sequence? What evidence could you give for your conclusions?
3. Do you agree with the author that Kimberly used an additive logic to conclude that the yellow rod should be named 5 when the orange rod is given the number name 6? What questions might you have asked her to find out more about her thinking?
4. Sarah and Beth determine their number value for a white rod when the orange rod is 50 by adding. How, if at all, is their reasoning different from Kimberly’s in the earlier task?
5. How does the reasoning of Sarah and Beth differ from Meredith’s explanation about the white and orange rods? Do you see one of those arguments as preferable to the other – or are they similar? What evidence can you provide for your conclusion?
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7. ESTABLISHING THE IMPORTANCE OF THE UNIT

ABSTRACT

This chapter, using data from Session 3 of the intervention, focuses on the students’ initial reasoning when comparing fractions. The investigation begins with a context about sharing candy bars presented as a real-life dilemma by Researcher Carolyn Maher. The discussion posed the question of equity when sharing different-sized candy bars. The resulting “candy bar” metaphor about unfair comparisons when the unit is changed illustrates what Davis described as a “tool for thinking” (1984). Reference to this metaphor recurs as the students build solutions to the problem: Which is larger, 1/3 or 1/2, and, if one fraction is larger, how much larger? The students’ activity, using Cuisenaire rods to model the problem in ways that conform to their agreed rule that the unit must stay the same, is illustrated in the VMCAalytic entitled: Which is larger, 1/2 or 1/3: An Introduction to Comparing Unit Fractions, located in the Video Mosaic Collaborative (http://dx.doi.org/doi:10.7282/T3V40X3R).

7.1 INTRODUCTION

The concept of a unit in the context of comparing fractions is an essential piece of the basis for students’ success as they build knowledge about fractions, both as operators and as numbers. Ling and Runesson (2007), for example, assert that the concepts of unit and unitizing are necessary for understanding the concept of fractions and Lamon (1996) asserts that the “ability to conceive of quantities in terms of increasingly complex units builds mathematical reasoning power” (p. 171). Recognizing what is considered to be the unit for a particular mathematical situation is essential in understanding fractions, yet Yoshida (2004), in her study of Japanese children’s learning of fractions, asserted that students’ “everyday concepts” of “one whole” frequently contradict the “mathematical concepts” of the “unit whole.” Yoshida describes, for example, that if students are asked to partition one 1/2-meter length from a 2-meter long tape, they often cut the tape into two equal parts. Thus their everyday concept of taking 1/2 of the one whole tape is in conflict with the mathematical concept of a “1/2-meter” quantity of the 2-meter unit whole (p. 476).

Examples of students’ reasoning as they compare unit and non-unit fractions occur throughout the video data collected from the year long fraction intervention.
that is the basis for this volume. In order to make the fourth grade students’ reasoning more accessible, episodes from the videotapes were identified and artifacts were produced that specifically illustrate their investigation of fraction comparison ideas. This chapter focuses on the beginning of the students’ intentional exploration of comparison as they explained, defended, and argued about Cuisenaire rod models that they constructed to represent and compare the two unit fractions, 1/2 and 1/3.

7.2 THE SETTING

The data in this chapter were taken from videotapes of the first month of the year long researcher intervention involving fourth graders’ exploration of fractions. The events discussed in this chapter took place on Friday, September 24th, during Session 3 of the intervention (Steencken, 2001; Steencken & Maher, 2003; Yankelewitz, 2009) and focus on the beginning of several “visits” that the children were to have with the comparison task: “Which is greater, 1/2 or 1/3, and by how much?”

This investigation builds directly from the first two sessions of the intervention during which the students constructed Cuisenaire rod models to support their ideas about basic relationships among whole numbers and fractions. Determining number names for each of the ten Cuisenaire rods based on a specific rod, or train of rods, that was assigned a specific number name, such as 1 or 1/2, was fundamental to their reasoning throughout these sessions. For example, students were asked to investigate questions such as the following: “What would the brown rod be called if the purple rod was called 1/2?” and “What is the number name for red when the train of yellow and light green rods is called two?”

This chapter, and the following two, focus on Sessions 3 through 6 of the intervention and follow the early development of the students’ reasoning as they constructed representations and compared two fractions, 1/2 and 1/3. In particular, the present chapter and its associated VMCAAnalytic focus on the students as they first begin to think specifically about how to compare two unit fractions based on models constructed with the Cuisenaire rods.

7.3 EXPLORING THE UNIT: THE CANDY BAR METAPHOR

Toward the end of Session 3, as shown in Events 1, 2, and 3 of the VMCAAnalytic Which is larger, 1/2 or 1/3? An Introduction to Comparing Unit Fractions, Researcher Carolyn Maher related an actual situation in which she introduced chocolate candy bars as a metaphor for thinking about sharing and comparing particular fractions. This real-life situation was intended to help students recognize the importance of determining and maintaining a specific unit in order to make sense of fractional components. In the situation described by the researcher, a particular chocolate bar represented a mathematical unit.

Researcher Maher shared with the class that she had given 1/2 of a candy bar to each of her two friends, Tom (Purdy) and Amy (Martino), and, although Tom was
pleased, Amy felt that the situation was unfair. Researcher Maher asked the students to consider why Amy might have believed that she got an unfair amount:

Mrs. H. was nice enough to bring some candy because I thought we would look at some nice fraction problems and I said, well if we share these ... So Tom said, I want one-half a candy bar and Amy said, I want one-half a candy bar. So I said okay, you each can have a half and I gave them each a half and they were so angry with me. They looked at me and said … Well Tom was happy, but Amy said to me: “I don’t really like what you just did. That didn’t seem really fair.” Now, how could that be? It seemed fair to me. I gave one-half to Tom and I gave one-half to Amy. Didn’t I do the right thing? (See VMCAnalytic Event 1.)

In response to the researcher’s query, one of the students in the class, Audra, expressed an idea that was shared by several of the students. Audra surmised that the piece of the candy bar that Researcher Maher gave to Amy was not really half of the candy bar and illustrated her reasoning by holding up a train of a yellow and a light green rod to show “unequal halves” (see Figure 7.1). Researcher Maher assured her that she did give each person exactly one half of a candy bar.

Audra: Because, see, you had the red. Well, if the candy bar was this size [holding up a train of a yellow and a light green rod] and you were to divide it in half and then Amy probably got a piece like this [the light green rod] and…

Researcher: But I didn’t do that. I really made the halves of the candy bar the same size, so I didn’t trick her that way. What else could I have done that could have made her feeling badly about this?

Figure 7.1. A train of light green and yellow rods to show “unequal” halves

When the students had no other ideas, Researcher Maher showed them two different-sized candy bars and explained that Tom’s piece was half of the larger and Amy’s was half of the smaller. After the students laughed, Caitlin concluded for the
class that it was not fair because, “They weren’t the same size chocolate bars!” (See Event 2 and Figures 7.2 and 7.3.)

Figure 7.2. Tom got half of the bigger candy bar

Figure 7.3. Amy got half of the smaller candy bar

The students recognized from the researcher’s narrative that half of a smaller candy bar was smaller than the corresponding half of a larger bar and agreed that for equitable sharing, it was important to work with “the same size candy bars” and that this should be understood as a rule when comparing fractions.

Robert B. Davis (1984, 1990) refers to such metaphors as assimilation paradigms. Davis describes an assimilation paradigm as a way to introduce new concepts by building on the schema that learners have already established through using familiar ideas to help them understand the new concept. In the session described here,
Researcher Maher introduces the idea of sharing different sized chocolate bars as a possible assimilation paradigm to help students understand that, when comparing fractions, it is important to keep the unit the same; if the unit changes, the “size” of the fractional parts will also change (Steencken & Maher, 2003).

After some discussion about the size of the candy bars and comparing fractions, Researcher Maher reminded the students about the idea established by the candy bar metaphor and introduced a new problem.

Researcher: One last problem. I want to see if you fall into the trap. If we agree on – we must keep whatever it is we’re comparing the same unit. So if I’m comparing 1/2 and 1/3, what I call 1 [give the number name 1] has to be the same for 1/2 and it has to be the same for 1/3. Is that clear here? [Students can be heard agreeing.] All right. I want you to draw me a model with your, make me a model with your Cuisenaire rods and to show me which is bigger 1/2 or 1/3. And I want you to tell me, show me which is bigger and I want you to tell me how much bigger and be able to convince me. Which is bigger, 1/2 or 1/3. (See Event 3.)

Unlike their previous activities with the rods, there was no established unit provided for this problem and the students were challenged to determine an appropriate unit themselves as they began to build their models. This question set the stage for students’ exploration of the comparison of fractions and the importance of the unit that took place over the next several sessions.

7.4 WHAT ROD OR TRAIN OF RODS CAN BE USED FOR THE UNIT?

During the remaining time in the session, the students were intent on developing a plausible solution to this problem. They began a search to find a unit, referred to as “1” or at times, “the whole,” that would allow them to physically compare the lengths of rods corresponding to the fractions 1/2 and 1/3. Students were looking for a particular rod, or train of rods, to represent the unit, for which there were shorter rods that could legally represent 1/2 and 1/3, such that a train made of two of the rods with the number name 1/2 was the same length as the unit and a train made of three of the rods with the number name 1/3 was the same length as the unit.

During this session, two students, Danielle and Gregory, made an exhaustive search to find a rod that could represent the unit, or 1. They started with the longest rod, the orange rod, and, when they could not find two shorter rods to represent both 1/2 and 1/3, continued their search by examining each of the other rods in decreasing order of length. Their reasoning was to eliminate each rod by contradiction or confirm a possible choice by determining that there were shorter rods that could represent halves and thirds of the particular rod. Note that the analysis of Danielle and Gregory’s reasoning was gathered based on the observation of their models rather than their verbal explanations.
During the work session, Researcher Maher reminded students of the idea represented by the candy bar metaphor:

Researcher: Ok, please remember the ground rules. As I walk around and I watch what you’re doing, are we allowed to switch candy bars?

Students: No

Researcher Maher: Are we allowed, if we’re making a half and a third, are we allowed to have different size candy bars?

Students: No.

Researcher Maher: No. We have to not – we are not allowed to switch candy bars. Remember that’s the rule from now on in mathematics.

As the researcher was speaking, Danielle can be observed selecting a longer rod and placing two shorter rods beside it (see Event 4). Later she constructed a model with the dark green rod aligned with one train of two light green rods and a second train of three red rods, suggesting that she would give the dark green rod the number name 1, the light green rod the number name 1/2, and the red rod the number name 1/3 (see Figure 7.4).1

![Figure 7.4. Danielle’s model showing 1/2, 1, and 1/3](image)

She removed one of the red rods and one of the light green rods and aligned the two (see Figure 7.5).

She replaced the two rods into the model and turned to the researcher with her hand raised.

As Danielle and Gregory worked on their solution, two other students, Erik and Alan, worked together to investigate the longer rods in an attempt to find a rod as the unit whose length can be represented by both halves and thirds. From their discourse, it was evident that the students realized that the length of the rod they choose to represent the unit, 1, must be able to be partitioned into thirds as well as halves using smaller rods.
As the boys considered different rods that might have the number name 1, Alan focused on the blue rod and Erik on the brown rod. In each case the second student challenged the choice of rod made by the first, claiming that the rod could not be used. Alan lined up three light green rods below the blue rod, demonstrating that if the blue rod was given the number name 1, the light green rod would have the number name 1/3 (see Figure 7.7).

Erik countered by exclaiming that there was no way to model half of the blue rod. He challenged Alan, “There’s no half of a blue, then why did you pick the blue?” Alan conceded claiming, “There’s nothing else that can be divided into thirds and halves…. ” Erik seemed to agree, “Yeah, I’m sure there isn’t.” Rather than continuing to test any rods shorter than the brown rod, Alan made the conjecture that they would have to make their own rods in order to complete the problem: “You’d have to make your own rod for each one of them.”
Although it appeared that Alan gave up looking for a rod to use as the unit and Erik agreed, Erik continued to search for a rod with a length that can be modeled with both halves and thirds. As Erik explored the possibility of using the brown rod, Alan challenged him by stating that the brown rod cannot be divided into thirds. Erik retorted by again challenging the choice of a blue rod since the blue rod cannot be divided into halves. Erik then expressed that he believed that the brown rod could be divided into thirds if he could just find the “right rod.” After searching for a rod such that three of them aligned with the brown rod in length, Erik decided that there was no such rod and brown could not be used for the unit. Figure 7.7 illustrates Erik’s model for his reasoning using upper and lower bounds. He tested two rods with consecutive lengths (the light green rod and the red rod) and determined that a train of three light green rods was longer than a brown rod and a train of three red rods was shorter than the brown rod.

He concludes that when the brown rod was given the number name 1, there was no rod that could be given the number name 1/3.

Erik: You don’t need the blue. We’re not using the blue. We’re using the brown.
Alan: The brown can be divided into thirds?
Erik: Can blue?
Alan: Yes.
Erik: Can blue be divided into halves?
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Alan: No. Can brown be divided into thirds?

Erik: It doesn’t matter. You bet it can. If I just find the right rod. [Erik experiments silently.] Ok, what rod are we going to use then? It can’t be divided into anything.

Alan: Your own rod.

At the end of this exploration, the boys, together, reasoned that there were no two rods that could represent both halves and thirds when either of the orange, blue, or brown rods was selected as the unit. Erik exclaimed, “Ok, what rod are we going to use then? It can’t be divided into anything” and Alan returned to his original claim, that it was necessary to “make your own rod.” (See Events 5 and 6.)

Two students, Brian and Jackie, found two models to use. In the first model, they assigned the light green rods the number name 1/2 and the red rods the number name 1/3.

Brian: Now let’s get three of these [the red rods] and make a half out of that [the light green rod], if we can.

Jackie: Wait, let me do the red ones…

Brian: And you take two light greens and that would be equal, and they’d be equal [the train of 2 green rods and the train of 3 red rods]. (See Figure 7.9.)

![Figure 7.9. Brian and Jackie's model](image)

In a second model, they gave the dark green rods the number name 1/2 and the purple rods the number name 1/3 (see Figure 7.10).

Brian: And if you take the purple and the dark greens and you made the purple a third and then the greens a half, then they’d be equal.

![Figure 7.10. Brian and Jackie's model](image)

The two students began a search to find another model that would work. They assigned the white rod the number name 1/3 and determined that there was not a rod
that could be named 1/2 because there was no train of two rods that was the same length as three white rods.

Similarly when they gave the black rod the number name 1/3, they determined that the orange rod could not have the number name 1/2 because the train of three black rods was longer than the train of two orange rods, and declared “it’s not equal” (see Figure 7.11).

![Figure 7.11. If the black rod is 1/3, the orange rod cannot be 1/2](image1)

They tested the yellow rod and determined that it was half as long as the orange rod. However, they discovered that if the yellow rod had the number name 1/2, the purple rod could not have the number name 1/3. It is interesting to note that at this point of their investigation of the rods, Brian and Jackie did not look for a unit, focusing, instead, on giving a rod the number name 1/2, constructing a train made of two of these rods and then looking for a rod that would have the number name 1/3 because a train of three rods was the same length as the train of two “halves” (see Figure 7.12).

![Figure 7.12. If the yellow rod is 1/2, the purple rod cannot be 1/3](image2)

Jackie: That’s what you’re gonna tell the class [laugh]. We can raise our hands. [They raise their hands.]
Brian: Wait, let’s, in the meantime, let me try to figure out another way. How about three of these [referring to 3 white rods]? I don’t think there’s any other ways.
Jackie: Only three reds, and two light greens, and three purples, two dark greens
Brian: Wait, wait, wait, wait, if we take three blacks, and we take two oranges, and that’d be, it’s not equal [referring to the train of 3 blacks and the train of 2 oranges].
Jackie: How many ways can you get?
Brian: It’s not equal!
Jackie: Oh!
Brian: What’s smaller than this [referring to the black rod]?
Jackie: Dark green.
Brian:  Ok. What’s-
Jackie:  And smaller than that? Yellow. I’m trying yellow. What half of an orange? This [She has a model of one orange and two yellows]. What’s third of an orange? Oh, do you have one more purple? No, that wouldn’t work either.

Notice that in this episode, students tested rods to find different rod pairs to model 1/2 and 1/3 and reasoned by contradiction to eliminate rods for the two fractions that contradicted the candy bar rule. They started with the two successful models discovered earlier: the light green rod for 1/2 and the red rod for 1/3 for the unit dark green, and the dark green rod for 1/2 and the purple rod for 1/3 for the unit the train of orange and red. Then they considered the white rod as 1/3 and tried to find a rod to represent 1/2. When this was unsuccessful, they moved to the yellow rod as 1/2, noticing that when the yellow rod had the number name 1/2 the orange rod had the number name 1. They determined that since there was no rod with the number name 1/3 when the orange rod had the number name 1, there was no rod with the number name 1/3 when the yellow rod had the number name 1/2. Since they had already used the dark green rod as 1/2, they moved to the black rod and eliminated that one as well. Although their search was thorough, it is unclear if it was exhaustive.

7.5 LAURA AND JESSICA’S MODEL TO COMPARE 1/2 AND 1/3

After considerable exploration of the individual rods to represent the unit, several students developed a model that used a train of an orange and red rod for the unit.

![Figure 7.13. Train of an orange and a red rod given the number name 1](image)

Laura and Jessica shared their solution with the class. They built their model at the overhead, naming the train of orange and red rods 1, and giving number names to the other rods based on this unit. They modeled three thirds with the purple rods and two halves with dark green rods, claiming that, with the given unit, the purple rod had the number name 1/3 and the dark green rod had the number name 1/2 (see Figure 7.14).

The girls explained, “the pink [purple] would be 1/3 and 1/2 would be the … dark green” and pointed out that the rod with the number name 1/2 was longer than the rod with the number name 1/3. [Note that throughout the intervention, students sometimes called the purple rod, pink.]
Jessica stated, “It’s the size of the red,” thus claiming that the dark green rod \( \frac{1}{2} \) was bigger than the purple rod \( \frac{1}{3} \) by the length of the red rod. Researcher Maher responded “It’s that much bigger. It’s a red bigger. Okay so the question is what number name would you give to the red? We know it’s bigger by a red. What number name would you give to the red?” (See Event 7.)

Until this point in the session, the students had been exploring the question, “Which is larger, \( \frac{1}{2} \) or \( \frac{1}{3} \)?” Researcher Maher then asked the students to consider how much bigger the dark green rod was than the purple rod. This question began the students’ investigation of another fraction concept, quantifying the difference between \( \frac{1}{2} \) and \( \frac{1}{3} \).

In response to the question, Jessica moved the red rod from the unit train and placed it next to the purple creating a red and purple rod train that was the same length as the dark green rod (see Figure 7.16).

Jessica stated, “It’s the size of the red,” thus claiming that the dark green rod \( \frac{1}{2} \) was bigger than the purple rod \( \frac{1}{3} \) by the length of the red rod. Researcher Maher responded “It’s that much bigger. It’s a red bigger. Okay so the question is what number name would you give to the red? We know it’s bigger by a red. What number name would you give to the red?” (See Event 7.)
During the final few minutes of Session 3, while students were packing up their belongings, Researcher Maher restated her question, asking students to consider how much bigger 1/2 was than 1/3 by considering the number name for the red rod when the train of orange and red rods had the number name 1. Alan raised his hand and responded: “1/6”. When asked by Researcher Maher to justify his reasoning, Alan offered an explanation that he attributed to his prior knowledge about the rods:

Because we know already that, that, three reds would make a dark green and if there are two dark greens to make the orange and the, and the red rod then it would take six red rods to make the orange and the red rod. (See Event 8.)

7.6 CONCLUSION

According to Kieren and Pirie (1991), Pirie and Kieren (1994a), Pirie and Kieren (1994b) and Pirie and Martin (2000), the growth of mathematical understanding is a “transcendently recursive process” which they describe as “dynamic, leveled but non-linear” (Pirie & Kieren, 1994b, p. 166). As shown in Figure 7.17, they use a diagram of circles, defined as “layers,” to illustrate the levels of understanding in their theory (Pirie & Kieren, 1994a, p. 167).

This theory, providing a model for the study of the growth of mathematical understanding and a helpful lens for examining students’ reasoning, is based on their study of young students working on particular mathematical tasks, building knowledge over time (Pirie & Kieren, 1994a). They assert that as learners fold back to earlier experiences or “layers” of the model, they gain deeper understanding through a “recursive reconstruction of knowledge.” In related work, Pirie and Martin (2000) describe the activity of “collecting” as a process by which students fold back to previously explored ideas and reexamine them with corresponding shifts in knowledge gained through their successive explorations of the idea (pp. 131–133). The data provided in this series of chapters (this chapter, Chapter 8, and Chapter 9), and their associated VMCAnalytics, illustrate the progression through some of the levels of understanding and the folding back, collecting, and thickening processes.

In this chapter, students’ everyday experiences with candy bars appear to exemplify the “primitive knowing” necessary to begin moving through the “layers” of reasoning described by Kieren and Pirie. As the candy bar narrative is shared by the researcher and discussed by the children, this primitive knowledge develops into the next two cycles, “image making” and “image having.” Based on this development, the students noticed that their “image,” in order to equitably represent a mathematical model for sharing, must retain the “same size candy bar” as a unit. As they moved from sharing candy bars to comparing the two unit fractions, the students agreed to accept the “formalized rule” as articulated by the researcher: “If we agree on – we must keep whatever it is we’re comparing the same unit. So if I’m comparing 1/2 and 1/3, what I call 1 [give the number name 1] has to be the same for 1/2 and it has to be the same for 1/3.”
In the episodes discussed in this chapter, students folded back through “image making” and “image having” as they looked for two rods that could represent $\frac{1}{2}$ and $\frac{1}{3}$ and corresponded, according to their “formalized rule,” to a third rod or train of rods representing the unit with the number name 1. They demonstrated that they had these images when they justified their claims that certain rods can be used and others cannot be used. Student pairs—Alan and Erik and Brian and Jackie—cycled from image making to image having and back again as they sorted through the rods trying to determine rods that fit the specified conditions. Alan moved to property noticing when he declared that none of the rods work and they needed to make a “new rod.” Other students began to notice properties of fractions, for example, properties of “thirds” and “halves,” in their exploration and there is evidence that Laura and Jessica began to formalize their understanding of the comparison of fractions toward the end of the session when they used the rods to present an argument as to why $\frac{1}{2}$ is greater than $\frac{1}{3}$.

Alan’s elegant argument at the end of the session showed that he had moved to the outer layers of “observing” and “structuring.” His “observing,” as reflected in his direct reasoning that because three red rods were the same length as a dark green rod
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(1/2), and two dark greens were the same length as the train of orange and red (1), led to his conclusion that it would take six red rods to make the orange and red rod train, so each red rod is 1/6. His argument provides evidence of his nascent understanding of the structure of fractional parts in relation to each other and to the unit.

The students revisited these ideas again in Session 4 (September 27), Session 5 (September 29), and Session 6 (October 1). When students revisited the problem in these sessions, they reconstructed solutions to the comparison problem with no obvious reference to their own earlier models or to the solution and justification that Alan had offered in this first exploration session. Evidence in the video data suggests that, when Alan presented his solution, most of the other students were no longer actively attuned to the activity since they were putting away their Cuisenaire rods and packing up to leave. So, although Alan presented an elegant argument for why the red rod should have the number name 1/6 when the train of orange and red rods was given the number name 1, students appeared to need to build their own understanding. This construction and reconstruction of the ideas is the focus of the following two chapters.

QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION OF CHAPTER 7

1. What, in your opinion, were the intentions of the facilitator when she told the story of the candy bar?
2. What, if any, characteristics of metaphor – or tool to think with – do you think that this story exhibits?
3. What advantages and/or disadvantages inherent in the manipulative tool do you observe as the children use the Cuisenaire rods to try to solve the problem: “Which is greater, 1/2 or 1/3?”
4. Think about the way that each pair of students solved the problem. How did the solution methods of Danielle and Gregory compare with the methods of Erik and Alan? How did these students’ methods compare with the methods of Brian and Jackie and that of Laura and Jessica? What were some key similarities and differences?
5. What properties were the students looking for in the rod to which they would give the number name 1? Why are the properties of the unit rod a key idea in the investigation of the comparison problem?
6. How does Erik use the reasoning by upper and lower bounds to eliminate rods that might be given the number name 1?

NOTES

1 Steencken and Maher (2003) present an overview of all of the activities students explored during the first seven sessions in the intervention. This chapter, along with Chapters 8 and 9, focus on a subset of the work in these sessions, specifically, the episodes in the sessions during which students explored the idea of comparison of fractions and develop the concept of the unit.
2 In addition to the earlier chapters in this volume, more detailed description of students’ prior explorations is available in the videomosaic.org, including Reviewing rod relationships and the candy
bar problem, Clip 1 of 6. Whole class review of number name problems; Reviewing rod relationships and the candy bar problem, Clip 2 of 6. What is the number name for red when the yellow and light green rod is two? Brian and Jacqueline; and Reviewing rod relationships and the candy bar problem, Clip 3 of 6: What is the number name for red when the yellow and light green rod is two? A whole class discussion.

3 The episode involving Danielle that follows Event 4 comes from the clip, Reviewing rod relationships and the candy bar problem, Clip 5 of 6: Comparing one half and one third, part 1 (http://dx.doi.org/doi:10.7282/T39W0D52).

4 The episodes involving Jackie and Brian come from the transcript associated with the clip, Reviewing rod relationships and the candy bar problem, Clip 5 of 6: Comparing one half and one third, part 1 (https://rucore.libraries.rutgers.edu/rutgers-lib/39971/PDF/1/)
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8. SWITCHING THE UNIT

ABSTRACT

Building from the investigation described in Chapter 7, this chapter traces the reasoning of the students as they consider how much bigger 1/2 is than 1/3 and the number name for the difference, with data from Sessions 4, 5, and 6 of the intervention (Steencken, 2001; Yankelewitz, 2009). As a result of their earlier exploration, students claimed that 1/2 is larger than 1/3 and developed two distinct rod models to support their claim. Based on their discussion of the two models, there is evidence of students changing the values of rods by “switching the unit” from the rod or train of rods defined as 1 to a rod that was a part of the model. This chapter describes the students’ reasoning and argumentation as they struggle to reach a consensus and is illustrated in the VMCArtistic entitled: Comparing 1/2 and 1/3: Confusion about the Unit, located in the Video Mosaic Collaborative (http://dx.doi.org/doi:10.7282/T3ZW1NS9).

8.1 INTRODUCTION

The preceding chapter followed the 4th grade students during Session 3 of the intervention as they searched for and selected a specific Cuisenaire rod or train of rods for their unit in order to build models for comparing the fractions 1/2 and 1/3. This was the first of several visits the students made to the problem, “Which is greater 1/2 or 1/3, and by how much?” The present chapter addresses the actions and reasoning of the students as they propose, defend, and argue about precisely how much bigger 1/2 is than 1/3 by providing a number name for the difference. The data for this chapter come from Session 4 on September 27, Session 5 on September 29, and Session 6 on October 1 (Steenken, 2001; Steencken & Maher, 2003; Yankelewitz, 2009).

The students’ investigations build directly on their explorations in Session 3, as well as the first two sessions of the fraction intervention when they had constructed Cuisenaire rod models to support ideas about basic relationships among whole numbers and fractions, frequently assigning number names to individual rods and also to trains constructed of more than one rod based on a specific rod, or train of rods that was assigned as the “unit” and given the number name 1.

Prior to the events that are the focus of this chapter, Researcher Carolyn Maher, during Session 3, had contextualized the mathematics by describing an actual
situation in which she introduced chocolate candy bars as a metaphor for thinking about fractions. Students discussed how half of a smaller candy bar is smaller than the corresponding half of a larger candy bar and they agreed that one should use the “same candy bar” or the same unit when comparing fractions.

The idea of keeping the same unit was revisited frequently during the “flow of ideas” of subsequent sessions (Steencken & Maher, 2003) as the students built and rebuilt their Cuisenaire rod models to compare 1/2 and 1/3 and discussed their representations. As a result of this exploration, students claimed that 1/2 was larger than 1/3 and developed two distinct rod models to support their claim. In one model, shown in Figure 8.1, the train formed by an orange rod and a red rod was given the number name 1 and represented the unit, with the dark green rod given the number name 1/2, and the purple rod, 1/3.

Figure 8.1. Orange and red train of rods as 1

In the second model, built by a number of students as shown in Figure 8.2, the unit, 1, was represented by the dark green rod. The light green rod was given the number name 1/2, and the red rod, 1/3.

Figure 8.2. Dark green rod as 1

In each model, the students justified their comparison by showing that the rod with the number name 1/2 was indeed longer than the rod with the number name 1/3 and that the difference could be represented by a third rod that was smaller than either of the other two.

The two models described above form the basis for the discussion in this chapter. The episodes selected for this discussion illustrate the students’ reasoning with these models and also highlight instances of confusion encountered in assigning a number name to the rod that represents the difference between 1/2 and 1/3. Based on the two
models that the students created, these events provide evidence of students changing the values of rods as they “switched the unit” from the rod or train of rods defined as 1 to a rod that was a part of the model, resulting in conclusions that were mathematically incorrect. The complexity of these actions for the students is consistent with research of Steffe as he observed 5th grade Laura’s attempts to partition and compare similar fractions (2003, pp. 259–264). As various students question the solutions of others, share their reasoning, and fine-tune their understanding of important mathematical ideas (Steencken & Maher, 2003), a consensus about the solutions is developed and the notion of a unit appears to stabilize within the group. In addition to the representative events in the VMCAnalytic, Comparing 1/2 and 1/3: Confusion about the Unit, other episodes from the sessions are described as they enhance the account of students’ reasoning.

In his article, Discovery Learning and Constructivism, Robert B. Davis describes traditional school practice about ‘learning mathematics’ as the application of certain rote rules for writing symbols on paper in very specific ways that are often meaningless for the student. In contrast, he proposed and practiced a view of ‘learning mathematics’ as building up powerful symbol systems in your mind that allow you to acquire skill in creating and using mental representations to model mathematical situations (Davis, 1990). The examples of students’ reasoning illustrated in the VMCAnalytic and discussed in this chapter provide convincing evidence for the validity of Davis’s statement.

8.2 EXPLORING THE QUESTION: “HOW MUCH LARGER IS 1/2 THAN 1/3?”

During Session 4, facilitated by Researcher Amy Martino, the students were asked to revisit the question of how much greater 1/2 is than 1/3. The data analyzed in Chapter 7 indicate that the students had built and shared models that accurately represented the problem. However, as the students returned to the problem for the second time, they developed solutions with little reference to their earlier investigations. Although they spent less time finding appropriate rods to represent the unit, their investigation of which fraction was larger and by how much illustrates that the strengthening of these ideas benefited from the opportunity to revisit the problem.

Several students, including partners Sarah and Beth, built models in which the dark green rod was given the number name 1. In Sarah and Beth’s model, the light green rod was assigned the number name 1/2 and the red rod the number name 1/3. The girls showed that the light green rod was taller than the red rod by arranging them vertically. Beth first claimed that the light green rod was a white rod or, in her words, “one unit” taller than the red rod. When asked by the researcher to give a number name to the white rod, Beth stated that she thought that 1/2 was “one half of one third” bigger than 1/3. Researcher Martino asked her to explain how she assigned the number names to the red and light green rods, and what number name the white rod should be assigned.
Beth replied, “First we say how many equal one third of the green [referring to the dark green rod as the unit] and that [the light green rod] was two so we knew that [the light green rod] was a half. And then, and then it might not work unless there is something of three … and that would be the red, cause you can fit three [red rods beneath the dark green rod].”

Beth and Sarah then lined up six white rods beneath the dark green rod and conjectured that 1/2 was bigger than 1/3 by 1/6 (see Figure 8.3). She justified this by counting the number of white rods and showing that there were six of them.

![Figure 8.3 Beth’s model](image)

Brian, Jessica, and Laura, a second group, built both models, one with the orange and red rod train representing 1; and one with the dark green rod as 1. They explained their models to the researcher, defining each rod based on the unit. For each model they showed that the rod with the number name 1/2 was longer than the rod with the number name 1/3, supporting the claim that 1/2 was greater than 1/3. Brian noted that because there were two halves and three thirds, the half would “take up more space” and have to be larger. However, the students did not give a number name to the rod that they identified as the difference in either model. As the researcher visited each group of students, Session 4 concluded.

During Session 5, students, for a third time, revisited the problem: “Which is bigger 1/2 or 1/3 and by how much?” Researcher Carolyn Maher had not been present for Session 4 and began the discussion by asking the students to report on their investigation of the problem. When Laura responded that she had found 1/2 to be larger than 1/3, the researcher invited her to come to the overhead with her partner, Jessica, to present their solution. The girls recreated their rod model with a train of an orange rod and a red rod representing the unit. The girls claimed that the dark green rod would have the number name 1/2, the purple rod, 1/3, and then concluded that 1/2 was larger than 1/3 because the dark green rod was longer than the purple rod (see Figure 8.4).

Although in her explanation, Jessica stated that 1/3 was bigger than 1/2, when Researcher Maher asked her to repeat her answer, Jessica stated that 1/2 was larger.
When the researcher asked the class to respond, Audra, agreeing with the argument, joined the girls at the overhead. She moved the purple rod (1/3) and the dark green rod (1/2) from the model and placed them side by side. She pointed out that the dark green rod was longer than the purple rod, and concluded that 1/2 must be bigger than 1/3 (see Figure 8.5).

![Figure 8.5. Audra’s model](image)

8.3 STUDENTS CONSIDER THE CLAIM THAT 1/2 IS BIGGER THAN 1/3 BY 1/3

At this point in the session, the researcher asked the students if they had determined how much bigger 1/2 was than 1/3. Jessica, Laura, and Audra claimed that 1/2, represented by the dark green rod, was two white rods or one red rod longer than 1/3, represented by the purple rod (see Figure 8.6).

When asked to be more specific, the students claimed that 1/2 was bigger than 1/3 by 1/3. They defended this claim by showing that, since three red rods lined up equally beneath the dark green rod, each red rod should be called 1/3. They then claimed that, since it took one red rod added to the purple rod to equal the length of the dark green rod, 1/2 was 1/3 longer than 1/3 (see Figure 8.7).

Audra: Um, wait, it’s 1/3 bigger, I think.
Jessica: I think it’s 1/3 bigger, too, because if you put the red to the green.
Audra: You’d see that there’s three [red rods that align with one dark green rod]—
Jessica: You need three and if you put the purple one to it also and then it takes one third of them. (See VMCAalytic Event 1.)
Note that the girls’ direct argument from the rods was incorrect because they had given the train of red and orange rods the number name 1, but then lined up the red rods below the dark green rod, with number name 1/2 according to their original model. In their reasoning, the dark green rod apparently became the unit, leading to their conclusion that the red rod was 1/3. The students appeared to change the rod that represented the unit, violating the established ground rule by “using different size candy bars.”

Researcher Maher turned to the class, inviting them to agree or disagree with the girls’ claim. She reminded them that they must defend their opinions and arguments. Brian raised his hand and disagreed with the girls’ claim that 1/2 could be bigger than 1/3 by 1/3. He referred to the model that he had built at his desk with the train of orange and red rods aligned with a train of six red rods below it, and three purple rods below that (see Figure 8.8).

After he explained that he thought that 1/2 was 1/6 bigger than 1/3, not 1/3 bigger, based on the model he had built at his desk, Brian volunteered to join the group at the overhead. He then used the girls’ model at the overhead to support his claim, explaining:
… if you split a third [the purple rod] in half it’d make a sixth, like one, two, three, four, five six [counting imaginary red rods by pointing to half of each purple rod]. Like … pretending they were split in half … and when you split them [the purple rods] in half right in the middle over there … it’s kind of like this [placing a purple rod above a dark green rod] … That was the 1/3 [points to a purple rod] and that was the 1/2 [points to the dark green rod] … the red … is a half of one of the purples and you see … it’s one sixth … and it [the train of a purple and red rod] equals up to a green (see Figure 8.9).
Clarifying his reasoning, Brian states:

Well, I mean a red, I’m considering a red, 1/6, because two of these [red rods] equals, see they’re two, they’re two sixths, two halves of one purple and the purple is a third and the half of one third is sixth, there’s sixths. (See Event 2 and Figure 8.10.)

Researcher Maher then revoiced the two claims and asked the class to consider whether the red rod could have both the number name 1/6 and the number name 1/3. (See Event 3.)

8.4. STUDENTS PRESENT A SECOND MODEL – GIVING THE DARK GREEN ROD THE NUMBER NAME 1

After Brian finished his argument, Jackie and Kelly, who were already at the board, presented their model in which the dark green represented the unit. The girls now assigned the dark green rod the number name 1, the red rod, 1/3, and the light green rod, 1/2. They used their model to support the claim that 1/2 was greater than 1/3 by 1 white rod (see Figure 8.11).

Jessica interrupted and recalled the candy bar metaphor established for determining units. She pointed out that Kelly and Jackie were using a “different sized candy bar” when they selected the dark green rod as their unit, rather than the train of orange and red rods. Jessica asserted that using different size candy bars (or different size units) was not fair because half of two different size units results in different size halves.

When asked whether they were indeed using a different size candy bar (i.e. a different size unit), Kelly and Jackie pointed out that they had given the dark green rod the number name 1 and that their entire solution was built with reference to that model. Rather than continuing the debate concerning the different sizes of the unit in the two models, the researcher asked Kelly and Jackie to finish explaining their model with the dark green rod as 1, the light green rod representing 1/2, and the red rod, 1/3. The girls concluded that, since the light green rod was longer than the red rod by 1 white rod, then 1/2 was larger than 1/3 by 1 white rod (see Figure 8.12).
Researcher Maher: Well show me your argument now and tell me which is bigger a half and a third and by how much?

Jackie: Okay … this [the light green rod] is a half and the red is a third.

Researcher Maher: Can you show me why that’s a half?

Jackie: Because if you put these all together they equal up to the one … [Showing that a the train of three red rods and the train of two light green rods are each the same length as the dark green rod] and we think the light green which is a half is bigger than the red by, by 1, which is this white one [showing that the difference between red rod and light green rod is a white rod]. (See Event 4.)

The researcher then pointed out that they had given both the dark green rod and the white rod the number name 1.

Researcher: And now the white one, right … [putting the white rod and red rod together next to the light green rod]. The white one which tells you how much bigger it is, you said you’re calling it one. So you’re calling this [the white rod] one and this [the dark green rod] one.

Erik joined the girls and offered to clarify the girls’ position. He stated that he believed that the girls wanted to call the white rod 1/6, not 1, and gave his reasoning as to why (see Figure 8.13).

Erik: [from his seat] I think I know what they mean.

Researcher Maher: Erik, what do they mean? I’m so confused.

Erik: [walks to the overhead] I think they mean that they want to call this, the dark green 1, one whole, and they want to call this … like you line all the whites up to it which
I think should be six and they want to call it one sixth. I think that’s what they’re trying to say but they just, they’re just not saying it. I think they just, they want to call it one sixth.

The girls concurred with Eric’s explanation and modified their argument, agreeing that the white rod should be named 1/6 because the dark green rod had the number name 1. (See Event 5.)

8.5 STUDENTS RETURN TO THE MODEL WITH ORANGE AND RED AS THE UNIT

The researcher asked the students to reconsider the model, still on the overhead, constructed earlier by Jessica, Laura, and Audra. In this model, the orange and red rod train had the number name 1, the purple rod, 1/3, and the dark green rod, 1/2. She asked the students what number name they would give to the red rod, identified as the difference between the dark green rod (1/2) and the purple rod (1/3) for this model.

Jessica, Laura, and Audra again lined up the three red rods below the dark green rod. As before, they claimed that the dark green rod (1/2) was bigger than the purple rod (1/3) by a red rod and, since three red rods lined up equally below the dark green rod, the red rod should have the number name 1/3.

Jessica: Well, we … named, well, three reds equal up to … one green and then you put the purple next to it and you need one more red, you need a red to go next to the purple, so it would be 1/3. (See Figure 8.14.)

Researcher Maher pointed out the apparent contradiction: students were claiming for the model with the dark green rod as 1, that 1/2 was bigger than 1/3 by 1/6 and for the model with the orange and red rod train as 1, 1/2 was bigger than 1/3 by 1/3.
Researcher: Well how can you build a model and say that $\frac{1}{2}$ is bigger than
$\frac{1}{3}$ by $\frac{1}{6}$ and build another model that says $\frac{1}{2}$ is bigger than
$\frac{1}{3}$ by $\frac{1}{3}$? How is that possible? (See Event 6.)

Jessica responded that she believed that they “might both be answers” and Brian
can be heard agreeing, “Yeah.” When the researcher asked whether it was possible
for $\frac{1}{2}$ to be bigger than $\frac{1}{3}$ by both $\frac{1}{3}$ and $\frac{1}{6}$, students responded with various
arguments. Erik, Brian, Michael, and Meredith each challenged the claim, justifying
their arguments with properties of the rod models. The four students all agreed that
the number name for the red rod should be $\frac{1}{6}$.

Erik was first to disagree with an argument based on reasoning from upper and
lower bounds, as he claimed that $\frac{1}{2}$ could not be “bigger” than $\frac{1}{3}$ by $\frac{1}{3}$ because
$\frac{1}{3}$ (one purple rod) was shorter than $\frac{1}{2}$ (one dark green rod) and $\frac{2}{3}$ (two purple
rods) was longer than $\frac{1}{2}$ (the dark green rod). (See as Figure 8.15.)

![Figure 8.15. Model showing the upper and lower bound argument](image)

Erik: I don’t think you can have an answer of a third because if you
have $\frac{1}{2}$ and if you take the $\frac{1}{2}$, which would be the dark
green, you have the $\frac{1}{2}$ and then these [the purple rods] are the
thirds. How could $\frac{1}{2}$ be bigger than the third by $\frac{1}{3}$? Because,
you have the half and the thirds together that the half is
almost as big as $\frac{2}{3}$, but yet the two thirds aren’t exactly, are
not exactly the green … the dark green is not exactly as big as
… $\frac{2}{3}$, but $\frac{2}{3}$ … it’s far enough so that the $\frac{2}{3}$ are not bigger
than it by $\frac{1}{3}$. 
Brian, also at the overhead, joined Erik as he formulated his argument. Initially agreeing with the idea that both 1/3 and 1/6 might describe the difference between 1/2 and 1/3, Brian, at this point, said that he agreed with Erik and not with the girls. He added to Erik’s argument, reasoning by contradiction as he compared the two purple rods (2/3) to the dark green rod (1/2), and showed that if 1/2 were indeed 1/3 longer than 1/3, then two purple rods (2/3) would align with one dark green rod (1/2). He constructed a model to show that two purple rods are not the same length as a dark green rod. Rather they would be one red rod (1/6) longer (see Figure 8.16).

![Figure 8.16. Brian’s model](image)

Note that Brian’s earlier direct argument, documented in Event 2, had also supported the claim that 1/2 is larger than 1/3 by 1/6, contradicting his later affirmative statement about the possibility of two different answers.

Erik agreed with Brian and refined his own upper and lower bounds argument.

Erik: Cause … if you have the like dark green and … it doesn’t exactly equal up. It’s [the dark green rod] less than 2/3 [two purple rods] but it’s more than 1/3 [one purple rod]. It’s just about one third and a half [of a third].

Erik continued to refine his intuitive upper and lower bound argument stating that 1/2 cannot be bigger than 1/3 by 1/3 because 1/2 was between 1/3 and 2/3. He concluded that 1/2 was less than 2/3 but bigger than 1/3 by 1/6. (See Event 7.)

Michael, reasoning directly from the rod model, was the next to present an argument for the claim that the red rod should have the number name 1/6. He lined up six red rods above the orange and red rod train and argued that, since six red rods were the same length as the unit, the red rod should have the number name 1/6 (see Figure 8.17).

![Figure 8.17. Model showing Michael’s direct reasoning](image)
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Michael: Umm, I think it should be called 1/6 because, if you put six reds up to one orange with a red, [arranging six reds above the orange and red rod train] then it would equal … it [the train of 6 red rods] would be the same…

Brian: Yeah, I agree with Michael and Erik

When the researcher summarized the students’ arguments about the number name of the red rod, Erik connected the various arguments (“that red is 1/6 because six of them fit below the orange and red unit train” and “that a red is 1/6 because it is one half of 1/3”) in his argument that it took “three sixths to equal 1/2.” Note that the students’ overhead Cuisenaire models were not always perfectly aligned. In Michael’s rod model, for example, two of the purple rods overlapped appearing as if there was a rod on top of the second purple rod and that the purple rods were not the same length as each other. (See Event 8.)

Meredith, the final student to present an argument, expressed her agreement with Erik, Michael, and Brian. She illustrated her reasoning by moving the dark green rod (1/2) above two purple rods (2/3) to show that 2/3 was longer than 1/2, which contradicted the claim that the difference was 1/3 (see Figure 8.18).

Figure 8.18. Model showing that 2/3 is longer than 1/2

Brian and Erik continued the argument. Brian stated that one sixth would have to be added to the 1/2 rod to make it as long as the 2/3, Meredith added that the dark green was 1/6 bigger than the purple, and Erik, continuing his boundary argument, stated that the 1/2 (dark green rod) was longer than 1/3 (the purple rod) but not as long as two thirds (two purple rods) and to make 1/2 as long as two purple rods, you would need to add 1/6 (the red rod) to the 1/2. Michael concluded that “It’s sort of like one sixth in both cases” (see Event 9).

The discussion described here concludes Session 5, with evidence that some students had agreed with the girls, that 1/2 was bigger than 1/3 by 1/3. In particular, Brian stated: “I kind of agree with Erik. I think now I disagree with them [referring to the girls]” and then he affirms, “Yeah, he’s (Erik) right” (see Event 7). Additionally, it is interesting to note that in all of the argumentation presented, the students refer to the purple rod as 1/3 based on the orange and red rod train unit, never referring to the girls’ initial argument, naming the red rod 1/3 after comparing three red rods to dark green. The girls, in addition to “switching the unit” from the orange and red train to the dark green rod, also “switched thirds” from the purple rod to the red rod.
During Session 6, students revisited the problem for a final time. Researcher Maher asked Jessica to recreate her model and name the rods for the train of orange and red rods to represent 1. Jessica positioned an orange and a red rod to show “one whole” and aligned three trains of two dark green halves, three purple thirds, and six red sixths below it (Figure 8.19).

Jessica explained that she no longer thought that 1/2 was greater than 1/3 by 1/3, but as she began to use her model to support the refutation of her original claim, she was not able to articulate why the difference was 1/6 and asked Erik to help her.

Erik began by referring to Jessica’s model. He gave number names to each of the rods in the model, indicating that the train of orange and red rods was the unit, 1. Then he reiterated his earlier argument that contradicted that the dark green rod could be 1/3 (one purple rod) longer than 1/2 (dark green rod). Continuing, he pointed out that 1/2 (the dark green rod) was 1/6 (one red rod) bigger than 1/3 (the purple rod), so 1/2 could not be 1/3 longer than 1/3.

Jessica: Yeah, that’s what I was trying to say. (See Event 10.)
8.7 CONCLUSION

As the students shared their various representations and justifications about the difference between 1/2 and 1/3 during the sessions described in this chapter, their arguments, justifications and representations provide evidence of the complex and fragile nature of students’ developing knowledge. Their struggles to articulate their ideas provide a lens for considering the responsibility of educators to provide opportunities for students to rebuild and revisit earlier ideas, and then to model, question, construct and justify their conclusions with persuasive evidence.

These results are consistent with Pirie and Kieren’s (1994a; 1994b) characterization of examining students’ growth through successively thickening recursive layers of understanding as described in Chapter 7 and illustrated in Figure 7.16. In building their models, some students were observed to “fold back” to “image making” as they rebuilt “trains” with Cuisenaire rods lying flat on their desks while other students built “towers” with the Cuisenaire rods standing vertically. Individual students, in their reasoning, provided evidence of markedly different layers of the Kieren-Pirie model. Jessica, as she reconsidered her claim about the difference between the two fractions, questioned the alternate model built by Kelly as she “folded back” to the “primitive knowing” image of the candy bar as metaphor and noticed and pointed out the properties that had been important for the class’s first formalized rule, “not to change the candy bar.” Brian, Michael, and Meredith appeared to have noticed and internalized various properties of their models and successfully used their observations to construct persuasive arguments based on differing forms of reasoning as applied to one or the other of the two Cuisenaire rod models. Erik, in his highly structured arguments, not only articulated his own solution based on upper and lower bounds, but also recognized and articulated the varying arguments of the other students and moved easily between the two models of the problem.

Steencken and Maher (2003), in their overall description of the first seven sessions of the intervention, point out the importance of studying the actions and language of these students. They notice that the ideas of the students are not expressed using the formal mathematical register during this exploratory phase, reinforcing the value of multiple interventions to support students as they gain more experience, visit and revisit ideas, refining and redefining each representation toward more mathematical precision. The discourse described in this chapter left open the basic but complex idea of whether and when students might “use different candy bars” in investigating fraction ideas. That discussion is the focus of Chapter 9, the next chapter in this volume, and its accompanying VMCAAnalytic, Comparing Models and Justifying the Choice of Unit.

QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION OF CHAPTER 8

1. What advantages and/or disadvantages do you see in having the students revisit the problem: “Which is greater 1/2 or 1/3?” several times?
2. What role does the “Candy Bar” story have for the students in this chapter as they solve the problem? Do you think it is an effective reference? What cognitive obstacles, if any, do you think this “real-life” situation adds to the problem situation?

3. What value and/or issues, if any, do you see in the students’ use of the two different models for the problem?

4. What, if any, was the impact on the thinking of other students by the disequilibrium presented by the girls’ conclusion that 1/2 is larger than 1/3 by 13?

5. How would you have facilitated the ensuing discussion?

NOTES

1 See VMCAlytics: Comparing 1/2 and 1/3: Confusion about the Unit, Establishing Norms and Creating a Mathematical Community, Task Design Prompts Fourth Grade Students to Use Multiple Forms of Reasoning, Fourth Graders Design a New Rod, Fourth Graders Reason by Cases as they Explore Fraction Ideas, and Fourth Graders Build Toward Proportional Reasoning for the students work before these sessions. See also Chapter 8 and VMCAlytic Which is Larger, 1/2 or 1/3? An Introduction to Comparing Unit Fractions for a detailed look at the initial construction of models for the two fractions.

2 For a more detailed discussion of their reasoning, see Chapter 9 and its accompanying VMCAlytic, Comparing Models and Justifying the Choice of Unit.

3 The discussions in Session 4 that Researcher Martino had with Beth and Sarah and other members of the class come from the clip, Introducing fraction equivalence and an exploration of fraction comparison, Clip 4 of 4: Finding the number name for the difference between one half and one third (http://rucore.libraries.rutgers.edu/rutgers-lib/32846/)

4 The presentation of Jessica, Laura, and Audra’s model comparing 1/2 and 1/3 in Session 5 comes from the clip, Comparing fractions, a whole class debate, Clip 3 of 5: Brian challenges the girls’ argument (http://dx.doi.org/doi:10.7282/T36D5RM5)

5 The debate regarding using a different size candy bar, or using different units when comparing fractions, is the focus of Chapter 9 and its accompanying VMCAlytic, Comparing Models and Justifying the Choice of Unit.

6 Note that during this discussion, the researcher pointed to the dark green rod and called it light green. The discourse that followed suggested, however, that the she was referring to the dark green rod with number name 1.
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9. JUSTIFYING THE CHOICE OF THE UNIT

ABSTRACT

This chapter is the third of three consecutive chapters in this volume that focus on students’ reasoning as they compare the two fractions, 1/2 and 1/3, and determine the fractional difference between the two fractions using Cuisenaire rods to model their ideas. This chapter explores in depth the students’ reasoning about the concept of a unit as they move from thinking of a single model to considering two models concurrently. The data come from Sessions 4 and 6 of the fourth grade fraction intervention and the analysis centers on the students’ reasoning as they revisit and reconsider the candy bar metaphor, analyzing the importance and complexity of the concept of unit when working with fractions, especially when working with equivalent models (Steencken, 2001; Yankelewitz, 2009). This chapter references events from the VMCAalytic entitled: Comparing Models and Justifying the Choice of Unit, located in the Video Mosaic Collaborative (http://dx.doi.org/doi:10.7282/T3XW4MQT).

9.1 INTRODUCTION

During the four class sessions of the fraction intervention that provide the data for this and the two preceding chapters, the students refer to a real-life situation involving candy bars that was established by the researcher in the first of the sessions. This context became a metaphor or “tool” for thinking about the need for an established unit as reference when comparing any two fractions. The “rule,” that one should not change “candy bars” when sharing candy equally, was revisited frequently as the students constructed and reconstructed their ideas.

In Chapter 7, as illustrated by the VMCAalytic: Which is Larger, 1/2 or 1/3? An Introduction to Comparing Unit Fractions, after the candy bar metaphor was established the students were asked to use the Cuisenaire rods to model a solution for the problem: Which is Larger, 1/2 or 1/3? The immediate challenge faced by the students was to identify one rod as a unit that would work for both fractions. Specifically, the two rods representing 1/2 and 1/3 were to be named with respect to a specific third rod or train of rods that represented 1. The students’ exploration resulted in two models: one model where a train of an orange rod and a red rod represented the unit, 1, and a second model where a dark green rod represented the unit. Based on their models, the students agreed that 1/2 was the larger fraction.
As the session concluded the researcher asked the students to determine how much larger 1/2 was than 1/3 and what number name should be assigned to the difference. In Chapter 8 and the VMCAnalytic, Comparing 1/2 and 1/3: Confusion about the Unit, students investigated how much greater 1/2 is than 1/3 and were challenged to assign a number name to the difference. Those students who modeled the unit with the dark green rod argued that the white rod represented the difference between the fractions and assigned it the number name 1/6. The students grappled with their conclusions about the difference for the model with the train of orange and red rods representing the unit. One group of students shifted the unit from the orange and red rod train to the dark green rod and called the red rod 1/3, while another group claimed that, because six red rods fit beneath the train of orange and red rods, which was the unit, the red rod should be assigned the number name 1/6. After considerable discussion the class appeared to agree, at the conclusion of Session 5, that the number name for the difference should be 1/6. However, the question was left open as to whether two models could be considered for the same problem or if this violated the “candy bar rule.”

The present chapter and the VMCAnalytic that accompanies it explore students’ thinking about the concept of a unit in more depth. The data come from Sessions 4 and 6 of the fourth grade fraction intervention and center on the students’ reasoning as they revisit and reconsider the candy bar metaphor, analyzing both the importance and the complexity of the concept of unit when working with fractions (Steencken, 2001; Steencken & Maher, 2003; Yankelewitz, 2009).

9.2 STUDENTS’ ARGUMENTS USING DIFFERENT MODELS FOR THE UNIT

During Session 4 of the intervention, Researcher Amy Martino asked groups to explain their models for comparing the fractions 1/2 and 1/3 to her. Three students, Jessica, Laura, and Brian, explained their solutions, which were representative of those constructed by other students in the class. Their explanation, reported in more detail in Chapter 8, is repeated here as context for the discussion in this chapter. Jessica announced: “Well, we got two answers” (see Figure 9.1).

Jessica explained their first model, reasoning directly from her unit represented by the dark green rod. She explained that the light green rod was half as long as the dark green rod and the red rod was a third as long as the dark green rod. Holding up a red rod and a light green rod to compare the two rods directly, Jessica clarified her
argument showing that the rod with the number name 1/2 was longer than the rod with the number name 1/3.

In response to a question from the researcher, Jessica pointed out that a train of two light green rods was the same length as the dark green rod, so one of the light green rods would have the number name 1/2. Likewise, the train of three red rods showed thirds of the dark green rod, so one red rod would have the number name 1/3 (see Figure 9.2).

**Figure 9.2. Model showing halves and thirds**

Brian then described the second model, referring to a train of orange and red rods as his unit and as “the whole candy bar.” He explained that he put together the red and orange rod to create a train that he gave the number name 1. He then reasoned directly from his model explaining that the dark green rod had the number name 1/2 and the purple rod had the number name 1/3. He supported the idea that 1/2 was bigger than 1/3 by explaining that, since there were three thirds and two halves in the unit, each third would take up a smaller part of the unit than each half, so the half was bigger. Jessica confirmed that she agreed with Brian’s explanation. (See VMCAnalytic Event 1.)

Session 6 was the final class during which the students considered the question of which is bigger, 1/2 or 1/3, and by how much. Researcher Maher invited Jessica to rebuild her model and explain her solution to the class. She began by recreating the second model discussed by the class in Session 5, with the train of orange and red rods representing the unit 1. Her model included: a train of two dark green rods for halves; three purple rods for thirds; and six red rods for sixths.

In her presentation during Session 5, Jessica had argued that the red rod should have the number name 1/3 based on an incorrect shift of her unit from the train of orange and red rods to the dark green rod, as shown in Figure 9.3.

**Figure 9.3. Jessica’s model**
The students had argued about that claim and concluded that the red rod should have the number name \(\frac{1}{6}\). It appeared at the end of the session that Jessica and her group were convinced that \(\frac{1}{2}\) was not greater than \(\frac{1}{3}\) by \(\frac{1}{3}\) and that the correct number name for the difference was \(\frac{1}{6}\). As she rebuilt the model in Session 6, however, Jessica still appeared to be uncertain about the number name for the difference between the two fractions. After she hesitated and was unable to complete her explanation, she deferred to Erik to present the argument.

Jessica: Well, I, I have this [the orange and red rod train] I counted as my one whole and that [the dark green rod] was my one half but then this [the purple rod] my one third it’s not it doesn’t I have my … this is one sixth [the red rod]. This is one sixth. The red is one sixth and I, and I didn’t think, um, one third was right now because one third is smaller, umm, one, this is one third and I put that here because I wanted to show how that this red here how it takes two reds. Wait I forget what I was going to say. I forget all what I was going to say. Umm, Erik.

As Erik, with Jessica actively supporting his explanation, began to present his reasoning, he referred to Jessica’s model. He gave number names to each of the rods in the model, indicating that the train of orange and red rods was the unit, 1. Then he repeated the argument of upper and lower bounds, as illustrated in the Chapter 8 analytic, to reason by contradiction that the red rod could not have the number name \(\frac{1}{3}\) because the dark green rod (\(\frac{1}{2}\)) was longer than one purple rod (\(\frac{1}{3}\)), but shorter than two purple rods (\(\frac{2}{3}\)). He continued, arguing that the dark green rod was \(\frac{1}{6}\) (one red rod) longer than the purple rod. When he finished, Jessica agreed with his explanation, “That’s what I was trying to say!” (see Figure 9.4).

Figure 9.4. Jessica and Erik’s model

Erik: I think that what you’re trying to say [Jessica speaks over him: I forget all what I was trying to say. I know what I mean] that the orange and the red one, red rod is one [Jessica: “yeah”] and that the uh the green, the dark green is a half and then the purples are thirds and the reds [Jessica: “are sixths”] are sixths. And then what I think is that if you take one of the dark greens which is the half it equ- it’s larger than one uh third but yet if you put another third [the purple rod] onto the um, the um dark green, I mean not to the dark green, to
the uh, purple to the other third, that third [or train of two thirds] is larger than it. So then, If you put it, [Jessica: “right next to it”] like if you put one of the red rods, well it’s sm- like I said it’s smaller, the third, the $\frac{1}{3}$ is smaller than the $\frac{1}{2}$ [referring to the $\frac{1}{3}$ being smaller than $\frac{1}{2}$ by the length of a red rod] and one of these red ones, these, the reds are sixths if you put the red on top of the pink, uh the purple it equals up to the exact same size as the dark green.”

Jessica: Yeah, that’s what I was trying to say. (See Event 2.)

Following Jessica and Erik’s presentation of their reasoning, Alan indicated that he had constructed a solution based on the model with dark green as the unit. Alan first established the number names for the light green, red, and white rods when the dark green was given the number name 1. Then he presented an elegant argument, reasoning directly from his rod model, to show that the light green rod, which he gave the number name $\frac{1}{2}$, was longer than the red rod, which he gave the number name $\frac{1}{3}$, by the white rod, which he gave the number name $\frac{1}{6}$, concluding that $\frac{1}{2}$ was bigger than $\frac{1}{3}$ by $\frac{1}{6}$.

Alan: Okay I used the dark green [as 1] and um and I used the light greens for the halves and the red rods for the thirds and then I took the white rods and put them up against the reds. And those would be the halves [the light green rods]. Those would be the thirds [the red rods] and those would be the sixths [the white rods]. (See Figure 9.5.)

So I took that [the light green rod] out because that would be a half and that [the red rod] would be a third and one of these [the white rod] would be one sixth so I put that up to here [referring to the space next to the red rod] and it took one sixth to complete, so it’s, the half is bigger than a third by one sixth. (See Figure 9.6 and Event 3.)

It is interesting to note that, during Session 3, Alan’s first solution for why $\frac{1}{2}$ was greater than $\frac{1}{3}$ by $\frac{1}{6}$ was based on the orange and red rod train as the unit (see Chapter 7, Section 7.7).

Following Alan’s presentation, the class activity shifted to a discussion about the validity of considering two different models concurrently. This consideration
became the basis for the remainder of the students’ discourse about this comparison task.

9.3 STUDENTS AGREE AND DISAGREE WITH THE TWO MODELS

Following the presentations of the two Cuisenaire models, the first with the orange and red rod train representing 1 and the second with the dark green rod as the unit, the researcher asked students whether they agreed or disagreed with Alan’s explanation. At this point, the students revisited the candy bar metaphor. Some students argued that when you change from the train of orange and red rods to the dark green rod as the unit, you “change candy bars” and that was “not fair.” Other students argued that you are allowed to use either model to represent the candy bar.

Jessica, the first student to respond, did not agree that Alan’s model could be used because he changed the size of the candy bar, in other words, changed the unit. She reiterated the “ground rule” presented in previous sessions as she stated: “Remember, you said that it can only be one size candy bar.” Jackie and Kelly, on the other hand, concurred with Alan’s model. Although they agreed that Alan changed the size of the candy bar, they argued that it was appropriate in this situation. Their argument was that since there were different size candy bars in the store, there could be different size units in the different models. It is interesting to note that Jackie and Kelly built their solution based on the same model that Alan used, with the dark green rod as the unit.

Researcher Maher: What do you think? Do you agree, Jessica?
Jessica: No
Researcher Maher: Jessica doesn’t agree?
Jessica: I think he’s like remember you said that it can be only be one size candy bar and that’s like a whole different size candy bar he’s making
Researcher Maher: Now hold on, Alan, uh, ok Jessica disagrees. Kelly?
Kelly: Well, me and Jacqueline agree
Researcher Maher: Jackie and Kelly agree. Why do you agree?
Jackie: Well, because when you go to the store there’s not just one size candy bar there’s all different kinds of sizes so you can make a model with a different size.
JUSTIFYING THE CHOICE OF THE UNIT

Researcher Maher: So you can make the argument with different size candy bars. (See Event 4.)

Michael also agreed that both models could be used. In an earlier session, Michael agreed that using the model where the train of orange and red rods had the number name 1 accurately showed that 1/2 was greater than 1/3 by 1/6. (See Chapter 8 in this volume and its associated VMCAntalytic, Comparing 1/2 and 1/3: Confusion about the Unit.) Michael argued that Alan’s model also showed this difference. He noted that six white rods were the same length as one dark green rod, so the white rod represents 1/6. Continuing, he argued that since it took one white rod added to the red rod (1/3) to reach the same length as the light green rod (1/2), 1/2 was 1/6 bigger than 1/3. The model supporting his argument is shown in Figure 9.7.

![Figure 9.7. Michael’s model](image)

Michael: I agree with it because – um – it can be done because there’s like six whites equal up to one [dark] green and then it takes one white [1/6] plus a red [1/3] to equal a light green which is half so that would be one sixth.

Jessica continued the argument, stating that Alan’s model did show that the difference was 1/6, but she still disagreed with the model because Alan was using, “a different size candy bar.” Erik confirmed that the 1/6 in the one model was a different size than the 1/6 in the other model, pointing out that the sixths in the two models were not the same size. Researcher Maher asked the students to consider whether it mattered that the sixths in the two models were not the same size. Michael affirmed that it did matter because the units were not the same size. Jessica concurred with Michael’s statement adding that to give someone 1/6 of a smaller candy bar would be giving them a smaller amount than giving them 1/6 of the larger candy bar.
Jessica: Yeah but it’s, I think it still could be one sixth, but it’s just a different size candy bar.
Erik: Yeah I know we said any one sixth is right.
Researcher Maher: It can be one sixth either way. What do you think Jessica was confused about then?
Erik: Yeah the sixth isn’t the same size.
Researcher Maher: Does it matter? This is a model where um
Michael: Yeah because the whole is not the same size.
Researcher Maher: Jessica?
Jessica: But because say if you wanted to give someone one sixth of that candy bar and then you were going to give someone one sixth of the other one, then the person with that size would get a smaller amount.

Researcher Maher summarized the arguments and then asked the students to consider whether the difference in the size of the units was a problem and, if so, what the problem was. Andrew claimed that it was ok to switch the candy bar (or unit) as long as you did not switch the candy bar in the middle of the problem.

Researcher Maher asked whether someone had switched the candy bar and Erik said yes. He stated that, although there was not a switch within Alan’s problem, there was a switch of the unit between the model that Jessica built with the orange and red rod train as 1 and the one Alan built with the dark green rod as 1.

![Figure 9.8. Two models each with a different unit](image)

Researcher Maher affirmed Erik’s argument and revoiced the arguments given by Andrew and Jackie, summing up the discourse.

Andrew: Well, um, that’s right because if um, it’s just a different size candy bar. If you just gave half of that [the candy bar] to the person and the other half of that [the same candy bar] to another person you would still have the same size. You can’t switch the candy bars.

Researcher Maher: Okay you say as long I – whatever I do – I do it in the same candy bar, that’s fair but what I can’t start doing is switching. Did anybody switch a candy bar here? [Erik
answers Yes] In this problem where’s the switch? In this problem? [Someone answers No]

Erik: Well they didn’t switch a candy bar in that problem [referring to Alan’s model with the dark green as 1] but from the problem that Jessica, that Jessica did, he [Alan] switched the candy bar, they switched the candy bar from the orange and the red to the dark green and if you’re giving someone half of the orange and red and someone else half of the dark green the person getting half of the orange and the red is getting a bigger piece.

Researcher Maher: That’s true, but are we doing that?
Erik: No.
Researcher Maher: No, you’re right if we do that it would be the wrong thing to do. But I think, um, as Andrew said we really didn’t do that. Once we made a new one [model] as long as we’re in this one, whatever we share is from this one, then it’s fair. And if we make the other one [another model] whatever we share from the other one is fair and we didn’t switch. We just showed it with the different candy bar. I think that is what Jackie was saying – that you can show your model several ways. (See Event 6.)

At the end of the Session, students confirm that the rods take on different number names when the unit changes. When the train of orange and red rods was given the number name 1, the red rod had the number name 1/6. When the dark green rod was given the number name 1, the white rod had the number name 1/6.

Michael continued to clarify the arguments by summarizing why he believed Jessica had disagreed. He argued that it was the unit, 1, that changed. He believed that Jessica felt it was not correct to switch the unit because the size of the 1/6 changed from the red rod in the model with the orange and red rod train as 1 to the white rod in the model with the dark green rod as 1.

Michael: What Jessica was confused about is, she didn’t think it [using a model based on a different unit] would be right because they, you had a different size 1/6, but he also switched the whole, so the whole is smaller

Researcher Maher: Ok, so it was what you called “one” that changed. (See Event 7.)

Researcher Maher, with the help of the students, summarized the models that students used and the values of the rods with each model for a final time. She reviewed that, in Alan’s model when the dark green had the number name 1, the white rod had the number name 1/6. She reviewed Jessica and Laura’s model with the train of orange and red rods representing the unit. The students agreed
that in the second model, the white no longer had the number name 1/6. At the very end of the episode, Researcher Maher asked if it was okay to call the white 1/6 when the orange and red was 1, and the students responded, “No.” Then Beth affirmed that when the train of orange and red rods had the number name 1, the red rod had the number name 1/6. Thus the students’ argument was resolved. (See Event 8.)

9.4 CONCLUSION

According to Pirie and Kieren (1994a; 1994b), the growth of mathematical understanding is a “transcendently recursive process” which they describe as “dynamic, leveled but non-linear” (Pirie & Kieren, 1994b, p. 166). This theory, providing a model for the growth of mathematical understanding, is based on their study of students working on particular mathematical tasks, building knowledge over time and asserts that as learners fold back to previously thought about ideas, they gain deeper understanding (Pirie & Kieren, 1994b). The reasoning and actions of the students exploring fraction ideas in the intervention described in Chapters 7, 8, and 9, provide evidence that illustrates their movement through the various layers of this model. Consider, for instance, Jessica as she continually folds back to the image that she has constructed based on her “primitive knowledge” about candy bars.

In related work, Pirie and Martin (2000) describe the activity of “collecting” as a process by which students fold back to and reexamine previously explored ideas. This “collecting” goes beyond simply recalling ideas to include a process of deepening or “thickening” of mathematical understanding. Clarke, Berenson, and Cavey (2003), using the theories of Pirie, Kieren, and Martin as a lens, describe the growth of mathematical understanding as an iterative, dynamic process, not linear, but rather continual and recursive, a “process of ‘folding back’ to revise and reveal new and deeper understanding. The activity of ‘collecting’ within the folding back process serves to ‘thicken’ the inner layers of understanding in order to support outer layers” (Clarke, Berenson, & Cavey, 2003, p. 314). This can be illustrated by Michael’s final justification, moving from “structuring” to “inventizing” as he described why it is possible to have different sized candy bars as long as the comparison remains within the same model.

The data from the four sessions document the journey of the students from their first acceptance of the “image” constructed from the “primitive” candy bar through their attention to the “observing and noticing properties” of their various models, which led individual children to “formalize” their arguments. This movement toward “structured” understanding, first noted in Alan’s initial claim that the difference between 1/2 and 1/3 is 1/6, and followed in the descriptions of different students, particularly Erik, as they “formalized” and “structured” their concept of the unit and its respective parts, concluding with the summary “inventizing” of the reasoning of Andrew, Michael, and Erik as they justified the two proportional models.
JUSTIFYING THE CHOICE OF THE UNIT

As students revisited the problem: *Which is larger, 1/2 or 1/3 and by how much?* they created and recreated models by considering the models created by others. Through discourse and exploration, the evidence points to their deepening understanding of fractional parts of a whole, comparison of fractions, and the significance of the unit.

QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION OF CHAPTER 9

1. How, if at all, does the “candy bar” metaphor and related mathematical “rule” impact the actions and discussion of the students in this chapter? Are there differences in the students’ references to the “candy bar” in this chapter from what you observed in Chapters 7 and 8?
2. What do you see as advantages and what obstacles to mathematical reasoning are evident to you as the students refer to the “candy bar”?
3. How do the questions and interventions of the teacher affect the students’ discourse and their reasoning?
4. How, if at all, does the reasoning and discussion during this chapter modify the concept of unit that the students are developing?
5. How, if at all, can you trace growth of conceptual understanding about fraction ideas and, in particular, the idea of unit for individual students over the three chapters?
6. Were you the teacher, what next steps would you consider after these sessions?

NOTE

1 Kieren and Pirie’s diagram showing the various layers is given in the conclusion of Chapter 7 of this volume.
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10. DETERMINING FRACTION EQUIVALENCE

ABSTRACT
In the sessions that provide the data for this chapter, the students’ development of the notion of fraction equivalence is documented as students work on tasks that involve both equivalence of fractions and comparison of fractions. During these explorations, the students first discuss, debate, and then establish the notion of equivalence. The episodes in this chapter have been described previously (Steencken, 2001; Yankelewitz, 2009), and this chapter describes how students established the meaning of equivalent fractions. This chapter references events from the analytic entitled “Fourth Graders’ Analyses of Equivalence: 1/5 or 2/10,” located at (http://dx.doi.org/doi:10.7282/T3WW7KFN).

10.1 INTRODUCTION
In previous chapters, we explored the students’ reasoning and development of fundamental fraction concepts, as they learned to name fractions, build models to represent fractions and begin to explore how to compare two unit fractions. In this chapter, we will follow the students’ development of the concept of fraction equivalence over the course of several sessions during the longitudinal study.

10.2 EXPLORING EQUIVALENCE
Task 1: If I Give This Orange Rod the Number Name One, What Number Name Would I Give to White?

The fourth session was led by Researcher Amy Martino. After posing the first task, which asked the students to name the white rod if the orange rod was named one, the students worked with their partners to find the correct number name. Brian explained to Researcher Martino, using direct reasoning, that if the orange rod is called ten, the blue rod would be called nine, and that the white rod would be called one. He concluded that in this problem, the white rod would be called one tenth. During the whole class discussion, Kimberly said that she would also call the white rod one tenth, and explained directly that ten white rods equaled the length of the orange rod.
Task 2: If We Are Calling the Orange Rod the Number Name One, What Would You Call the Number Name for the Red Rod?

Researcher Martino asked the class what the red rod would be called if the orange rod was called one. Gregory replied that it would be called one fifth, and justified his solution directly by saying that five red rods equal the length of the orange rod asked the class what two white rods would be called if the orange rod was called one.

Task 3: I’m Calling the Orange One, What Number Name Would I Give to Two Whites?

Researcher Martino asked the class what two white rods would be called if the orange rod was given the number name one. Mark called the train of two white rods one fifth, and when asked to explain how he arrived at this solution, he and Andrew built a model of an orange rod, a red rod, and two white rods. Andrew explained, “[The two whites equal up to the red, so, so if you put the reds and line them up to the orange, it makes one fifth.” Thus, Mark and Andrew used direct reasoning to justify their solution.

Researcher Martino asked the class if they agreed with Mark and Andrew. Audra explained why she thought that one fifth was an appropriate number name for two white rods. She said, “Well, if you put two whites against the red rod, and you put two whites up against the red rod five times across it, you’d get the same amount of whites as would reds, so, and you got five reds before so you get five pairs of whites.” Researcher Martino asked her to explain what she meant when she said that there would be the same number of whites as red. Audra reworded her direct justification, saying, “If you put all the whites you could up against it [the orange rod] and you, and you double them up… If you put two whites together to make one block, it would be a red block. And if you did that as many times as you could you’d get five times.”

Researcher Martino asked the students if anyone had a different solution. Meredith volunteered that she had called the two white rods two tenths. She built a model of an orange rod and ten white rods and said that since ten white rods equal the length of an orange. She then concluded that: “Two of ten is two tenths.” Meredith used direct reasoning to arrive at her solution.

Beth and Sarah were also asked by Researcher Martino to explain their solution, which had been two tenths as well. Beth said that “since ten of these [white rods] all equal up to one orange, then if you took two of these it’d be two tenths because one would be one tenth and you just count one more and then you’d have two tenths”. Using direct reasoning, Beth said that one tenth and another tenth would be two tenths. Researcher Martino told the class that she was confused, because she believed the solution offered by Mark and Andrew as well as that offered by Meredith and Beth. Brian argued in opposition to Mark and Andrew’s solution, saying: “Well even that, even that two white cubes equal up to one red cube, it’s still not, it’s still not, like um, like um imagining that this was another red cube so I think it really is
two tenths because it really, really is two tenths.” Reasoning indirectly, he said that the two whites really look like two tenths and not one fifth. Meredith echoed his sentiments, saying, “Because there’s two, there’s only two, there’s only two, there’s not like, they’re not joined together. If you want to join them together, you should use the red.” Researcher Martino suggested that they leave the controversy for later discussion.

Task 4: Is 1/5=2/10?

At the start of the fifth session, Researcher Carolyn Maher introduced Professor Robert B. Davis, who was visiting the classroom that day. She placed an overhead on the projector and told the class that they would be continuing a discussion that they had started in an earlier session. She asked the students to read the problem that was written and what they remembered about the problem and the issue that it represented. The problem stated: Is 1/5=2/10? (See VMCAntalytic Event 1.)

Meredith built a model of an orange rod and two yellow rods at the overhead projector. She said that the orange rod was called one, and that each yellow rod was called one half. Researcher Maher asked her what that had to do with the question that had been asked. Meredith then said that the yellow rods were called two tenths, and placed five red rods on her model, saying that they equaled the length of the two yellow rods.

Researcher Maher then asked her to repeat her reasoning to the class. Meredith placed two white rods on the overhead projector and called them two tenths. Using the model of one orange rod and ten white rods that Researcher Maher had placed on the overhead projector, she showed that the white rods are called tenths since ten white rods equaled the length of the orange rod, which was called one. She then moved the five red rods from her original model directly above the model of one orange rod aligned with ten white rods and said that the red rods were each called one fifth. Placing a red rod along the white rods at the side of the screen, she showed that the two lengths were equivalent. She concluded her direct argument by saying that one fifth equals two tenths (Event 2).

Researcher Maher asked the class if they agreed with Meredith’s argument. Brian addressed the class at the overhead projector, saying that he agreed with her argument. He said, “Well, I agree because it’s just like having one of these reds being a whole and one of these [a white rod] being a half. So it’s just like saying - it’s just like saying two halves equal a whole. It’s the same as being two tenths equal one fifth.” As Brian spoke, he used the model of one red rod and two white rods that Meredith had built. Here, Brian used direct reasoning to justify his solution.

Erik then presented his version of the direct argument to the class. He said that he agreed with Meredith, because ten white rods equal the orange rod, and five red rods equal the orange rod. He then said that two white rods were called two tenths and that one red rod was called one fifth, and that the lengths of the two were equal (Event 3). The researcher concluded the discussion by asking the class if two
tenths and one fifth represent the same length and if it is okay to give them the
same number name. Most students raise their hands to show that they agree. Thus,
in this session students reach a consensus regarding the solution for a task that had
remained unresolved in a previous session (Event 4).

10.3 ESTABLISHING EQUIVALENCE

Task 5: Which Is Larger, One Half or Two Thirds, and by How Much?

During the seventh session, the students worked on a fraction comparison task,
showing which is bigger, two thirds or one half, and by how much. After the students
explored the problem with their partners, Researcher Maher called the class together.
At the overhead projector, Erin, Jackie, and Jessica had built the six and twelve
centimeter models. Researcher Maher asked the class to provide the solution to the
problem, and they answered in unison that two thirds was larger than one half by
one sixth. The researcher then asked if anyone had built a model that gave another
solution. Meredith indicated that she had, and she was asked to tell the class what she
found. Meredith lined twelve white rods against the model using the orange and red
train (Event 5). Before she explained what she had done. Michael began to shake his
head in disapproval. The researcher asked Michael what was wrong. Michael said,
“No, they can’t do that. Because, um, the, the two thirds are bigger than the half by
a red. So they can’t use those whites to show it.” Researcher Maher asked the class
what rod they used to represent one sixth and they replied that they had used the red
rod (Event 6). The researcher said, “Well, she showed it’s bigger by the two whites.”
Michael replied, using indirect reasoning, “Yeah, but then she would have to call the
two whites together one sixth.”

Erik then offered his view on the matter. He said, “Yeah, but see just the whites
together. That’d be right, it would be two twelfths. But you have to combine them.
You can’t call them, you can call them separately, but you could also call them
combined and if you combine them it would be uh, one sixth.” Researcher Maher
pointed out that Meredith was calling it two twelfths as well as one sixth. Meredith
said, “There’s two answers.” Michael and Erik responded “No, they’re the same
answer.” Erik explained directly, “No, they’re the exact same thing, except she, she
took the red and divided it into half, she divided it into halves, into half and called,
and called each half one twelfth. They’re the exact same answer except they’re just
in two parts” (Event 7).

The researcher then began to record the students’ arguments using mathematical
notation at the overhead projector (see Figure 10.1). She wrote 1R = 2W. Erik then
continued his direct argument, saying,

And since she’s calling a white rod one twelfth and the other white rod one
twelfth and the red rod is really one sixth. But, when she calls them two
twelfths, the two twelfths are actually just two white rods put together to equal
a red, so it should be really, it’s really one sixth.
The researcher then recorded $1/12 + 1/12 = 2/12$, and Erik pointed out that it’s also one sixth. Researcher Maher then said and wrote that Erik had also said that $1/2$ of $1/6 = 1/12$, and that $1/6 = 2/12$. Erik agreed. Erik then said,

But I don’t really think you could call, call them two twelfths because two twelfths equal exactly to the same size as one sixth. Well, if you want to you could call them, I guess. But I think it would be easier just to call them one sixth, then wouldn’t want to exactly call them one twelfth and another twelfth. I’d just call them one sixth. Therefore I think you just really call them one sixth.

Brian then added to the direct argument.

Brian: There’s just half of one, there’s just half of one.
Researcher: So you’re saying that one half of the one sixth is another way of saying one twelfth.
Brian: They’re just two answers.

Jessica then continued Erik’s argument, saying, “What Erik said is that two whites equal one red, so it would be the exact same thing” (Event 7).

At the close of the session, the class agreed that all the statements that the researcher had recorded were true (Event 8).

### 10.4 Reviewing the Reasoning

In this chapter, the students used direct and indirect arguments as they worked together to think about, refine, and establish the notion of fraction equivalence. First, they debated which number name to assign to rods that could be called one fifth or two tenths. As students revisited the fractions one fifth and two tenths, they clarified that these were indeed equivalent, and then transferred this understanding to a new
context as they built models to compare fractions. The next chapter explores the students’ building of an understanding of fraction comparison during these and subsequent sessions of the study.

QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION OF CHAPTER 10

1. This chapter begins by describing the session preceding the narrative in the analytic. What do you observe in the sequence of tasks in Session 4 that might have helped to prepare the students to consider equivalent fractions?

2. Would you have presented the same – or a similar sequence? How might yours have differed and for what reasons?

3. This session, as most of the sessions in the intervention, is organized with the students sitting in pairs with a set of Cuisenaire rods. The class proceeds with the students working with their partners to find and justify a solution to the task at hand and then discussing their solutions with the entire class. What evidence do you observe that leads to the effectiveness of this instructional approach? What, if anything, might be problematic about this approach?

4. Describe how the use of physical models appeared to encourage the development of proportional reasoning in relation to the issue of equivalence.
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11. USING REASONING TO RESOLVE CONJECTURES

ABSTRACT

This chapter tracks the use of reasoning to resolve conjectures that students proposed while using Cuisenaire Rod models to compare the sizes of fractions. The conjectures deal with whether it is possible to build models, the sizes of the models, and whether whole number operations can be applied to fractions. Three VMCAalytics are referenced in this chapter; they are in the Video Mosaic Collaborative. Analytic 1, entitled: “David, Erik, and Meredith Use Reasoning to Resolve Conjectures”, is at http://dx.doi.org/doi:10.7282/T3T43W4M. Analytic 2, entitled, “Extending the Doubling Conjecture,” is at http://dx.doi.org/doi:10.7282/T3RR21CM. Analytic 3, entitled “Students Compare 1/4 and 1/9,” is at http://dx.doi.org/doi:10.7282/T3N018PN.

11.1 INTRODUCTION

As students continued their explorations of fraction comparisons, they constructed multiple models to compare given fractions. As they built their models, they conjectured about the construction of the models and the answers that they were generating. Some of these conjectures proved to be correct and some proved to be incorrect. This chapter traces the students’ reasoning regarding the size of the models, whether or not it was possible to build a model if one denominator was even and the other odd, and whether the difference between one ninth and one fourth was one fifth.

11.2 DOUBLING CONJECTURE

In the ninth session (October 7) of the intervention, students continued a discussion of how they built models that was begun on the previous day to answer the question: “Which is larger, three fourths or two thirds, and by how much?” (Reynolds, 2005). Some of the students indicated that they had built at least two different models to answer this question, but there was uncertainty among some of the students as to which fraction was actually larger. One pair of students remembered that the three fourths was larger by either one twelfth or two twenty-fourths, but they could not remember which rods they used to establish the parts in the models. Researcher Maher asked the students to construct the models again.
Meredith reconstructed two models to show the comparison. The first model used a train of the orange and red rod to represent “one.” Beneath that, she lined up four light green rods to represent fourths and three purple rods to represent thirds. Below that she had placed 12 white rods, which showed that all the trains were equivalent in length to 12 whites rods. A larger model had a brown, a black and a blue rod to represent the “one.” Below that she had four dark green rods to indicate fourths, three brown rods to represent thirds, 12 red rods to represent twelfths, and 24 white rods to represent twenty-fourths. The first model had a length of 12 centimeters and the second had a length of 24 centimeters. See Figure 11.1 and Analytic 1, Event 1.

Before leaving, Researcher Maher asked Meredith and David to think about connections between the two models that Meredith had built. Meredith explained to her partner, David, that by taking three of the light green rods from the smaller model she would have three fourths and by comparing that train to a train of two of the purple rods, which represented two thirds in the same model, she found that the difference in their lengths was one white rod. Since the white rods represented twelfths, she used direct reasoning to conclude three fourths was larger than two thirds by one twelfth. In a similar manner using direct reasoning and the longer model, she showed that three fourths (three dark greens) and two thirds (two browns) had a difference in length of one red rod (representing one twelfth) or a difference of two white rods (representing two twenty-fourths). See Analytic 1. Event 2.
After a few minutes, Researcher Maher returned to check the status of their work. She asked if they could predict what a larger model might look like without actually building it.

Meredith: It would probably be much bigger because, say if the model is this big... [She holds her hands up about shoulder distance apart; see Figure 11.2.]

Researcher: Right.

Meredith: It would need more reds and more whites than these.

Researcher: Can you predict how many more reds and how many more whites? Think about it.

Meredith: Well, it depends on how big the models are.

Researcher: That's fair enough, but can you imagine one a certain size. Are you able to predict how many reds and whites? Do you understand my questions? [Meredith nods her head.] It's a real good question for both of you to think about.

Meredith: I have an answer. [giggles]

Researcher: Be able to justify your answer. Why don't you talk to each other about it and see what you each think and try to convince each other first and then you can try to convince me. OK? [Researcher leaves.]

David: [Holds up a red rod.] I think that this might be one twenty-fourth because...

Meredith: No, because these are twenty-fourths. [She points to the white cubes in the larger model.] Well, if you just doubled the size of this...[She gestures along the length of the larger model.]

David: Yeah, I know. Then this [holds up a red rod] would be one twenty-fourth and this [holds up a white rod] would be one [pause], one forty-eighth or something.

Meredith: Yeah, one forty-eighth.

David: [Holds up a light green rod]. Then we might be using like this and this could be a one twelfth or something. [See Analytic 1, Event 3.]

David and Meredith’s conjecture that another model would be double the length of Meredith’s longer model and would include forty-eighths is an example of generic reasoning. They were able to use the properties of the models that they had constructed and make a prediction about a theoretical longer model and identify the number names for some of the rods. The researcher left them for several minutes to give them time to discuss their new conjecture. However, when she returned to the desk, Meredith was no longer focused on doubling. Instead, Meredith suggested that they should add six white cubes to their longer model to make a length of 30 whites. The researcher asked if adding the six rods would work; she urged Meredith to build the model.
Meanwhile, David explained his reasoning on the doubling conjecture, first to the researcher and then again to his classmates, Alan and Erik, who were invited over to his desk by the researcher. His rationale was that if they doubled the size of the previous model, then each red rod would represent one twenty-fourth, each white rod would be one forty-eighth, and each light green rod would be one twelfth. See Figure 11.3.

Erik, who had previously been listening to Andrew’s conversation at another desk, shared an important idea on the construction of longer models that would be critical to the construction of the proposed 48-centimeter model. He stated that Andrew had
suggested that if you could make a train (i.e. using multiple rods rather than using a single rod) to represent “one,” you could also make a train to represent the thirds and the fourths. The researcher then asked all four students to construct the model that they predicted.

David’s explanation demonstrated the use of proportional reasoning to assign number names to the different sized rods. The smallest rod (white) would have the number name of one forty-eighth, and the next larger rod (red) would have the number name of a larger fraction, one twenty-fourth. He continued this line of reasoning to conjecture that the next larger rod, the light green rod, might have a number name of one twelfth. His use of the word *might* indicates that he was somewhat unsure about the number name of the light green rod.

11.3 BUILDING THE PROPOSED MODEL

David, Meredith, Alan, and Erik went to the front of the classroom in order to build the longer model on the floor. Meredith appeared to be working alone. As David and Erik were building their models, Alan repeatedly said that they would not be able to build a model that long because they would not be able to “third it” (i.e. find a single rod that would represent one-third of the model). For about six minutes, Erik, David, and Meredith each built separate models. During this time, although they talked about the different colored rods and about “thirding” and “fourthing,” they did not identify the lengths of the models. Erik produced a model that used three orange rods and a dark green rod (36 cm) to represent “one.” He used the blue rods to represent fourths. For his thirds, he used three blue rods, and then nine white rods (BBBWWWWWWW), explaining that three whites would each go with a blue rod to make one third. The videographer asked if he could set that up in a different way, and Meredith reached over to show him that he could arrange it as BWWWBWWWWWW, to better indicate the thirds. (See Figure 11.4 for the video still and Figure 11.5 for a model.) Erik explained that if he had just added one white cube to the blue rod, he would have had an orange (meaning a train equal in length to ten whites), but by adding three white rods, he had a train that was longer than the orange rod. Through direct reasoning and use of the model, Erik convinced Alan that it was possible to divide his model into thirds (i.e. the model could be “thirded”) by the use of trains for the fractional parts. See Analytic 1, Event 4.

Without this understanding of how to construct the trains for fractional parts, the students would not have been able to compare fractional parts of the proposed longer models. Although Erik showed how to represent the thirds and fourths for his model, he did not compare two thirds and three fourths, which was the original task. He realized that he had not built the model that they were supposed to be working on and he turned his attention to the model that David was constructing.

David used a train of two brown, two blue, and two black rods to construct his “one.” Below his “one,” he placed trains of 16 light green rods, 24 red rods, and 48 white rods. A researcher asked David if he found what he thought he would find
with his model. Using direct reasoning, David said that the light green rods did not turn out to be twelfths, as he had conjectured, but that they were sixteenths. By indirect reasoning, Erik conjectured that each purple rod would be one twelfth; David agreed. The purple rods were not part of the model, but Erik may have been using proportional thinking to reason that since the purple rod was twice the size of
the red, the number name for the purple would be twice that of the red. This may also be an example of multiplicative reasoning, as opposed to David’s apparent use of additive reasoning (white + 1 = red, red + 1 = light green) when he conjectured that the number name for the light green would be one twelfth. See Analytic 1, Event 5.

The students were able to build their projected model that was 48 cm long, and through direct reasoning they were able to justify that the red rod had multiple number names: one twelfth, two twenty-fourths and four forty-eighths, illustrating representations of equivalent fractions. Although David had earlier given the incorrect number name one twelfth to the light green rod, he determined from the model that the light green rod actually had the number name one sixteenth. See Analytic 1, Event 6.

11.4 EXTENDING THE DOUBLING CONJECTURE TO OTHER MODELS

In the following session (October 8), Alan worked on a model to find the difference between one half and two fifths. His first model used the orange rod to represent “one,” two yellow rods to represent the halves, the red rods to represent fifths, and the white rods to represent tenths. By using his model and direct reasoning, he determined that the difference between the two fractions was one tenth. He then built a second model that used a train of two orange rods to represent “one.” The two oranges also represented halves and the purple rods represented fifths. When Researcher Martino asked how he was able to build the second model so quickly, Alan replied that he knew that if he doubled the length of the first model, the longer model would also work. He went on to explain that if he added another two orange rods, he would be able to build another model. See Analytic 2, Event 2. Later, Alan built that larger model; See Analytic 2, Event 3. Figure 11.6 shows Alan discussing this larger model, where four orange rods represent 1.

![Figure 11.6. Alan’s largest model for comparing two fifths to one half](image)
In the eleventh session of this study (October 29), the students were introduced to a second real-life chocolate bar problem, building on the earlier experience when Researcher Maher introduced the metaphor as a tool for considering the unit. (See Chapter 7.) During this session, nine students in one group shared ten chocolate bars, each receiving one chocolate bar plus one-ninth of a chocolate bar, and eight students in another group shared ten chocolate bars, each receiving one bar plus one fourth of a bar. The question posed by Researcher Maher was which of the students had more chocolate; after some discussion with the students, she simplified the question to “Which is larger, one ninth or one fourth, and by how much?” (Reynolds, 2005). Meredith answered, “If you take a one rod and you divide it into ninths and fourths, the fourths are going to be larger because they’re less. So they’re going to be larger. So each person is going to get a larger piece.” Meredith then made the conjecture that since nine minus four equals five, the difference between one fourth and one ninth would be one fifth; other students agreed. She gave a justification for her conjecture, reasoning directly based on her experience with whole numbers. See Analytic 3, Event 1.

Researcher Maher prompted the class to test this conjecture by applying the rule to a more familiar problem, comparing one half to one fourth. The class agreed that this algorithm’s answer of one half did not make sense. See Analytic 3, Event 2.

Researcher Maher asked Meredith to think about whether her answer made sense, by asking which rod would be called one fifth. Meredith stated that the yellow rod would represent one fifth, because if you put the one fourth and the one fifth together, their combined length would equal that of the one ninth. Several of the students appeared to agree with Meredith. Meredith’s line of reasoning might have been due to generalizing whole number operations to fraction operations, a common student error. She and the class were challenged to build a model that would either prove or disprove Meredith’s conjecture. See Analytic 3, Event 3.

Several of the students continued to follow Meredith’s reasoning. Some students began to build one model to show the ninths and a second model (of a different length) to show fourths. For example, Alan’s first models, shown in Figure 11.7, had one model where where the white rod had the number name of one ninth (top) and a second model where the white rod had the number name of one fourth (bottom).

Alan’s second attempt also involved two models; in the first, two blue rods (18 cm.) represented 1, and so a red rod represented 1/9. In the second model two purple rods represented 1 (8 cm.), and so a red rod represented 1/4 in that model. Researcher Maher reminded Alan that the chocolate bars were all the same size, and so the models should also be the same size. Here is her conversation with Alan. See Analytic 3, Event 4.

Researcher: You still started with the same size candy bars. I don’t understand why you are switching your candy bars. Obviously, you should get differences if you switch your candy bars.
Alan: What I’m meaning is these are just models to show my hypothesis.

Researcher: Yeah, but you are changing your candy bars and you are not allowed to do that.

Alan: I know, but that is just the way that I am thinking. I’m thinking that a fourth is bigger than a ninth because if you took the two of the same models and divided it into fourth those pieces would be bigger. If you divided into ninth, those pieces would be smaller.

Researcher: Do that for me. Make the same model and show me.

Figure 11.7. Alan’s original models for 1/9 (top) and 1/4 (bottom)

Based on direct reasoning, Alan was able to conclude that one ninth would be smaller than one fourth, but he had difficulty in constructing a model that could be divided both into ninths and also into fourths. After at least 10 minutes trying to construct an appropriate model, Alan conjectured that it was not possible to build a model for this problem because nine was an odd number and four was an even number. (See Analytic 3, Event 5.) He explained his reasoning to Researcher Maher:

Alan: Nine is odd and four is even.

Researcher: How about halves and thirds? [In an earlier session the students had made a model to show that one half was larger than one third by a sixth.]
Alan: Halves and thirds? I know but if you have nine here [points to his train of two blues] and you count by twos, you can’t get to nine. And you can’t make a model with the fourths and the ninths at the same time.

Researcher: Maybe you shouldn’t be counting by twos.

Alan: I know.

Researcher: What would happen with thirds and fourths? [referring to the earlier problem comparing two thirds with three fourths] You don’t count by threes and fours. What would happen if you worked with thirds and fourths?

Alan: Thirds and fourths? You’re just thirding it and fourthing it.

Researcher: Compare thirds and fourths and see how that works. See if that helps. And then do fourth and ninths.

Alan had previously used direct reasoning to successfully find the difference between a pair of fractions, one with an odd denominator and the other with an even denominator, based on models that he had constructed. So Researcher Maher prompted him to examine those previous models (comparing one half and two thirds and comparing two thirds and three fourths). See Analytic 3, Event 5.

11.6 A MODEL TO DETERMINE THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN ONE FOURTH AND ONE NINTH

While Alan and others were struggling with the question of whether it was possible to build a model, James was building a model where a train of three orange rods and a dark green rod (36 cm.) represented “one.” In this model, a blue rod represented one fourth, a purple rod represented one ninth, and a white rod represented one thirty-sixth. He also made a smaller model where he lined up a purple rod (1/9) and 5 white rods (each 1/36) next to a blue rod (1/4). See Figure 11.8. He showed these models to Researcher Robert Davis. At first, he identified the five white rods as representing one fifth. But after Researcher Davis asked him to identify one white rod (1/36) and then two white rods (2/36), James declared that the difference was five thirty-sixths. See Analytic 3, Event 6.

Near the end of the session, James shared this solution with the class. James explained that his strategy was different from that of many of his fellow students. Most of them constructed their “one” first and then tried to find the fractional parts. However, James’s strategy was to make a train of nine purple rods so that he could give the number name of one ninth to the purple rods. Then he tried to find a different rod so that a train of four of those rods would be the same length as the train of nine purple rods. He found that blue rods worked, so he was able to give the blue rods the number name of one fourth. It was only after he had the trains for the fractional parts that he went back to construct the “whole” (“one”), using three orange rods and a dark green rod. In this model, as noted above, 36 white rods, had the same
length as “one,” so each white rod was one thirty-sixth. Using this model, he told his classmates that the difference between one fourth and one ninth was five white rods, or five thirty-sixths. See Analytic 3, Event 7.

11.7 SUMMARY

These examples demonstrate the challenges that nine-year children encounter when exploring fraction ideas by building models to represent relationships among fractions in comparison tasks. In their explorations, students proposed conjectures about their models and the relative sizes of fractions. By using models, the students were either able to justify the conjecture (i.e., doubling the length of the model) or to find evidence to dispute the conjecture. (i.e., the difference between one ninth and one fourth is one fifth).

By noticing that in their first two models for comparing three fourths and two thirds that the difference was one twelfth, and then one twenty-fourth, or two twelfths, David and Meredith proposed that a model twice the length of the longer model (12 cm) would also produce an appropriate model. When they built the proposed 48cm model, they used direct reasoning to conclude that their original conjecture was correct and the difference the between fractions was one twelfth, or two twenty-fourths, or four forty-eighths. Although a model is not shown in these video clips, they then extended their conjecture by using generic reasoning to predict that another model would have a length of 96 (cm). Alan also used this doubling
conjecture when working on another task to find the difference between one half and two fifths. When asked by Researcher Martino how he was able to build a second model so quickly, Alan replied that he knew that if he doubled the length of the first model, the longer model would also work.

Not all of the students’ conjectures were correct, but the use of models and direct reasoning assisted the students in resolving the conjectures. In the task of comparing one ninth and one fourth, many students used faulty reasoning to conjecture that the difference between the fractions was one fifth. Building a model for this task was challenging for some students. Although they had previously constructed models to compare fractions by using a “one” that could be partitioned into both fractional parts, finding a model that could be divided into ninths and fourths proved to be problematic for some of the students. Alan made the conjecture that because one of the denominators was an odd number and the other denominator was an even number, the model could not be made. He made this conjecture even though he had already made models to compare three fourths and two thirds. It was James who eventually built the model to demonstrate to the class that the difference between the fractions was five thirty-sixths.

Choosing rich mathematical tasks that engage students in thinking about mathematics is an important component in the development of mathematical reasoning. Tasks that can be explored by model building allow students to make and test conjectures. As students shared their ideas, they investigated such ideas as partitioning, equivalent fractions, and proportional sizes. They demonstrated the use of direct and generic reasoning, as well as building arguments to support their ideas. Building models also helped them to resolve conjectures and misconceptions. Activities such as those described in this chapter promote the discussion of mathematical ideas, which is crucial in developing quantitative reasoning in young students.

QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION OF CHAPTER 11

1. Explain the words “thirding” and fourthing” and find evidence to illustrate what the students meant when they used these words.
2. To test David’s doubling conjecture, David and Erik built a model on the floor, then Erik realized that it was not the model that they were supposed to be building, so he destroyed it. What might they have discovered if they had studied that “incorrect model” carefully? If you were the classroom teacher, what cueing questions might you have asked about the model? How did it relate to the David’s conjecture?
3. The construction of longer models was dependent on a key idea that Erik brought to David and Meredith from another table. What was this idea and how did David and Meredith use it in their models?
4. What evidence do you see that shows students having difficulty constructing appropriate models. Specifically, refer to the students’ work and/or language that is related to Erik’s idea?
5. If you were the classroom teacher, how would you encourage students to build on their doubling conjecture and make connections between the length of the models and “common denominators”?

6. When Alan conjectured that they could not build a model to compare fractions if one denominator was even and the other odd, the researcher suggested that the students examine previous models. How could this suggestion have helped the students resolve their conjecture?

7. Meredith had convinced herself that the difference between one ninth and one fourth was one fifth. What might have led to this misconception and how did the researcher’s “you are not allowed to change the size of the chocolate bar” argument address this misconception?

8. James’s strategy for constructing the model that led to finding the difference between one fourth and one ninth was substantially different from the strategy used by students for other models. Compare and contrast the two different strategies.
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12. THE DEVELOPMENT OF UPPER AND LOWER BOUNDS ARGUMENTS WHILE COMPARING FRACTIONS

ABSTRACT

This chapter documents the development and use of upper and lower bound arguments by students as they worked on fraction comparison tasks using Cuisenaire rods to build models. These arguments were developed as students tried to find larger and smaller models for solutions to tasks using Cuisenaire rods. These arguments were then taken up by others and reused in different problem contexts. The chapter references events from the analytic entitled “The Development of Upper and Lower Bound Arguments while Comparing Fractions,” (http://dx.doi.org/doi:10.7282/T3ZS2Z8N).

12.1 INTRODUCTION

In previous chapters, students’ reasoning is followed as they begin exploring fraction comparison. This chapter highlights reasoning using upper and lower bounds. According to Yankelewitz (2009, p. 86):

When reasoning by upper and lower bounds, a student defines the upper and lower boundaries or limits of a class of numbers or mathematical objects. For example, for the set of numbers $1 < x < 4$, the upper bound of the set is 4 and the lower bound is 1, since all the numbers in the set are contained within the two bounds. After these bounds have been defined, the student reasons about the objects that are not contained between the bounds and draws conclusions based on this reasoning.

In Chapter 2, David used an upper and lower bounds argument as he showed that there was no rod that existed that could be called one half when the blue rod was assigned the number name one. In Chapter 8, Erik used upper and lower bounds to counter the claim that one half was larger than one third by one third. In this chapter, we follow students’ development of reasoning using upper and lower bounds as they compare fractions.
12.2 MICHAEL’S UPPER BOUND ARGUMENT

Task 1: Which Is Larger, One Half or Three Fourths, and by How Much?

During Session 8, the students worked in pairs to compare one half and three fourths. As described in Chapter 10, Brian and Michael built two rod models to show that three fourths is larger than one half by one fourth. Then, Researcher Martino encouraged them to find a different model to compare the two fractions. Brian built another model using a blue and yellow train that was given the number name, one, and two black rods with number name one half. He sought to find a rod that could be one fourth the length of the train. After trying both the purple rods and the light green rods and seeing that they would not work, he used reasoning by upper and lower bounds to explain to Brian that the model didn’t work, since the purple rods were too big and the light green rods were too small, and there was no rod in between. In this exchange, Michael’s upper and lower bound argument was shared only with Brian (see VMCAAnalytic Event 1).

![Figure 12.1. Michael’s model](image-url)

12.3 ALAN’S UPPER BOUND ARGUMENT

Task 2: Which Is Larger, Two Thirds or Three Fourths, and by How Much?

After working on the task of comparing the fractions, one half and three fourths, the students were introduced to another fraction comparison task: Which is larger, two thirds or three fourths, and by how much? The following day, during the ninth session of the intervention, the students continued working on the task. After Erik and Alan built two models to show the difference between two thirds and three fourths as one twelfth or two twenty-fourths, Researcher Maher asked the pair to build a bigger model to demonstrate the difference. Erik built a model using three
orange rods and a dark green rod and found that the blue rods could then be called fourths. Alan challenged him to find thirds. Alan told Erik that no single rod could have length that is one third of the train that had the number name one that he had built. He pointed that the orange rod is ten white rods long, implying that none of the single rods, the largest of which was the orange rod, could be called on its own one third of the train. Thus, Alan began developing an upper bound argument that implied that single rods as thirds cannot be found for a train of any length that is composed of more than three orange rods. He said, “Even if you subtracted two you couldn’t third that [train of three orange rods and a dark green rod].”

Erik agreed and then checked what Andrew and Jessica were building. Andrew had built a train using two orange rods and a red rod followed by another pair of two orange rods and a red rod. Erik used Alan’s argument, telling Andrew, “That’s way too big, Andrew, I don’t think you can divide it into anything” (Event 2).

Later in the session, David, Meredith, Erik, and Alan were working on building models on the floor to compare two thirds and three fourths. David built a model to test his conjecture that doubling a model in which a white rod is called one twenty-fourth will result in a larger model which could be used to compare two thirds and three fourths and that in such a model, the white rod would be called one forty-eighth, the red rod would be called one twenty-fourth and the light green rod would be called one twelfth. Meanwhile, Erik continued working on building a thirty-six centimeter train model that he had begun building previously made up of three orange and one dark green rod and lined up four blue rods. Alan continued to argue that Erik’s model did not work, saying, “You can’t third something like this. You’d need colossal rods”. He used his implicit upper bound argument again, saying, “Using oranges, if you use

![Figure 12.2. Erik’s model](image-url)
three oranges, you won’t be able to third it. You won’t be able to third it”. With this, Alan progressed with the development of his incomplete argument, omitting that no rod existed that was one third as long as a train of three orange rods (Event 3).

The following day, during the tenth session of the study, Researcher Amy Martino asked the students to recall what they worked on the previous day. Alan reiterated his upper bound argument from the previous day. He said, “We also realized that the bigger, like if you put … four, you couldn’t third that unless you made a new rod using two others to be bigger than the orange”. He re-explained, saying, “Like four oranges you can’t third it without making a new rod. But three oranges you could call that a whole and have three more oranges as the thirds”. Alan demonstrated that the largest model that can be built which would have thirds without creating a “new rod” using trains is the length of three orange rods. In this model, the largest rod, the orange rod, would be a third. If the model is bigger, a train would be necessary to compose one third. Interesting, on the next day, Alan articulated a complete argument, suggesting that the development of a complete and valid argument is a process that takes reflection, communication and time (Event 4).

12.4 DAVID AND MEREDITH ADOPT THE UPPER BOUND ARGUMENT

Later in the tenth session, David, Erik, and Meredith worked to reconstruct their large model on the floor. However, David recalled the model incorrectly, and instead of building a model using two brown rods, two black rods, and two blue rods as one, they built a train model using two black rods, two blue rods, and two orange rods that they called one. They then lined up purple and light green rods against the train. While explaining to a visiting researcher what they were doing, David said that this model could not show thirds or halves. Meredith extended his argument, saying:
“You would need a new model, maybe. If you put ten up to it, it won’t do it”. Here, David and Meredith used reasoning by upper bounds similar to Alan’s argument to explain that since the train is longer than four orange rods, there is no single rod that is a third or a fourth of the train. Meredith visually demonstrated the consecutive placement of an orange rod along the length of the train four times to explain her argument (Event 5).

![Image](image.png)

Figure 12.4. Meredith demonstrates why a single rod cannot be one third of the model

12.5 ALAN USES AN UPPER BOUND ARGUMENT IN THE CONTEXT OF ANOTHER PROBLEM

Later, in the same session, Alan used an upper-bound argument in the context of another problem. He created a train rod model of four orange rods that represented one, to compare the fractions one half and two fifths. He showed that two orange rods would be called one half and that the brown rods were called fifths. He then used an upper bound argument to explain that the model could not be bigger than four orange rods if you want to call a single rod one fifth and a train of rods, all of the same length, one half (Event 6).

12.6 ERIK USES A LOWER BOUND ARGUMENT

During the eleventh session, three days later, the students continued discussing models that they could build to compare two thirds and three fourths. Researcher Maher asked the class if there was a smallest model that they could build to represent the problem using the rods that were available. James, Amy and Jackie built a model of an orange and red train that was called one, three purple rods to represent thirds, and four green rods to represent fourths and said that the model showed that three fourths were larger than two thirds by one twelfth (Figure 12.6). Researcher Maher
asked the students if they could convince her that the model that James had built was the smallest length for the set of rods that was possible.

Erik offered a lower bound argument to justify the claim that this was the smallest possible model to show the difference between two thirds and three fourths. He argued that, since one twelfth was represented by a white rod in this model, and, since there is no rod that is smaller than the white rod, if the model was smaller, there would be no rod that could be called one twelfth of the model (Event 7).
This chapter explores the development and adoption of upper and lower bound arguments. As can be seen in this chapter, the majority of occurrences of reasoning using upper and lower bounds occurred as students worked to compare fractions. In addition, all of the arguments using upper and lower bounds were indirect arguments. In the next chapter, we will explore how students used generic reasoning as they worked on this set of fraction comparison tasks.

QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION OF CHAPTER 12

1. How does a justification based on upper and lower limits (or bounds) differ from some of the other forms of reasoning that the students use in their arguments?
2. What questions or interventions did you notice from the researcher that encouraged the students to use this form of reasoning? What evidence did you notice that the students found this to be a persuasive argument?
3. Why do you think that the researcher asked the students to follow their task comparing 1/2 and 3/4 with the fraction pair 2/3 and 3/4? What are specific differences between these two pairs of fractions and how were these reflected in the students’ models and arguments?
4. What questions or probes might have been added in order for the students to consider the importance of common denominators?
5. Explain Alan’s argument about the limit of four yellow rods. Do you agree with his conclusion? If not, can you propose a counter example?
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13. USING GENERIC REASONING TO COMPARE FRACTIONS

ABSTRACT
This chapter traces the students’ use of generic reasoning throughout their explorations with fraction comparisons. It identifies trends in the students’ reasoning that suggest that these patterns are a result of the kinds of tasks that were presented and the opportunities that students had to record their justifications as they built their models and solutions. The chapter references events from the analytic entitled “Fourth Grade Students’ Generic Reasoning while Exploring Fraction Comparison Ideas,” located in the Video Mosaic Collaborative (http://dx.doi.org/doi:10.7282/T3417044).

13.1 INTRODUCTION
During the longitudinal study, the students began to explore fraction comparison during the third session. At first, they worked with partners to build models for comparing a particular pair of fractions and then to share these models with the class. These first explorations focusing on the comparison of 1/2 and 1/3 are described fully in Chapters 7, 8 and 9 of this volume. During later sessions, students were encouraged to build multiple models to compare pairs of fractions, and to share their ideas with the class (see Chapter 10). During these sessions, students used varied forms of reasoning as they built models to compare fractions and articulated their thoughts verbally and in writing. This chapter traces the students’ development of generic reasoning during these sessions.

13.2 GENERIC REASONING WHILE BUILDING MODELS
Task 1: Which Is Larger, One Half or One Third, and by How Much?
During the fourth session of the longitudinal study, the students continued to build models as they tried to compare one half and one third. As the students worked in pairs, Dr. Landis, the school principal who was visiting the classroom, asked Erik why he thought one half was larger than one third. Erik reasoned directly, saying:
Because see, if you have one whole, and you want to divide it into halves, the halves have to be so big that you can only divide them into two parts. So, and if you wanted to divide it into thirds, they have to be big enough to divide into three parts. So if you only wanted to divide it into two parts, you have one whole, the whole has to be big enough to divide into two parts, two equal parts. So if you have two parts, two is less than three, but if you divide it into two parts, they have to be bigger than the thirds.

When Dr. Landis asked him to explain further why the halves would be larger than the thirds, Erik said:

The thirds would be smaller because two parts of one, like a circle or something, you cut it into two parts, they’re going to have to be bigger because it’s two parts you’re cutting it into. But if you’re cutting it into three parts, the thirds are going to have to be bigger, I mean not bigger, smaller, because you’re cutting it into three parts, and three parts, is, the number three is larger than two but if you’re cutting something into two parts it’s going to have to be larger than three.

Erik concluded his argument and said, “So technically, if you’re counting by numbers, the smaller number is the larger.” With this, Erik used the generic example of halves and thirds to make a generalized statement about fraction comparisons.

When Dr. Landis asked if this statement was always true, Erik began to use the example of thirds and fourths, and Alan interjected and explained recursively:

If you cut this into thirds, this, it would have three equal parts. If you would cut it into halves it would have two equal parts and if you cut it into fourths it would have four equal parts. The fourths would be smaller than the thirds and the thirds smaller than the halves.

Erik then continued his train of thought, using the example of thirds and fourths to show that his rule held. He used generic reasoning to show that his generalization held for another example, and why that generalization was true. He said,

What I’m saying is, see if you divide it into thirds and fourths, four is a larger number than three, but three, you’re dividing it into, um, you’re dividing it into three parts, so instead of dividing it into four parts you cut it four times into fourths and then, and that would be much smaller than the, a third. And if you divide it- if you cut it only three times, it’d be bigger. So therefore, four may be bigger than three, but the smaller the number, the larger the piece.

Dr. Landis then posed a related problem to Erik. She posed to Erik the following question: “If a pizza is shared by eight people, and the same size pizza is shared by four people, which pizza slices would be larger?” Erik replied that each member of the group of four would get a larger slice. Dr. Landis asked Erik if his rule held for this problem as well. Erik, continuing his reasoning using his generic example,
answered that it did, and repeated, “[B]ecause the smaller, the smaller the number, the bigger the pieces” (Yankelewitz, 2009, pp. 146–148).

**Task 2: Which Is Bigger, One Half or One Quarter, and by How Much?**

Another instance of generic reasoning surfaced during the sixth session of the study, when Researcher Carolyn Maher asked the students to compare one half and one quarter and determine the difference between the two numbers. The students worked in their groups to build models that would help them solve the problem, and then three groups shared their solutions in a whole group discussion.

Andrew presented a fourth model. Using a purple rod to represent the number one, he lined up a train of two red rods and another train of four white rods. He reasoned directly that one half (the red rod) was larger than one fourth (one white rod) by one fourth (one white rod). He then said that he thought the solution would always be one fourth. Researcher Maher asked him why he thought that. Andrew said that all the models that had been built “always had the room for one more fourth, and I think that because usually the fourths, or two of ’em are equal up to the half, so then it would be a fourth.” As he spoke, he showed that on his model, two white rods equaled the length of the red rod. With this statement, Andrew used generic reasoning to justify why one half is always larger than one fourth by one fourth, regardless of the model chosen to represent these fractions (see VMCAnalytic Event 1).

### 13.3 Generic Reasoning While Writing About Models

During the seventh and eighth sessions of the longitudinal study, the students continued to explore fraction comparison problems, and also were provided the opportunity to record their solutions and accompanying justifications as they worked with their partners. As Brian and Michael worked to compose their justifications and record them on paper, they used generic reasoning to explain their ideas.

**Task 3: Which Is Larger, One Half or Two Thirds, and by How Much?**

During the seventh session, Michael and Brian worked to build multiple models to show the difference between two thirds and one half (Figure 13.1). Researcher Carolyn Maher asked them if the relationship held across the models they had built, if they expected that to happen and if they were convinced that it would. They responded in the affirmative. The researcher then asked them to write about it. Brian then began to explain their solution to Michael. Using the model of the dark green rod, he said,

Brian: Because it takes six sixths to equal one whole [holding dark green rod]. And there are two sixths [holds two white rods and puts on top of the red rod], there are two sixths, in each, in each, in each third
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Michael: Hey! That may be right! Because a third for this one, a sixth for this one is one, [starts placing white rods alongside the second model that is 6 cm in length]

Brian: And it takes, and it takes three sixths to equal up to one half. but, but, um

Michael: And this would be red, it takes two of them to equal that. [Michael shows that two red rods equal a purple rod in the model that is twelve centimeters long (Figure 13.2). Hey, that’s neat!

Brian: Sixths! That’s what I did before

Michael: It takes two sixths to equal a third! Wow! That’s a neat thing to figure out fractions with.

![Figure 13.1. Multiple models to show the difference between one half and two thirds](image1)

![Figure 13.2. Two red rods equivalent to one purple rod](image2)

Brian and Michael used generic reasoning to justify their solution to the problem and explain why their solution held for the different models that they built. Brian first used the six-centimeter long model to show that two white rods equal a red
rod. Michael then verified his claim by lining the white rods against a second six-centimeter model, and showed that the same held true for the larger twelve centimeter model. Brian and Michael then worked to record their idea in writing.

Michael: It takes, it takes two sixths to equal a third
Brian: [inaudible] equal a third, no a half a half. That’s what I wrote: ‘Because it takes six sixths to equal one whole and.
Michael: And a sixth is always half of a third.
Brian: Oh! [Michael laughs] And it takes, and there, and a sixth is a half of a third.
Michael: Yeah!
Brian: [after writing] Wait, what did I just say? Two sixths
Michael: And two sixths, and it takes two sixths, two sixths, no, one sixth is half, is half of one third
Brian: One sixth is … by one third, so it takes, so it takes three
Michael: So it takes six, because there’s two in every one so there’s two four six. So it takes
Brian: So it takes, should we write, so it takes three sixths to equal one half?
Michael: No, it takes two, oh yeah, right, three equal one half.
Brian: Two equal, two sixths equal one third, and three equal
Michael: One half
Brian: So it takes three, oh I got it! So it takes three sixths to equal one half, but, so it takes three sixths to equal one half, but two thirds equal four sixths [Michael nods]. So it [back to writing] Wait, so it takes
Michael: Three sixths to equal a half, but it takes
Brian, Michael: four sixths to equal two thirds. [laugh]
Brian: And there’s one extra. Yeah, and there’s one sixth, look, look.
Michael: Four, one two three four
Brian: Look. See these, see these [Brian shows a light green rod and two red rods, and then places three white rods on the red rods]. Ok, now, you see there are three of them that are equal up to it, but
Michael: There’s one more
Brian: Yeah Michael – To make two thirds
Brian: Yeah, so there’s one extra and it makes it bigger! So it takes three sixths to equal… and it takes, and it takes
Michael: Four
Brian: Four sixths, and it takes four sixths to equal two thirds. And there’s one [continues talking as he writes] Ok. This is what I wrote. So it takes three sixths to equal one half, but it takes four sixths to equal two thirds. But it needs.
Michael: But it needs?
Brian: Yeah, but it needs, but it needs four sixths. … to equal

In this exchange, Brian and Michael used general terms to describe the pattern that they had noticed in the model they had built. For example, Michael explained that “a sixth is always half of a third” and then continued to draw conclusions about the problem based on this general statement. As they discussed and wrote their general solution, they frequently referred to the model to show the correspondence between the general solution and the specific case of the model they had built (Yankelewitz, 2009, pp. 185–186).

Task 4: Which Is Larger, One Half or Three Fourths, and by How Much?

During the eighth session, the students worked in pairs to compare one half and three fourths. Michael and Brian worked together. Their exploration is illustrated in Events 2 through 5 of the VMCAAnalytic. Michael built a model of an orange and red train to represent the number one, a train of two dark green rods, and a train of four light green rods. He then compared the length of three light green rods and one dark green rod and concluded directly that three fourths is larger than one half by one fourth. When Researcher Amy Martino asked Michael and Brian to explain their model, Michael repeated his direct argument. Brian agreed with his justification. Brian built a second model using the purple rod to represent one, a train of two red rods, and another train of four white rods (Figure 13.3).

![Figure 13.3. Three models to compare one half and three fourths](image)

Michael tried to find another model, and he followed Brian’s suggestion to use another length train that was “even.” Michael built a model using a blue and yellow train to represent the number one, and two black rods as halves. He then tried to find a rod that could be one fourth of the train. After trying the purple rods and seeing that they would not work, he used reasoning by upper and lower bounds to explain to Brian that the model didn’t work.
Michael: One less than this is gonna be [tries to use light green rods to make fourths] This can’t be. Oh boy, this can’t be done. Because there’s not thirds to this,… See this doesn’t work, but the next size, Brian, you can’t use this model.

Brian: What?

Michael: You can’t use this model, because if that [purple rod] doesn’t work [as one fourth in the model], then this should [light green], but it doesn’t, because this is the size of this [shows that the light green rods were used for the model using the orange and red train (Figure 13.4)].

Brian then built another model using a train of two blue and one red rod, two orange rods, and four yellow rods. He reasoned directly that this model also showed that three fourths was larger than one half by one fourth (Figure 13.5).

Figure 13.4. Michael uses the model using the light green rod as one fourth in his argument

Figure 13.5. Brian’s next model
Michael, with some assistance from Brian, found a fourth model (Figure 13.6). Each recorded and explained two models.

Brian: Ok three fourths is larger than one half by one fourth because, well, it takes two of em right here, look, here... well because it takes two of em [two white rods] to equal one half [the red rod], but the question is, but there are three of em

Michael: No, no, no, um if this is, this is a half and this is three. So it would be bigger by one fourth because it takes how many fourths does it take, it takes three fourths to equal um, Oh, this is confusing. It takes three fourths to equal

Brian: [interjecting] Why don’t we just do what I said? It takes two fourths to equal one half, but the but but there’s but but but it needs, but but it takes, but the question is three fourths, and so there’s one fourth bigger (Figure 13.7).

Michael: One fourth bigger? Yeah.

Brian: I guess it makes sense. [talking as he writes] is one half bigger, because it takes two fourths to equal one half,

Michael: I was gonna say because it takes two fourths to equal one half, but it takes three fourths to equal three fourths?

![Figure 13.6. Michael builds a fourth model](image)

As in the previous session, Brian and Michael used their models to write a general solution and justification to the problem. As they spoke, they referred to the models that they had built to ensure that their justification paralleled the specific model that they had used to think about the problem. Thus, they used generic reasoning when justifying their solution. Researcher Martino then approached them and Brian read his justification to her, saying: “When you say it, it’s very, very confusing.”

Alan, as well, used generic reasoning while explaining his work on this task. Erik and Alan worked on the task together. Using the orange and red train to
Researcher Martino noted that, although they had built different models, they had each arrived at the same solution. Alan stated, “Every time you make something like this, it will always be one fourth on this one if it’s one fourth on that, and any other model that you make that can be like this it will always be one fourth.” He then built a model twice the length of his second model to show that the relationship held, and concluded that the difference between the two fractions would always be one fourth (Figure 13.9). Alan used the first two models to describe the structure for two
specific examples, and referred to another example as he discussed that structure and concluded that it would always hold. (See Event 6.)

Figure 13.9. A model twice as long is used to illustrate a generic argument

13.4 REVIEWING THE REASONING

During the longitudinal study, many instances of generic reasoning occurred as students compared fractions, exemplified by the episodes identified in this chapter. All of these occurrences of generic reasoning were found as students offered direct justifications of claims. In addition to the examples in this chapter, David offered a generic argument during Session Two (see Chapter 4), when he explained that the blue rod belonged to the set of odd rods and that there were no rods that were one half the length of odd rods. In Session Four, Erik and Alan used generic reasoning to explain why one half was larger than one third by explaining why smaller denominators resulted in a larger quantity. During Session Six, Andrew offered a generic explanation to show that one half was always larger than one fourth, no matter which model was built to represent the difference. In Session Seven, Brian and Michael used generic reasoning as they formulated a written solution showing the difference between one half and three fourths. Two of the instances took place during Session Eight. One occurred as Brian and Michael wrote a justification for the difference between one half and three fourths. The second occurred when Alan explained to Researcher Maher that the difference between three fourths and one half was always one fourth, no matter which model was built.

Two of the examples cited occurred as students recorded their justifications in written form. This may have occurred because students attempted to record their ideas in a more general and abstract manner. For example, when Brian and Michael attempted to explain their solution to comparison of fraction problems, they tried to explain why their solution made sense in mathematical terms and how it applied to any model built to compare the fractions, rather than explaining their model alone. This pattern is important to note, as it suggests that encouraging students to record
their justifications may foster the abstraction and generalization of mathematical arguments.

QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION OF CHAPTER 13

1. The students in this chapter are described mostly as they work with their partners. What value for them do you observe from this instructional approach? Do you see any disadvantages? If so – explain.

2. There is considerable attention given to the students recording their solutions, both pictorially and verbally. What, if anything, do you learn about the students’ thinking from this activity? Be specific in your observations.

3. What generalizations about fractions do you identify as you study this chapter and the accompanying analytic? How, if at all, do you think that these conclusions by the students might enhance their thinking about numbers in general?

4. What specific tasks might you consider appropriate to follow the ones posed in this chapter? What concepts about fractions as numbers seem most important and what fraction ideas might most appropriately follow comparing fractions?
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14. RECURSIVE REASONING

Building Multiple Models

ABSTRACT

This chapter demonstrates how students transitioned from comparing fractions using one model to generalizing their solution by building multiple models to represent a single problem. Their journey is traced over multiple class sessions throughout several explorations of fraction comparison. The reasoning of students’ as they built and reflected on the properties of multiple models highlights the utility of recursive reasoning as a precursor and companion to generalization. This chapter references events from the analytic entitled “Building Multiple Models Using Recursive Reasoning,” located in the Video Mosaic Collaborative (http://dx.doi.org/doi:10.7282/T3S46TRP).

14.1 INTRODUCTION

In this chapter, students’ use of recursive reasoning is traced as they build multiple models to compare and find the difference between a given pair of fractions. Aspects of these episodes are also discussed in Steencken (2001), Reynolds (2005) and Yankelewitz (2009).

14.2 STUDENTS ORIGINATE A RECURSIVE ARGUMENT

Task 1: Which Is Bigger, One Half or One Quarter, and by How Much?

During the sixth session, students worked on additional fraction comparison problems. One of the tasks was focused on comparing one half and one quarter. At first, each student worked with a partner to build models and pose solutions. Toward the end of the session, the students were invited to share their proposed reasoning with the class.

As Erik and Alan worked together on the task, Alan built two different models. The first model (see Figure 14.1) consisted of a train of two dark green rods to represent the number one. They also built a train of four light green rods alongside it. Alan stated, “One half is bigger than one quarter by one quarter.”
Alan then built a different model that showed the difference between one half and one quarter (Figure 14.2). He used a train of two orange rods to represent the number one and lined up four yellow rods alongside that train. He concluded, “You can quarter a train of orange rods.” Erik then tried to build a model using a train of two brown rods to represent one (Figure 14.3). He found that that model could also be built to show fourths, and told Alan, “All you have to do is keep going down by two. Brown, you minus two, take that rod, and you can quarter that one. Brown, black then dark green!” By following a pattern of subtracting the length of two white rods from each successive model to find the next model, Erik used recursive reasoning to find models that could show halves and quarters. Alan explained their method to Researcher Carolyn Maher, who asked them to repeat it to Professor Davis, who was visiting the classroom (Event 1).

Later, as students shared their ideas in a whole class setting, Erik and Alan presented their recursive method of building models to represent the solution.

Erik: Well, I think that, we think that you could divide – I think that you could take, you could take rods and divide them equally into fourths I think six times. Well, and we also came to a theory that if, if you uh, yeah we also came to a theory that.

Alan: If you take an orange rod, go down two it would be a brown rod.

Erik: if you take an orange rod and go down two it will be the brown rod.

Alan: And you can make it into quarters, and then-

Erik: Yeah you just divide two from each rod like you start with the orange rod divide by two and then the brown rod and you divide by two from the brown rod.
Alan: From the brown rod.
Erik: And then whatever rod you get, divide two from that and keep going down.

Erik explained that if the length of two white rods were to be subtracted from the length of the rod used previously, a model for the problem could be built. Alan and Erik displayed their work on the overhead projector (Figure 14.4). Andrew then challenged the validity of their models, saying that: “Right. On their problems [models] that they have they don’t have a half.” Erik replied that he thought that other students had already shown the difference between one half and one fourth, and they were simply presenting a method of finding models. By showing how to generate many models by starting with a model that used two orange rods to represent one and subtracting two centimeters to find the next model in the series, Erik and Alan suggested a recursive method of finding multiple models to compare the two fractions (Event 2).

Figure 14.4. Erik and Alan display their models at the overhead projector

Task 2: Which Is Larger, Two Thirds or Three Fourths, and by How Much?

During the tenth session, students continued to use recursive reasoning as they worked to generalize the pattern they noticed that would assist them in building multiple models. At the start of the session, Researcher Amy Martino asked the students to discuss the task that they had worked on during the previous session. She asked them what they had been doing. Andrew and Jessica responded that they attempted to make large models and use trains to model thirds and fourths. Researcher Martino asked the students if they had all recorded their large models. Andrew said that he had. She then asked the students how many models they thought could be built. Erik conjectured that there would be a lot of models, and justified his idea by using the recursive reasoning that he and Alan had used to build models to show halves and fourths during the sixth session.
Well, because see, what we, Alan and I figured, is if you start with one rod, and you can divide one rod that’s a large number into thirds and fourths, then you just count down by two, because we think that even numbers you can divide into fourths and thirds, but odd numbers you can’t, so it was like, if we started with the orange rod… you could probably divide it into thirds and fourths. And then just go down two and then just keep going down until whatever number you get and then you’ll just keep going down and you should be able to.

With this, Erik attempted to generalize the doubling pattern that he had noticed. Although this pattern only applies to a narrow set of fractions, Erik continued to use recursive reasoning as he attempted to identify the correct pattern (Event 3).

Task 3: Compare One Half or Two Fifths. Which Is Larger, and by How Much?

Later during the same session, Alan worked alone on a new task, this time comparing one half and two fifths. He tried to build models to find the difference between one half and two fifths. Alan showed Researcher Martino two different models that he had built. The first was composed of an orange rod to represent one, five red rods, two yellow rods, and ten white rods. Reasoning directly, he said that one half is larger than two fifths by one tenth, showing that the difference between the length of one yellow rod and two red rods was one white rod (Figure 14.5). He then showed the researcher his second model, which used a train of brown and red to represent one instead of the orange rod, and explained that that was the only difference between the two models.

Figure 14.5. Alan shows the difference between one half and two fifths

Researcher Martino asked Alan if he could try to find a model that was of a different length, since these two models both used a length equivalent to the length of an orange rod to represent one. Using a model that he built with two blue rods and four purple rods, Alan quickly constructed a model using a train of two orange rods.
to represent one, a train of five purple rods, another set of two orange rods, and a train of ten red rods (Figure 14.6). He showed Researcher Martino that the difference between an orange rod and two purple rods was one red rod, directly verifying his original solution.

Researcher: Can I ask you a question now? Why did you choose the two oranges to be one? You seemed to come up with that pretty quickly.

Alan: Because up here, I knew that this was ten, and two tens would be twenty, and I knew that that would work, so it takes two of those to complete it using a double ten. So one of those [points to red rods] filled in the gap. Probably if you used another one [takes a third orange and gestures to show that a fourth orange rod would be placed along with the first three] another two, you could fill in that with more purples and using more reds, too.

With this argument, Alan used recursive reasoning to explain that he had derived the second model from the first, and predicted what a third model would look like. Researcher Martino encouraged him to test his prediction and build the third model (Event 4).

Ten minutes later, Researcher Martino returned to Alan and questioned him about the third model that he had built (Figure 14.7). Using direct reasoning, he showed that two of four orange rods (which together represented one) would be called one half. He explained that since he had doubled the length of his second model to generate the third model, the purple rods would now be called tenths, and that the brown rods were called fifths and the red rods were twentieths. Alan showed that the twenty white rods that had been placed on his model would now be forty white rods, and that they would be called fortieths (Event 5).
Alan then extended his argument. Placing five blue rods on his model (Figure 14.8) he said:

You can’t make the model any bigger than this, you would have to use one blue. It wouldn’t be the exact size. So you can’t make a model any bigger than this, without making a train, making all these uneven. So basically, this is the only model you can make that’s even without using trains, like this one here, that would make all of these unequal.

Reasoning recursively, he said that the next size model would need another four orange rods added to the train of four orange rods that were used in the third model to be called one. Alan began to use upper and lower bounds to claim that this was the largest model that could be built using the pattern that he had found, since five blue rods would be shorter than the length of the eight orange rods. He indicated that it would be impossible to find a rod that could be used to represent one fifth without resorting to creating a train of rods to represent this number in this fourth model.
14.3 USING RECURSIVE REASONING TO GENERALIZE A SOLUTION

Task 3: Which Is Larger, Two Thirds or Three Fourths, and by How Much?

During the eleventh session, the students engaged in a whole class discussion as they reviewed their solutions to a task that they had worked on previously, comparing two thirds and three fourths. Researcher Carolyn Maher mentioned that she had seen students build more than one model, and asked the students how many models they thought were possible. Michael conjectured that if one knew the “secret” behind the models, he could build models using all the rods. The students then discussed which model used to solve this problem would be the smallest possible model to use, and why they thought so.

Once the smallest model was established, Researcher Maher asked the students to find the next biggest model. Brian said that the length of twenty-four white rods would be used to represent the number one. The researcher asked what the white rod would be called in that model. Michael conjectured that it would be one twelfth. Next, Brian suggested that it would be one twenty-fourth. Alan and Erik said that they had built that model, and proceeded to build it on the overhead projector (Figure 14.9) using a train of two oranges and a purple rod to represent one.

Researcher Maher asked the students what the white rod would be called in Erik and Alan’s model. The students answered that it would be called one twenty-fourth. She also asked them how that model can be used to solve the original problem that had been posed. Erik and Alan showed directly that the difference between two thirds (two brown rods) and three quarters (three dark green rods) in this model was equal in length to a red rod or two white rods, and that therefore the solution to the problem was one twelfth or two twenty-fourths.

Figure 14.9. Alan and Erik build the second model
The researcher asked David to share the theory that he had formulated with the class. David, with some assistance from Erik, said that Meredith had originally built a model using a train of one orange, one blue, and one black rod to represent the number one, and that the white rod was one twenty-fourth and the red rod was one twelfth. As David spoke, the researcher built the model that he had described at the overhead (Figure 14.10). The students then saw a discrepancy in David’s model, since the length of this train was longer than the length of the train that Erik and Alan used to represent one. Alan and Erik pointed out the contradiction in David’s model.

Alan: Then the reds couldn’t be twelfths.
Erik: Yeah, then the reds couldn’t be twelfths and the whites couldn’t be twenty-fourths.

The researcher next asked Andrew and Jessica to share the model that they had built with the class. Referring to the twenty-four centimeter-long model that he had replicated on his desk (Figure 14.11), he used direct reasoning to explain the model to the class.

Well, I made a model that had the white was one forty-eighth and the purples were twelfths and the white was, I mean the red was twenty-fourths and I took two browns as the thirds and two dark greens as the fourths and they I called them the fourths and then the whole was four oranges and two purples.

The researcher asked Andrew if one brown was called one third. Andrew and Jessica clarified that he had considered two brown rods placed end to end to be one third.

Researcher Maher then asked Andrew and Jessica to build the model using large Cuisenaire rods at the front of the room (Figures 14.12 and 14.13). They did so, and repeated their direct justification for their solution three times to different groups of students.

The researcher asked David if Andrew and Jessica’s model was linked in any way to the theory that he had tested. David and Erik responded that it was, since they had
Figure 14.11. A partial model on Andrew’s desk

Figure 14.12. Andrew and Jessica’s full model using giant cuisenaire rods

Figure 14.13. Another view of Andrew and Jessica’s model
thought that the white rods would represent forty-eighths and that the red rods would represent twenty-fourths, just as Andrew’s model had shown.

Alan and Erik then noted that there was a relationship between the two larger models that had been built.

Alan: Since whites are doubles, they’re forty-eighths
Erik: So, in other words we doubled everything.
Alan: Yeah. You basically just added, like, there originally were just two oranges, now there are four oranges and an extra purple. Now there are six, there are six browns.

The researcher continued Alan’s direct train of thought by describing the models that had been built, saying that one model contained an orange and red train and the other a train of two orange rods and a purple rod. She asked the class if the models were related in any way. Alan repeated that: “basically it’s just doubled” (Event 6).

When questioned further by the researcher, Alan said that “it’s doubled because it now it has four oranges and two purples or a brown.”

Researcher Maher pointed out that the train used to represent one in the first model (composed of the orange and red train) that James had built did not contain any purple rods, but that this second model did. James explained, “[W]hy the red’s there, it’s two reds make a purple and that, that means the two oranges and the reds make two oranges and a purple.” Thus, James showed, using direct reasoning, that Alan’s pattern could be used to show that the second model was twice the length of the first, despite the use of rods of different colors rather than two rods of the original color.

Alan then continued his original train of thought, explaining again that the third model was twice the length of the second. He concluded, “So it’s basically doubled, each of the lengths is doubled.”

Researcher Maher then repeated her question. She asked how the second model was double the length of the first. Kimberly said, using direct reasoning, “Well, they used a purple and the red, two reds make a purple, so now if they have a purple, they doubled the red.” The researcher asked the class to predict what the third model should look like if there indeed was a doubling pattern inherent in the models. Danielle stated that the train would be composed of four orange rods and two purple rods, and Erik and Alan confirmed that that was the case. Here, in addition to the direct reasoning that had been used by the other students, Danielle used recursive reasoning to make a prediction about the third model based on the pattern that had been noted.

The researcher continued to question the students about this pattern. She asked them to predict what the next model would look like. Brian said that the length of the train would equal the length of forty-eight white rods. Researcher Maher pointed out that the third model that had been built was that length. Brian conceded that he was mistaken, and Andrew predicted the length of the next model, saying that the train used to represent one would be composed of eight orange and two brown rods. Andrew, as well, used recursive reasoning as he drew this conclusion (Event 7).
Alan challenged Andrew’s reasoning by using his argument by upper and lower bounds that he had used in previous sessions.

Alan: You can’t double that. You can’t double that model because if you did, then you wouldn’t be able to third it.

Erik: You wanna make a bet – all you had to do is train it – you just train it!

Alan: Right because if you doubled that it would be eight oranges and two browns, now is there any rod that could third that?

Erik: Well if you use a train

Andrew: Yeah

Erik: If you use a train, just like in Andrew’s theory.

Andrew predicted that the thirds would be represented by a train of three brown rods and that the fourths would be represented by a train of three dark greens. David repeated Erik’s direct argument, saying that thirds could be made using trains of rods. Erik and Alan then concluded,

Alan: What I meant, what I meant is, you can’t third it just using one rod.

Researcher: Ok, Alan.

Erik: Exactly. You can’t third it using one rod, but you can third it using trains.

Researcher: Ok, so

Alan: You could double that, but you would have to use two rods to make it.

In their argument, they used direct reasoning to describe how one third could be represented in the large model that Andrew indicated.

Researcher Maher asked if a model could be built that was bigger than the one Andrew had described. Erik reasoned directly, “If you doubled that, it would be sixteen oranges and, sixteen oranges and four browns!” The researcher then closed the session, asking the students to think and write about the question: Is there a biggest model?

14.4 REVIEWING THE REASONING

In this session, the students began to generalize the doubling pattern that they had noticed. They predicted what the next sequences of rods could be used to build even larger models.

Notice that many instances of recursive reasoning occurred as students tried to build multiple models as they worked on fraction comparison tasks. During the fourth session, Alan used recursive reasoning as he explained to Principal Landis that one third was smaller than one half and that one fourth was smaller than one third. During the sixth session, Erik and Alan reasoned recursively as they found a way to build
multiple models to show the difference between one half and one fourth. During the tenth session, Alan reasoned recursively as he explained how multiple models could be built to show the difference between one half and two fifths. During the eleventh session, Kimberly, Andrew, and Erik reasoned recursively as they explained how to build multiple models to show the difference between two thirds and three fourths. Perhaps because recursive reasoning is required as students attempt to generalize or discuss a pattern that they notice in a task, these patterns are more likely to be noticed as students work to build multiple models to solve for their solution.

It is interesting to note that the students did not build models to test their conjectures during the latter part of the eleventh session. Instead, they used recursive reasoning to make claims about the length of each successive model using the doubling pattern that they had identified in the first two models that had been built, displayed, and discussed in the whole class setting. As the students used recursive reasoning, they were able to generalize this pattern and predict successive models without using physical representations to corroborate their assumptions.

In the following three chapters, the students transition from using Cuisenaire rods to represent fractions to using a number line. This development builds on the strong foundation of fractions as number concepts that were built during the early sessions of the intervention.

QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION OF CHAPTER 14

1. How do you define recursion in your own reasoning about mathematical concepts and what evidence do you notice in the analytic that the students are using recursive reasoning to formulate and justify their solutions?
2. In what ways, if any, do you notice recursive thinking represented in the models that the students construct? Do the models and pictorial representations constructed by the students accurately reflect their actions when solving the tasks? Give examples to support your claims.
3. What do you think was the idea behind Erik and Alan’s discussion of the pattern: “… you minus two”. Follow their reasoning and decide whether their argument is valid.
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15. FROM ROD MODELS TO LINE SEGMENTS

ABSTRACT

This chapter focuses on number line segment activities taken from one session of the year-long intervention investigating how 4th grade students build fraction ideas (Schmeelk, 2010). The videotapes of the session provide data for a narrative that has been partitioned into an analytic, entitled “Imagining the Density of Fractions.” This analytic provides illustrations of the students ordering fractions on a number line segment between zero and one based on their rod models. The students, then, built their own personal number line representations of the segment between zero and one. This chapter references events from the analytic, entitled “Imagining the Density of Fractions” that is located in the Video Mosaic Collaborative (http://dx.doi.org/doi:10.7282/T3FJ2JKN).

15.1 INTRODUCTION

The depiction of comparing and ordering fractions described in this chapter is consistent with the Grade 4 Standards for Mathematical Content which indicates that students should be able to extend understanding of fraction equivalence and ordering, decompose a fraction into a sum of fractions with the same denominator in more than one way and justify decompositions, for example, by using a visual fraction model (CCSSI, 2010). During Session Thirteen of the intervention on November 1st the students were asked to compare fractions, specifically to determine which are bigger and which are smaller. The students’ personal number line representations in the VMCAnalytic referenced in this chapter gave rise to Meredith’s five discrete but related number line representations that she shared in Session 15 on November 10th, described in Chapter 17.

In the sessions leading up to the events in this chapter, students explored various problems involving the comparison of fractions as described in Chapters 7 through 14. Each of these explorations was based on models that the students constructed with Cuisenaire rods to justify their solutions to the problem. They were asked to identify number names for the various fractions in relation to the particular rod or train of rods that was given the number name one.
15.2 INTRODUCTORY TASKS

Task 1: Which of the Following Fractions Are Bigger or Smaller: One Half, One Third, One Fourth, and One Fifth?

In the thirteenth session on November 1st, the students were asked to order fractions on a number line segment between zero and one. The first task of the session was introduced by Researcher Maher who wrote the four unit fractions on an overhead and asked the class: “If I were to say things, like one half, one third, one fourth, one fifth, right? If I were talking about these numbers do you know which are bigger and which are smaller? How many think you know which are bigger and which are smaller? How many think you know which are bigger and which are smaller? Who could explain why? (see Figure 15.1 and VMCAalytic Event 1).

David raised his hand and was invited by the researcher to respond. He illustrated his ideas by gesturing (See Figure 15.2 and Event 2.) David: “If 1 is “this big” [gesturing in the air] then one half would be right in the middle [gesturing in the air], then one third would have to be smaller because of three pieces [gesturing in the air]. The one fourth would be even smaller than one third [gesturing in the air].”

David’s gestures, demonstrating with his hands without using the rods, indicated that he may have been imagining how numbers could be placed on a number line. His gestures appear to refer to a region between his two hands that indicates an imagined length as he justifies the specific positions of the numbers on a segment.
Invited by the researcher, David walked up to the overhead projector at the front of the room. (See Figure 15.3 and Event 3.) Researcher Maher asked David to draw a representation of his “one.” David suggested, “Maybe the orange [referring to the orange Cuisenaire rod].” He further explains, “If this is the one here [indicating length of orange rod and a drawing of a rectangle which he labelled “1 whole”], then “one half would be there [indicating train of two yellow rods and a drawing of two rectangles, one of which he labelled “1/2”] and drew two smaller rectangles [a train of two yellow rods] below the rectangle indicating “1 whole”, which he labelled as “1/2.”

David chose to represent the fractions with drawings of rectangles. However, consistent with his earlier work with rod models, David assigned to the large rectangle [orange rod] the number name, one, and labelled the other rectangles that he drew, apparently representing different rod lengths, with fraction names relative to the labelling of the orange rod as the unit. His actions in this event provide evidence of his building on his earlier rod models to justify his current task.

David: If this is the one here [researcher Maher draws a small line segment with the leftmost endpoint labelled zero] … then one half would be there [Researcher Maher labels the rightmost endpoint on the same line segment “1”]…
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Researcher: Can you mark one half right where you put it, like put it underneath so we can see it?
David: What do you mean?
Researcher: Just draw the number 1/2 where you want to show one half.
David: Then, 1/3. And then – like 1/4.
Researcher: Then, 1/5. Thank you very much.

Researcher Maher then drew and labelled a segment between zero and one. She then invited students to place the number one half on the segment. (See Figure 15.4 and Event 4.)

Researcher Maher indicated: “I’m going to call this [referring to the leftmost label on the line segment] zero and I’m going to call this [referring to the rightmost label on the line segment] one. Who wants to come up here and mark where the one half would be?” Michael responded by placing a tic mark midway between zero and one. (See Figure 15.5 and Event 5.)

15.4 ERIC PLACES THE NUMBER 1/3 ON THE NUMBER LINE SEGMENT

Researcher Maher asked who wanted to indicate where the one third should be placed on the segment. Erik volunteered, and placed 1/3 to the left of 1/2. (See Figure 15.6 and Event 6.)
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Figure 15.4. Researcher Maher marks a segment between zero and one

Figure 15.5. Michael places the one half midway on the segment
15.5 STUDENTS PLACE THE FRACTIONS 1/4, 1/5 AND 1/10 ON THE NUMBER LINE SEGMENT

The students then placed the numbers 1/4, 1/5 and 1/10 on the number line. Andrew placed 1/4 correctly on the number line to the left of the 1/3. Researcher Maher asked the class if they agreed. The entire class raised their hand. Researcher Maher, then, asked the class if anyone disagreed. No hands were raised in the class. (See Event 7.) Andrew then selected Brian to place 1/5 on the segment. Brian successfully positioned the fraction to the left of 1/4. (See Figure 15.8 and Event 7.) The students showed agreement with his placement by raising their hands.

The researcher then asked the class where the number 1/10 would be placed. Mark offered to place it to the left of 1/5. (See Figure 15.9 and Event 7.) When the students were asked if they agreed or disagreed, Jackie, speaking softly, challenged the placement of one tenth, arguing: “If one fifth is really close to the end, and five plus five is ten so it would be like in the half”. The researcher rephrased Jackie’s explanation, “Oh, so Jackie thinks one tenth should go in the middle? What do you think?” The students respond, “No.” This is an interesting sequence since Jackie remained quiet. It is curious to know whether she meant half way between the zero and 1/5 on the segment or halfway between the zero and 1 on the segment.
Figure 15.7. Andrew places 1/4 the left of 1/3

Figure 15.8. Brian places 1/5 to the left of 1/4
Based only on her facial response, we cannot know with certainty which of the two arguments Jackie was actually indicating.

Alan expanded on the disagreement of Jackie and James by stating that the “whole” is being divided into “tenths”. (See Figure 15.10 and Event 8.) He further explained, “Up there [indicating the line segment on the projector] you have a whole; you are dividing it into tenths and you have a half mark. So you have to use this [referring to how the line is being divided] as a guideline; you’d have five tenths on one side and five tenths on the other side. Now, up there [indicating the line segment on the projector], if you took that little space between the zero and the one fifth, and you cut that five times it wouldn’t reach the half way mark.” Mark pointed to the overhead and stated, “It’s like one, two, three, four, this is all.” Researcher Maher called on Brian to explain what he was thinking. Brian stated, “I agree with Mark. It is a little far back. I think the third should be moved up, then the fourth should be moved up. I thought the fifth was wrong when I did it because everything was kind of moved back.”

Researcher Maher then stated that the problem might be that, “there isn’t a lot of space [on the overhead].” She then asked the students, “Do you know what I would like you to do in your seats? I would like you all to make your own number line between zero and one.”
15.6 STUDENTS CREATE THEIR PERSONAL NUMBER LINE SEGMENTS BETWEEN ZERO AND ONE

Researcher Maher observed that as the fractions get smaller, students are having a difficult time writing in the numbers on the segment shown on the overhead projector. In order to allow students to continue to place smaller numbers on the number line they are asked to create their own number line segments between zero and one working with their partners. Researcher Maher asks the students to place the fractions one half, one third, one fourth, one fifth, one sixth, one seventh, one eighth, one ninth and one tenth on their own personal number line with their partner. The camera focused on Jessica and Andrew working together but with each student personally constructing his or her own separate number line. (See Figure 15.11 and Event 9.)

Andrew counted ten places on the number line. Jessica and Andrew placed the numbers 1/2, 1/3, 1/4, 1/5, 1/6, 1/7, 1/8, 1/9 and 1/10 on their own personal number lines. Andrew’s number line representation is shown in Figure 15.12.

In the background speaking with another group, the researcher can be heard asking the students, “Where would the number 1/100 be placed? And where would the number 1/1000 be placed?” When Andrew placed 1/100 near the zero, Jessica exclaimed that the fraction needed to be placed closer to zero. Andrew, then said, “and, then, one thousandth would be right there [points closer still to zero].” Jessica
continued, “one hundredth would be close to zero. One thousandths would be right on the zero.”

Researcher Maher continued questioning with: “Then, where would one ten thousandths be?”

Jessica: You would have to have a bigger thing. Well, if you squish it together, then you could put it all together.
Andrew: Well, it depends on …
Jessica: Well, it depends on …. It sort of depends how big it is.
Andrew: No, not really, because …
Jessica: Otherwise you would have to squish it all in …

She then asked Andrew to finish what he was saying.

Andrew: It would be like something you really cannot see. You would need something like a stopwatch to figure it out. It does not matter what size it is, because you will still have to have one half and a one third would still take up as much room as anything else, so.

Jessica: I wonder where one one thousandth is? Oh, I know where one one thousandths would go; that’s easy. I think it would be one one hundredth, one one thousandths and one one ten thousandths.

15.7 REVIEWING THE STUDENTS’ REASONING

In this chapter, the students are beginning to imagine what they could not see with the naked eye. Kasner and Newman (1949), in Mathematics and the Imagination wrote, “The infinite has a double aspect—the infinitely large, and the infinitely small” (p. 36). As such, working on a carefully designed task (Mueller, Yankelewitz, & Maher, 2010; Yankelewitz, Mueller, & Maher, 2010; Fosnot & Dolk, 2001) the students are giving evidence of their understanding of the density of fractions between zero and one. Notice that they break down their intervals into smaller partitions, as illustrated by Jessica’s personal number line representation where she places the numbers: 1/100, 1/1000, and 1/10000.

The different ways the students imagine give evidence of their creativity and their understanding of how small unit fractions can be. Through careful questioning, students are asked to place fractions on the interval. We see the students revisiting their earlier understandings as they consider their placements of the smaller fractions. Revisiting earlier ideas and folding back to prior images might be viewed, according to Pirie and Kieren (1994a; 1994b) as a “recursive” process. In so doing, learners fold back to prior images as they associate a new idea into one that was build earlier (Pirie & Kieren, 1994b, p. 166). Pirie and Kieren indicate “When faced with a question or circumstance at any level of understanding activity, which is not immediately resolvable, we argue that one can fold back to any inner level of understanding activity in order to extend one’s current, inadequate understanding” (Pirie & Kieren, 1992, p. 248). Specifically as an example to demonstrate this process, we see how Alan justifies the placement of the number one fifth on the number line by equally partitioning the “whole” number line segment considered as a unit, into tenths. This division of space, which is used to justify a placement for the number one fifth, a new task for the students, appears to be built in part from his earlier arguments using Cuisenaire rod models.

Notice that as the session evolved, the students were confronted with an obstacle presented by not being able to observe the amount of space on the segment. This
obstacle seemed to have been overcome as the students relied on their imagining of space. Hence, they dropped their concern that there is not enough space. Aided by a classroom culture and carefully designed tasks that promoted the placement of smaller fractions, student argumentation evolved and resulted in justifications for decisions. The students designed their personal representations of placement of fractions in the interval, providing them the opportunity to implement what they imagined.

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS FOR CHAPTER 15

1. Describe any “classroom culture elements” that you observed and indicate how each might have added to the learners’ ability to reflect mathematically about what they were doing during the session.

2. Would other tasks be equally effective? Describe the task(s) that you have in mind. If yes, why? If no, why not?

3. Describe the different strategies that you noticed the students use to solve the tasks (Simon, 1995)?

4. Identify and describe how any of the Common Core Learning standards are illustrated in this chapter.

5. Outline a “string” of questions that you might use to facilitate learning about the number line (Fosnot & Dolk, 2001)?

6. What, if any, affective moments did you observe during the analytic? (Goldin, 2003)
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16. STUDENTS’ ARGUMENTATION ABOUT THE DENSITY OF FRACTIONS

ABSTRACT

This chapter, using data from Session 14 of the intervention, focuses on a class discussion begun by Alan’s claim that the fraction one zillionth could be placed on a number line between 0 and 1. The narrative and the accompanying VMCAnalytic illustrate the reasoning of the fourth-grade students as they try to make sense of the placement of increasingly small unit fractions on a line segment and explore the idea of density of number. This chapter references events from the VMCAnalytic entitled “Fourth graders’ argumentation about the density of fractions between 0 and 1”, located in the Video Mosaic Collaborative (http://dx.doi.org/doi:10.7282/T39K4CZC).

16.1 INTRODUCTION

The data for this chapter come from the 14th session of the intervention during which Alan, one of the students, develops and defends an argument concerning the density of fractions between zero and one. The narrative and the accompanying VMCAnalytic illustrate the reasoning of the fourth-grade students as they try to make sense of the placement of increasingly small unit fractions on a line segment and explore the idea of density of number. This chapter describes their argumentation as they interact with each other and Researcher Carolyn Maher who facilitated the session.

16.2 ARGUMENTATION AND REASONING

Standards for mathematics emphasize the importance of including argumentation as a mathematical practice in the K-12 classroom (NCTM, 1989, 2000; CCSSI, 2010). The National Council of Teachers of Mathematics Process Standards state that students from prekindergarten through grade 12 should “develop and evaluate mathematical arguments” (NCTM, 2000) and the Common Core State Standards of Mathematical Practice state that students should “understand and use stated assumptions, definitions, and previously established results in constructing arguments” (CSSI, 2010). Providing appropriate instruction toward meeting these goals presupposes that teachers have a strong understanding of mathematical
argumentation and are able to recognize and encourage argumentation among their students.

For the discussion in this chapter, Toulmin’s (1958) model provides the structure of proof and argumentation (Pedemonte, 2007; Krummheuer, 1995). The basic elements of this model include claims, counterclaims, data, warrants, and qualifiers. A claim is a statement that is held to be true, data are evidences that support the claim, and a warrant is a justification for using the data as support of the claim. A qualifier might be added to an argument to indicate degrees of confidence (Weber, Maher, Powell, & Lee, 2008; Stephan & Rasmussen, 2002).

The process of engaging students in argumentation enables the display of claims to the community so that they can be reviewed, supported, or challenged. Consequently, counterclaims can be proposed and evidence elicited for support. Researchers and scholars describe synergistic relationships among the processes of reasoning, argumentation, and proof. For example, Maher and Martino (1996a; 1996b) have shown that accountable student reasoning of young children takes on proof-like forms such as reasoning by cases, contradiction, contrapositive, and recursion. Accountable reasoning includes pattern recognition and applications of heuristics and strategies to support claims and counterclaims.

Ball (1993) asserts that drawing conclusions that are mathematically reasonable requires students to make arguments that convince themselves and others that a solution or conjecture make sense. Ball et al. (2002) state that proof making relies on reasoning to identify and logically organize assumptions. Yankelewitz, Mueller, and Maher (2010) note that the ability to reason is necessary for students, even young students, to be able to produce convincing arguments by justifying their claims with evidence and providing arguments that are proof-like in form. The reasoning highlighted in this chapter illustrates forms of argument that naturally occur in students’ mathematical arguments.

16.3 THE ARGUMENTATION SESSION

The events described in this chapter took place during the 14th session of the intervention on November 3 (Schmeelk, 2010; Yankelewitz, 2009). In earlier sessions, students explored a number of problems that involved comparing fractions. These tasks began with building models using Cuisenaire rods, attending to the attribute of length. Rods, and trains made of two or more rods, were assigned variable number names. Students explored a variety of fraction problems in which the unit was defined for certain combinations of rods. In the process of building justifications for their solutions to these problems, students were introduced naturally to fraction operations and equivalence.

The data were taken from the third of four clips that capture the entire session and build directly from the events described in Chapter 15 of this volume. The first two clips describing the session focus on student discussion of number lines; relationships among Cuisenaire rods, a ruler, a number line; the idea of infinitely many; and how
they might plot positive and negative integers and fractions on a number line. These clips are available at www.videomosaic.org. (See The infinite number line, Clip 1 of 4: Naming points on the number line and The infinite number line, Clip 2 of 4: Placing integers on the number line.)

The focus of this chapter is on the students as they reasoned about whether or not infinitely many fractions can be placed between 0 and 1 on a number line. Claims, counterclaims, warrants, and justifications are elements of their argumentation and are illustrated as events in the analytic. The source clip for the discussion can be found at www.videomosaic.org and accessed by locating, The infinite number line, Clip 3 of 4: How many numbers between 0 and 1?

16.4 CONSIDERING THE DENSITY OF NUMBERS BETWEEN 0 AND 1

Prior to this classroom discussion, students worked on a task during Session 13 that involved placing the unit fractions 1/2, 1/3, 1/4 through 1/10 on a segment of a number line labelled from 0 to 2. Each student was asked to construct his or her individual number line with points to indicate where the fractions should be placed. The students returned to the following session with their number lines.

Figure 16.1. Placing unit fractions on a number line

After students had investigated the placement of the assigned fractions on the number line, Researcher Maher made an initial claim about density. She stated that, “Mathematicians claim that there are infinitely many fractions [between 0 and 1].” This claim set the stage for the student discourse that followed. (See VMCAalytic Event 1.)
16.5 ERIK CHALLENGES THE CLAIM ABOUT DENSITY

Erik could be heard in the background of the conversation expressing doubt that the claim was true and challenged that the claim made sense.

Researcher: They also claim that there are infinitely many fractions [from 0 to 1] … Now, that is something to think about. I don’t expect you to solve that problem in your mind right now; mathematicians have worked on this for centuries.

Erik: I just don’t understand how there can be infinitely many numbers between zero to one.

Andrew: Fractions… fractions…

Erik: No, infinitely many numbers from zero to one. It doesn’t… make sense.
16.6 ALAN MAKES A CLAIM

Alan joined the conversation and proposed a related claim that the distance between 0 and 1 on the number line could be divided into many smaller parts, even into “zillionths” with more space remaining. (Event 2.)

Alan: [referring to the number line on the board] You could divide … from zero to one into the smallest of fractions. It’s easy to imagine you could divide it into zillionths…You could divide it into zillionths and there would still be space in there.
After Alan posed his claim, other students joined the discussion. Event 3 captured the discourse among Erik, Alan, and Michael. Erik was not convinced. He challenged Alan’s claim that you could divide the distance between 0 and 1 into the smallest of fractions. Erik stated that he did not think it made sense and offered a condition for dividing the line segment into small fractions, the length of the “one whole” unit. Alan responded by emphasizing that from zero to one, you could divide the segment into the “smallest of fractions.” Erik continued to object to Alan’s claim, indicating as an example that if the “whole” [the unit interval] was divided into tenths, you could not divide it into smaller fractions. (Event 3.)

Michael then joined the conversation, also challenging Alan’s claim and offering a qualification. He stated the conditions under which he believed both the initial claim—that there are infinitely many fractions between 0 and 1—and Alan’s claim—that the distance between 0 and 1 can be divided into zillionths—could be true. Michael argued that one would need the longest number line in the world to show very small fractions on the number line.

Alan: You could divide it [segment between 0 and 1] into zillionths and there would still be space in there.
Michael: If you had the longest number line in the world.
Erik: If you divide it into zillionths depending on what number you want to hold it to.
Researcher: No, no. Michael, I’m talking about this little piece between zero and one.
Alan: Yeah, but you could still divide it ….
Michael: But if you made a number line to show zillionths, then you would have to have the longest number line in the world.

Figure 16.6. “You’d have to have the longest number line in the world!”
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Erik: Alan. Alan. That doesn’t make sense.
Alan: Yes it does.
Erik: Even if you were to divide it into zillionths is depending on how big your one whole is. If you one whole is ten you can’t divide it into zillionths.
Alan: Well, from zero to one, you could. You could divide it into zillionths.
Erik: If you one whole is ten, how could you divide it into zillionths?

16.8 ALAN’S METAPHOR TO BACK HIS CLAIM

Alan introduced the metaphor of a dust particle indicating that, even if the line were the size of a dust particle, “zillionths” could be plotted on it. (Event 4.)

Michael joined and introduced another metaphor, referred to a pin that was smaller than a dust particle, affirming that he understood the idea of the dust particle. Erik expressed acknowledgement of this idea when he stated that there is something smaller than a dust particle—a dust bug.

Alan: Well, as I was saying before about the zillionths, you could have a line the size of a dust particle and you could put that on there a zillion times. You would have zillionths.
Michael: If you had a pin that was smaller than a dust particle, then …
Erik: Something that is smaller than a dust particle … a dust bug … a hundred dust bugs can fit into a dust particle …

The metaphor of a dust particle was a familiar idea that these students acknowledged made sense for them and other students and they returned to it throughout the class discussion.

As the discourse continued, Andrew supported Alan’s claim by using as a warrant an idea from his own experience with a microscope. (Event 5.) He argued that if you looked at a number line through a microscope, you could see that there is more room to plot smaller and smaller fractions, for example, one hundredth, one thousandth, and one millionth. This statement was a warrant because it supported why being able to enlarge the line justified the idea that you can divide the distance between 0 and 1 into the smallest of fractions. Alan agreed with Andrew’s statement and, in response to the suggestion that a scientist might discover a more powerful microscope, Michael stated you could fit more numbers on the number line, suggesting that he now believed you might be able to show the smallest of fractions on the number line.

Andrew: Well, if you made a number line and you took a magnifying glass or a microscope, and put your number line under it, you would see that you have a lot of room left to put the one hundredth, one thousandth and the one millionth.
Researcher: Did you all hear what Andrew said?
Alan: Yes. If you did put it under a microscope it would look like you had enough room to put another zero to one in there. It would look like that. You could have it enlarged so that the line from the zero would be this big [raises hands and makes space between them about a foot]. And you would still have room there to put more.

Researcher: What happens when scientists discover more and more powerful telescopes?

Michael: Then the more numbers you could fit onto one number line.

Figure 16.7. A microscope can help

16.9 BRIAN’S CONTRIBUTION TO ALAN’S CLAIM

Brian joined the argumentation (Event 6), agreeing with Alan’s claim that you can put zillionths in the interval between 0 and 1. He stated, “So, like what Alan said, you can put zillionths in.”

Figure 16.8. “You can put zillionths in!”
Alan continued to refine his argument. He extended his claim, stating that not only can you divide the number line into “zillionths,” but you could divide it into even smaller intervals, “you could even make it smaller than that and make smaller pieces to put in there.”

16.10 ERIK’S COUNTERCLAIM

Erik, still unconvinced, presented a counterclaim that referenced the prior suggestion of using a microscope (Event 7). He argued that even if you used a microscope, there really was not more space. Prior to this point in the discourse, Alan and others have collectively developed an argument that if you use a microscope you can see that there is space on a number line between 0 and 1 to plot the smallest of fractions, even fractions smaller than “zillionths.” Erik challenged this argument with the counterclaim that when you use a microscope, you are actually not getting more space. This counterclaim suggests that Erik believed that Alan claimed that when you used a microscope you “get more space.”

Erik’s counterclaim contradicted the claim of his classmates. He justified his claim saying that it only looks like you are getting more space, but you are really not.

Alan: Even like you could even make it smaller than that and make smaller pieces to put in there.

Erik: You see. When you are using the microscope it looks like you are getting more space, but in actuality you’re not getting any more—It just looks like it; but, you are not.

In response to Erik’s counterclaim, Andrew, Alan, and Erik continued the argumentation by clarifying the arguments and claims about the microscope and

Figure 16.9. “In actual reality, you are not getting more space.”

In response to Erik’s counterclaim, Andrew, Alan, and Erik continued the argumentation by clarifying the arguments and claims about the microscope and
“more space” that were being made (Event 8). Andrew and Alan continued to support the idea that the microscope could help you see that there is enough space on the number line to show smaller and smaller fractions. Andrew said that when you use a microscope, you are getting more space on the number line because the human eye cannot see space that’s there and Alan explained that magnifying the number line enabled you to see how much space you have left between two points on the number line, for example, the “zillionth” and the zero.

Erik restated what he understood to be Alan’s argument in order to clarify the claim: Is it that using a microscope gets you more space or that using a microscope makes it possible for you to see how much space there is? Alan stated that Erik had not represented his argument accurately. Erik again asserted that he believed that Alan was saying that using a microscope gets more space on the number line and he did not believe that to be true. Erik’s argument here began a discussion about whether or not the microscope actually gives you more space, or just helps you see more of the space that is there.

Andrew:   Well, actually you are because the human eye can’t see that, but…
Alan:   When you enlarge it you can see how much space you have left between the zillionth and the zero.
Erik:   Yeah, but Alan – what you were saying before you were saying that when you use the microscope you get more space in that number line. That is what you were saying before.
Alan:   No. That’s not what I was saying.
Erik:   From what I understood, you were saying that if you use a microscope you get more space on the number line. It is not true.

16.11 ALAN’S AND ERIK’S ARGUMENTS

Alan continued to respond to Erik’s refutation of his argument by restating the idea of the microscope, clarifying and refining his argument for Erik, and refuting the idea that his current position differs from his initial position (Event 9). Alan further supported his argument:

If you had some really small pen … you could draw a small line in the space… but you don’t really know how much space you have left between the zillionth and the zero. You don’t really know that because you can’t see it so you look at it under a microscope you could see how much space you have left.

Researcher Maher then clarified what she believed were the arguments being made. She stated that she believed that by “more space” Alan was talking about the “same space” on the number line and Erik appeared to be claiming that Alan meant “extending” the number line. She affirmed that both of them may have had “a different picture” in their heads and that she believed that Andrew’s picture matched Alan’s picture. Erik confirmed the researcher’s representation of his position,
asserting that he believed that in Alan’s first claim Alan was talking about extending
the number line.

16.12 DAVID’S WARRANT

David then contributed to the argumentation by presenting a warrant (Event 10):
“You are not seeing more, you are just seeing closer.” This warrant supported Erik’s
claim that “when you’re using a microscope it looks like you’re getting more space
but in actual reality you’re not getting anymore. It just looks like you are.”

David: If you use a microscope then you are seeing closer and it looks
like you are seeing more, but you’re really not. You’re just
looking closer than before.

16.13 SUPPORT FROM AUDRA, JESSICA, BETH, AND MARK

As the discussion progressed, Researcher Maher invited other students to contribute
to the argumentation. Several students had comments to make. Five students—
Audra, Jessica, Beth, Michael, and Mark—interjected their support for the claims
being made (Event 11). Audra said that she agreed with Alan and Andrew because
the human eye cannot see the space on the number line when it is drawn small and
the microscope helps you see more space.

Jessica also agreed with Alan and Andrew because when you put the number line
under the microscope, you can see a large space between the little spaces.

Beth further explained the idea of “more space” as she tried to clarify Alan’s
statements. She argued that Alan was not saying that the space is getting larger,
but rather that it was “not going to stop” and Michael tried to clarify by stating that
you can think of it as the more you see, the more space you have. Beth agreed with
Michael’s assertion and made the insightful statement that this idea of infinity was “hard to explain.”

Mark also agreed with Alan and Andrew stating that under a microscope, you could see a large space on the number line.

16.14 CLARIFICATION FROM DAVID AND MICHAEL

Students continued the discourse about space, as they refined the ideas being presented (Event 12).

David: It looks like a lot more space but it really isn’t. You are just magnifying it.
A number of students, including Alan, agreed with this point of view. Michael showed the evolution of his thinking from “needing the longest number line in the world” (see Event 3) to marking smaller and smaller intervals on the existing number line when he said:

Michael: It looks like you have more space and humans take advantage of it and take that really big space and mark these really, really little lines on it that you really just can’t see on it.
16.15 ALAN’S DRAWING AND JUSTIFICATION

In order to further provide evidence for his argumentation, Alan came up to the overhead and created drawings for the class to see (Event 13). Alan drew a magnified section of the number line in which he showed the placement of the fraction 1/100. He stated that there is space between 0 and 1/100 that existed but could not be seen with his diagram. He used the segment of the number line between 0 and 1/100 to support Andrew and David’s idea that using a microscope would enable you to see smaller fractions, as well as the claim that it enabled you to see more space. As he drew and explained his diagram, referring to the original number line, he refined his argument:

Alan: If this could be the zero and this could be the size of the bar [drawing a rectangle and referring to the tick mark at 0 on the original number line], then there can be your line now if you had the hundredths which would probably go somewhere in here [referring to a point on the original number line very close to 0], it would look say if it was right here [drawing a rectangle to stand for the tick mark for 1/100, a distance to the right of his 0 tick mark]. And then you would have all that space in there [drawing an arrow to refer to the space between his 0 tick mark and the tick mark for 1/100]. It looks like it, but you really don’t have that much space. That’s just if you had it [the space between 0 and 1/100] really big, that’s how much space it would look like you see. So that means you could divide this [the distance between the tick marks he drew] into halves and thirds and fourths and fifths and all of that.

After Alan explained his initial drawing, Researcher Maher restated Alan’s argument by referring to the drawing (Event 14). As she restated Alan’s argument,
he labeled the segment of the number line, indicating the placement of 0 and 1/100, and drew dashes between 0 and 1/100 to denote the placement of other, smaller fractions. Alan continued to refine his argument using the drawing of the number line (Event 15).

Alan: Yeah cause it looks like you have a lot of space but you really only have that teensy, weensy little space in between there. I mean you could take a really small pen and you could divide this [the distance between the tick marks for 0 and 1/100 on the magnified section of number line] up into all of these pieces. If you look at that with your regular eye you couldn’t see that so you’d have to make it bigger.

Alan used the number line to support his idea that you could continue to divide up the number line into more and more sections. He referred to one of the intervals that
he drew and said, “Now if you magnified those spaces—and here would be the little bars—you could divide this space up into little tiny pieces and that you could divide up into little spaces.”

Figure 16.18. You can continue to magnify the spaces

16.16 BRIAN’S SUPPORT FOR ALAN

After Alan’s drawings were presented, Brian supported the idea that the microscope can help you see the space on the number line by stating that humans do not have powerful enough eyes to see the space that is there (Event 16). Alan continued to support his claim, describing that a very powerful microscope can help you see more and more space on the number line. He explained that, if you continue to magnify the spaces, you could divide the spaces into smaller and smaller sections.

Brian: I have a comment about what Alan and Andrew said. You see humans don’t have powerful enough eyes to see where the zillionths are so there really is a lot of room but you don’t see it because the human eye is not as powerful as a microscope.

Michael: Oh. I get it. So there is a lot of room that you can’t see.

Alan: Say in the future that you come up with this really high powered microscope you could make that zero bar from the floor to the ceiling that would maybe let you see it being that big. You could divide it up into such small pieces that when you took off the microscope you wouldn’t see anything it would be so tiny and so small that you couldn’t see it but there really is space there and if you magnify those really tiny pieces you could divide those up into spaces.

David: Then you would probably need something with a really small point to write that small.

Researcher: So it sounds like the instruments get in the way, right, not the numbers.
16.17 SUPPORT FOR ALAN’S ARGUMENT FROM JAMES

Although several students had contributed to the discourse, at this point, Researcher Maher again invited children who had not participated in the argumentation to state their ideas (Event 17). In response to this invitation, James stated that he agreed with Alan and Andrew’s claim that you can place more and more numbers on the number line. He argued: “It makes sense that there is more space between the zillionth et cetera, et cetera.”

Figure 16.19. James: “It makes sense!”

Alan continued to refine his argument about being able to cut the intervals on the number line into smaller and smaller parts. He stated that you could make the “biggest number you could think of” one and “you could go on forever with this… I mean you could keep magnifying it and magnifying it and magnifying it, dividing it, magnifying it dividing it.”

16.18 SUMMARY AND CONSENSUS

In the final moments of this session, Brian, David, and Meredith articulated the consensus of the class that an infinite number of fractions exist on the number line between 0 and 1 (Event 18). The argument was resolved as each student expressed his or her support of Alan’s claim. Brian said that you could use the microscope to put billions on the number line, and that it does not matter how big it is: “It could be as small as a germ and you could still put germs on it.” David brought the conversation back to dust bugs, revisiting the idea that you could put something as small as a dust bug on the number line and you could still see it with the microscope. Finally, Meredith synthesized the discussion by stating: “I think what he is trying to say is that if you look at it through the microscope then there is a lot of space but if you just look at it through the human eye then there isn’t very much space in there.”
QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION OF CHAPTER 16

1. What differences do you see, if any, between discussion and argumentation within a classroom?
2. What do you think the boys had in mind during their discussion in Section 16.7?
3. What, if any, obstacles did the students encounter as they argued about the number line?
4. How did the students overcome any obstacles that were encountered? Were there obstacles that were not overcome?
5. What strategies did the students use to reason about the ideas?
6. What did you notice about the learning “trajectories” of the students as they worked on the task?
7. Did any of the students change their minds about an idea? If so, describe how this occurred.
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17. COMPARING AND ORDERING FRACTIONS

ABSTRACT

This chapter focuses on a set of activities that took place on November 10, 1993 during the fifteenth session of a yearlong study of how fourth-grade students build fraction ideas. The first activity of the session challenges the students to compare and order unit fractions and is followed by students placing the unit fractions as well as proper fractions and mixed numbers on a line segment between zero and one that is later extended to the interval between zero and two. Illustrating the activities detailed in this chapter is a VMCAnalytic that describes the placement of fractions on the line segment, entitled “Using Meredith’s models to reason about comparing and ordering unit fractions” and retrievable from (http://dx.doi.org/doi:10.7282/T33J3FQG).

17.1 INTRODUCTION

The activities described in this chapter are consistent with the Grade Four Standards for Mathematical Content in the Common Core State Standards for Mathematics.: “Students should be able to extend understanding of fraction equivalence and ordering, decompose a fraction into a sum of fractions with the same denominator in more than one way, and justify decompositions (by using a visual fraction model, for example” (CCSSI, 2010).

This chapter focuses on Session 15 of the intervention that occurred on November 10. During the sessions preceding this one, students explored various problems concerning the relationship between whole numbers and fractions. Students built models using Cuisenaire rods to identify number names for various fractions in relation to the particular rod that was given the number name, “one”. Students also explored the concept of “infinitely many” (see Chapter 16).

The concept of comparing and ordering fractions began with a problem that involved the sharing of candy bars of different sizes (see Chapters 7, 8 and 9). This task provided a metaphor for the importance of retaining the same unit if the candy bar was to be equitably shared. The idea of “fair sharing” triggered a discussion about which fraction of the candy bar was bigger or smaller when candy bars of different sizes were compared. The idea of comparing and ordering fractions is continued in this session as students are challenged to place fractions on a line segment.
17.2 SESSION ACTIVITIES

During an earlier session, described in Chapter 15, Researcher Maher asked the class to create a number line segment, with endpoints labelled 0 and 1, and to place the fractions 1/2, 1/3, 1/4, 1/5, 1/6, 1/7, 1/8, 1/9 and 1/10 on that segment. Students discussed the task and began construction of their own line segments as a class activity. They continued working on their line segment constructions at home and returned with their completed work. This is where the events captured in this chapter begin.

Task 1: Meredith’s Set of Partitioned Line Segments

At the beginning of this session, Researcher Maher shared with the class the number lines that Meredith created as illustrated in Figure 17.1. Notice that on the first of her five line segments, Meredith labelled points to indicate the position of each of the fractions that Researcher Maher asked students to place on the interval. Below that line segment were four more line segments to show each the fraction placements of

Figure 17.1. Meredith’s segment representations of fractions between 0 and 1
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1/2, 1/3, 1/4 and 1/5, indicating the partitioned segments as halves, thirds, fourths, and fifths. Researcher Maher commented that she had some questions for Meredith about her work. She then asked Meredith to come up to the overhead at the front of the room and explain what she had drawn. (See Figure 16.1 and VMCAalytic Events 1 and 2.)

Task 2: Erik finds Meredith’s Representations Confusing

Once students had a chance to view Meredith’s number lines, they expressed their difficulties in trying to understand her representations. Erik first voiced confusion.

Erik: Well, see, if someone was to look at this for the first time, on the third number line, for the first time, I know when I did I got confused because I thought that in the middle of the section where she put the one third, two thirds and three thirds. I thought that, that is where they would be. So that’s why. I think that is what Michael did, too. So, that is why he asked the question.

Researcher: How many of you thought that?

Jessica later clarified Erik’s comment:

Jessica: I think what Erik means is that he thought Meredith was making a whole new number line; like, she thought two thirds was the half.

Notice that each line segment produced by Meredith showed not only unit fractions but also partitioned the segment into equal components (Event 3).

Task 3: Erik and Alan discuss Meredith’s Representation

In Figure 17.2 (below), we see that Erik came to the overhead and questioned where 2/3 was positioned in the second third of the segment displaying thirds. Researcher Maher asked him to show what part of the segment represented two thirds. Erik pointed to the points where he would start and end his two thirds of the segment. He commented, “…because the way you said that one segment. Well, if you use both those segments like the segment here [indicating zero] to here [indicating two thirds], that would be two thirds, but you said the segment here [the segment from one third to two thirds]. It would be the two thirds the segment, but it would be only one segment” (Event 4).

Alan then explained that Meredith was labeling the region in between the marks 1/3 and 2/3. He supported his argument by saying that 2/3 should encompass both the first third and second third segments.

Researcher Maher then asked Alan where he would place 3/3, indicating, “I see over here the numbers zero, one third, two thirds, and one… Where would you put
Alan: You are doing it the way Erik’s talking about it, you would put one third over that area [indicating from zero to one third] and you would put two thirds in that area [indicating from zero to two thirds] and three thirds in that area [indicating the entire line segment], because this [pointing with his pencil from zero to one third] would be representing one third, both of those [moving his pencil between zero to two thirds] would be two thirds and three of those [moving his pencil across the entire line segment] would be three thirds.

Researcher: Ok, so if you were to put the number three thirds on the line? I see over here [indicating the numbers one third, two thirds, and three thirds that appear below the line] the numbers zero, one third, two thirds, and one... Where would you put three thirds?

Alan: If you put three thirds, you would put it just in that big area [moving his pencil across the entire line segment] because it would be...

Erik: [Erik points to 1 on overhead and murmurs] No, you wouldn’t. It would be right, there [indicating the number 1].

Alan: Right that [indicating where one is already marked] would be the mark of the three third, but all three of those [indicating the whole line segment] are the three thirds (Event 4).

Figure 17.2. Alan and Erik gesture to the region between 0 and 2/3
17.3 OVERCOMING CHALLENGES

At the beginning of the activity, Researcher Maher provided a challenge for the students to think about representing fractions in a specific place on the line segment. This idea is traditionally referred to as fraction as number. Prior to this day the student’s experience involved building models using the Cuisenaire Rods. These models would show parts of a whole. This idea is traditionally referred to as fraction as operator. In this session, we begin to see the students working to reconcile the two representations and the obstacles that evolved and were resolved in their attempts to do so.

Meredith’s line segments, shared at the beginning of the activity, were significant because she showed two fraction representations, operator and number and prompted students to reconcile both representations. Her placement of the fractions in regions above the line segments showed an understanding of fraction as an operator on the line segment. Second, the placement of fractions below the line under a specific hash mark showed her understanding of fraction as a number.

Next we see Alan and Erik discussing Meredith’s representations. Erik’s initial confusion seemed to be that he was attending to the numbers placed above the interval. Perhaps he interpreted their placement, meant to represent an interval, as representing a particular point, similar to the way that Meredith labeled the fractions below the line segment. Alan cleared this up by explaining that the numbers placed in the intervals above the segment were intended to represent specific lengths. Notice that when he refers to a specific section of the line segment he moves his pencil across that region (Event 4 and 5).

Researcher Maher then asked the students what part of the line segment represented the number two thirds. When responding, Alan placed one finger on the zero mark and the other on the two thirds mark (Event 4). Alan then offered that the region where Meredith placed the number two thirds was the second third of the line. Researcher Maher then followed up asking Alan where he would place the number three thirds. He responded, “You would place three thirds just in that big area.” He said this as he moved his pencil across the entire line segment (Event 4). Here we see that while Erik seems to be moving to using fractions as numbers and placing them in specific spots on the line segment, Alan’s representations focus on partitioning the line segment into parts of the unit.

Task 4: Alan’s Partitioned Line Segments

The students were now faced with a dilemma: Where should 3/3 be placed on the line segment? As the conversation continued, Alan drew a segment on the overhead and partitioned it into thirds (see Figure 17.3). As the camera indicated, Alan then drew three more line segments: the first as long as the first third which he labels as one third; the second, as long as two thirds, which he labels 2/3; and the third as long as the original segment, which he labels as 3/3.
Researcher Maher asked the following question of the class: “Where would you place the number 1, on Alan’s number line? Should the number line be longer to properly place the number, 1, on it?”

She then asked Meredith to begin the discussion. Meredith came to the overhead and, using the line segments that Alan had drawn earlier, said: “—three thirds is the same as saying one. Four fourths is the same as saying one. A hundred hundredths is the same thing as saying one.”

The idea of equivalent names for naming 1 is significant because as Meredith continues to extend these examples, Michael builds on the idea and offers a generalization of Meredith’s statements, claiming: “I think that if you have a number with the same number on top as in the bottom, then it is always going to be equal to the number named one.”
**Task 5: Meredith Introduces Mixed Numbers**

Meredith has now drawn an expanded number line segment that begins at zero and ends at two. While Brian is talking, notice that Meredith extended her labels from 1/3, 2/3, 3/3 with 1 and 1/3, 1 and 2/3, and placed 1 and 3/3 under the number 2, as seen in Figure 16.4. After she finished, Alan continued his discussion with Brian about the placement of fractions and their value on the number line segment.

Brian: There is no fraction value between zero and one third that are thirds, because…

Alan: If you have no value between zero and one third, then look, you eliminate that how many spaces would you have? Two.

Brian: What I would think would be that if you start on the lower number [one third] and then keep going up and until you hit that [his finger on two thirds]. Anything between there [between one third and two thirds] would be the one third and the two thirds right there [pointing to the space between two thirds and three thirds] And, if you keep going up to there you will hit that [his finger on three thirds] and, that [the space between two thirds and three thirds] will be two thirds and if you put a bar right there [after three thirds] it would count as one, two thirds between 1 would be three thirds. Because, like I was saying, if you started there at zero, then zero does not have value …

Notice how Brian did not claim to see any other numbers (that are thirds) between zero and one third, one third and two thirds and so on. It is as if Brian expects that as he progresses along the line segment and iterates thirds, he is summing thirds. It is interesting that Brian wants to add one more mark on the number line segment after three thirds to represent the number one.

### 17.4 STUDENTS CHALLENGE EACH OTHER

Events 5, 6 and 7 in the VMCAalytic show the students placing numbers on the line segment between 0 and 1. Alan shows the class how to place the fractions 1/3, 2/3 and 3/3 on the line segment.

The students, seemingly confused by the labelling, were asked, “Where do we place 1?” “Where do we place 4/4?” Meredith explained through her case representations that three thirds, four fourths and one hundred hundredths were all other names for the number one. Researcher Maher commented that there were at least two different positions regarding the placement of the number one among the students. She stated that she wanted to give Meredith the “first crack at an argument” since it was her number line that raised the question (Event 7).

Meredith pointed to the overhead projector and stated, “You asked me where to place one. I think if you have thirds—one third, two thirds, three thirds—three thirds would be equal to one. See, because one third [points to the interval between zero
and one third], two thirds [points to the interval between zero and two thirds] and three thirds [points to the interval between zero and one]—three thirds is the same as saying one. Four fourths is the same as saying one. One hundred one hundredths is the same thing as saying one.”

Meredith, then, introduced the idea of a mixed number as she continued her iteration of thirds. She commented, “I put one third, two thirds, and, then, three thirds would equal one. And, then I went from zero to two it would be one and one third, two and two thirds, and, then, one and three thirds.” Meredith extended her reasoning from her earlier argument of placing “4/4” to situate the placement of one and three thirds.

Task 6: Sarah, Beth and Audra Show Where They Would Place 3/3

As the session was drawing to a close, the class had not reached consensus about the placement of 3/3 on the number line segment? While there were strong arguments put forth by both Alan and Meredith, other students, such as Brian, had different ideas for representing the placement of 3/3’s. Researcher Maher invited another group of students (Sarah, Beth and Audra) to share their ideas. It is interesting that they utilized the yellow Cuisenaire rod to show that the lengths between 1/3, 2/3 and 3/3 are the same. They first positioned the number 3/3 above the segment. When Researcher Maher asked them to place the number 3/3 below, they wrote 3/3 to the left of 1. Figure 17.5 shows the group’s initial placement of the number 3/3 on the overhead projector.

Figure 17.5. Sara, Beth and Audra place 3/3

Audra: We thought that we did not have to put anything else on the number line, because if we put this [moving her pencil from zero to one] from zero to one and you would mark one third here [her pencil on the one-third mark] because if you used a ruler here to measure it or something one third would go here [her pencil on one-third], two thirds would go here [her pencil on the two-thirds mark], three thirds would go here [her pencil on the three-thirds mark above the line just before the mark for the number one], because the length will be the same as Cuisenaire rods or something.
Researcher: What I am not clear about when I am looking up there, I am not sure, you wrote a number on top, and I thought we all agreed that we would write our number line with the numbers in the bottom. Where would you place the three thirds?

Audra: We would place it here [Group puts three thirds slightly to the left of one.]

Researcher: Could you write it underneath the number line and tell us why you would place it there. Because, I think some of us are interested in where you would place it. And, you are telling me you would place it with 1 to the right of three thirds? So this clearly defines where we have differences of opinions, right? Is that true? So, how many of you are agreeing that we should place 1 to the right of three thirds? How many of you believe that?

Students: [Student response not on camera view.]

Researcher: Oh. How many of you believe that it should go to the left of three thirds?

Students: [One student on camera, Brian, raises his hand.]

Researcher: How many of you believe it should go right on top of the one?

Students: [Nine students raise their hand.]

Audra: That’s what we meant. We just could not get it right on top to fit.

Researcher: You meant to put it on top?

Students: You just put it under it.

Researcher: Oh, I see, you just could not fit it in. So, Jessica, how could they do it to put it by the one? [Jessica walks up to overhead.] You want to go show them how to do it? They meant the same thing. Okay. So, I am hearing that we have some agreement here then; you all agree that three thirds would go under one. It would go in the same spot. How many agree with that? [Six students on camera raise their hands] And, I would like to hear again why that would work, could you tell me Erin? Why you would put it there and not to the right or to the left? Any idea? Want to think about it? (Event 8)

At the end of the activity Researcher Maher commented that the students appeared to be in agreement that the fraction 3/3 should be put in the same place as the number 1.

17.5 REVIEWING THE REASONING

As students explored comparing fractions using the rods, they offered justifications for their solutions by building rod models to represent certain fractions, giving them fraction number names with respect to the name given to the unit rod. As they explored ordering fractions, they built line segment models and attended to the placement of the fractions between 0 and 1 and then, extended by Meredith, between 0 and 2 on the extended line segment.
Earlier (see Chapters 7, 8 and 9) the idea of sharing candy bars of two different sizes challenged students to think about the necessity of establishing a unit and of making comparisons with respect to that unit (not switching the size of the candy bar, when sharing). The researchers then introduced the activity of placing the unit fractions on a number line segment and explored students understanding of ordering unit fractions. Notice that Meredith introduced reasoning by cases to argue for the placement of specific fractions. Similar case arguments were later used by the students in their placement of sets of fractions on the interval between 0 and 1, and provided the justification for placing mixed numbers on an extended line segment, indicating equivalent fraction representations for the integers one and two, and generalizing the idea of equivalent forms of one. During these explorations, we observe students doing mathematics as they challenged each other to justify their reasoning when a claim seemed unclear or incorrect, leading to their investigation of more complex tasks in future sessions.

QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION OF CHAPTER 17

1. How was the task structured to facilitate learning? What was unique about the task organization presented in the chapter?
2. What is unique about Meredith’s number line? How did it differ from others presented by the students?
3. What, if any, obstacles did the students encounter as they solved the task?
4. How did the students overcome any obstacles that were encountered? Were there obstacles that were not overcome?
5. What strategies did the students use to solve the tasks?
6. What, if any, traditional algorithms are present in the student’s problem solving processes?
7. What did you notice about the learning “trajectories” of the students as they worked on the task?
8. Did any of the students change their minds about an idea? If so, describe how this occurred.
9. Would other tasks be equally effective? Describe your ideas.
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18. EXTENDING FRACTION PLACEMENT FROM SEGMENTS TO A NUMBER LINE

ABSTRACT

This chapter continues to follow the set of activities that took place on November 10 during the fifteenth session of the 4th grade intervention studying how students build ideas about fractions. In particular, the chapter describes the students’ reasoning and the representations used as they are challenged to place rational numbers on a number line rather than a line segment. The facilitator for this session was Researcher Carolyn Maher. Accompanying the narrative of the chapter is a VMCAnalytic illustrating the students’ placement of fractions on a number line, entitled: “Extending Fraction Placements from Segments to Number Line: Obstacles and their Resolutions” (http://dx.doi.org/doi:10.7282/T39Z96SR).

18.1 INTRODUCTION

In this chapter I will be examining student’s use of different representations as they move from placing fractions on a number line segment between zero and one to the infinite number line. Goldin and Kaput (1992) define representation as a configuration of some kind that symbolizes or otherwise represents something else. In this study I utilize Lesh, Post, and Behr (1987) categories of external representations. Lesh et al. have identified five types of external representations in mathematical problem solving: experiential, manipulatives, pictures or diagrams, spoken language, and written symbols. In experiential representations, knowledge is organized around real-world issues known to the problem solver. Manipulatives (Cuisenaire rods and fraction circles, for example) are where students use physical tools to model a very specific problem before them. Manipulatives by themselves will not produce better understanding of the math or the problem before the student; they must receive some guidance in how they can make use of manipulative objects to enhance understanding of particular mathematical ideas. Pictures or diagram representations are static models that can be internalized as images (photos and charts, for instance). Spoken language representations include many languages including the student’s normal and mathematical register. Written symbol representations involve written language both mathematical language and as in \((X + 3 = 7)\) and English sentence structure, for instance. Goldin and Shteingold (2001) state that mathematics is taught effectively when we understand the effects...
on students’ learning of external representations and structured mathematical activities.

In activities preceding this session, and described in Chapters 15, 16 and 17, the students explored placing fractions on a number line segment that began at zero and ended with one, later extended to two. Students used Cuisenaire rods to partition the line segment equally and placed numbers in the exact location where they believed they would go on the line segment.

The concept of comparing and ordering fractions arose in this yearlong intervention with an earlier problem, described in Chapter 7 that involved the fair sharing of candy bars of different sizes. This activity provided students with a physical representation of two different sized units and reaffirmed why it is important to retain the same unit if the candy were to be equitably shared. This activity triggered a discussion of which fractions are bigger or smaller when candy bars of different sizes are compared. The idea of comparing and ordering fractions was continued when students compared fractions using the same unit for reference, and later when students began placing unit fractions on a line segment. This idea is explored further here as students are once again challenged to place fractions on an infinite number line.

### 18.2 THE SESSION

As the activity begins, Researcher Maher has attached a number line drawn on a long sheet of paper to the board. The line is labelled with integers from -3 to +3. Arrows are drawn on either end of the segment to indicate that the number line continues in both directions. Prior to the start of the activity, Researcher Maher asks students to have a fraction in mind, and asked students to place the fractions below the line in their appropriate spot. When there was more than one equivalent fraction that should be in the same spot on the number line students were instructed to place the fractions underneath the previous fraction(s) already labelled. She invites students to volunteer to place their fractions on the line (Horwitz, 2016).

This activity begins as students had just finished placing fractions on a number line segment and now were being asked to place fractions on an infinite number line. This change in the activity was significant because students had not yet formally worked with negative numbers in the math classroom. Also this would be the first time students would be asked to place fractions on a number line with multiple integers on it.

### 18.3 PLACING ONE HALF ON THE NUMBER LINE

Audra volunteers to place the first fraction, one half, on the number line described above (pictorial representation). She places one half directly under the number zero and looks back at the class for confirmation on her placement. (See VMCAalytic Event 1.)

Discussion (spoken language) on her placement begins. Michael comments, “No. That’s not right. That is half between negative and positive, but that is not a half on
the number line.” Brian offers, “It should be one half between zero and three because on that side is the negative side.” David and Erik are quick to agree with Audra. David comments, ”I agree with Audra because since it is integers it would go both ways, zero is one half of the whole thing that keeps on going, cause that where you start you can keep on going either way, but that is the middle.”

Erik adds to the conversation, “I agree with Audra and David, because there is no way. I heard Michael say that the half would have to be on the positive side; it’s integers; they keep going; if it is on the positive side, it’s not going to be equal halves, the negatives would be larger than the positives and if you even make the number line bigger, zero is right in the middle, so it is going to have to be half” (Event 2).

Researcher Maher changes the pictorial representation that the students are discussing by placing the number +4 on the number line. In the background you hear a student say, “You can’t do a half anymore...”:

Researcher: [Walks to overhead and extends the positive numbers to include four but does not extend the negative numbers.]
Researcher: I want to make that my number line.
Students: That is not half anymore.
Researcher: Alan?
Alan: Since you added on the four, then, that mean you now have four numbers positive but three numbers negative
Researcher: By the way, do I really have four numbers positive?
Students: You have four numbers negative. You have five numbers positive … zero, one, two, three, and four.
Researcher: Is that what we have on the number line, numbers up to four?
Students: [Murmur]

With what appears to be an asymmetric number line, students struggle to keep the placement of the number one half at the point that would divide the line in half saying that because the extra integer was added to the line that 1/2 now has to be placed elsewhere. Even Audra who originally placed the 1/2 on the line agrees, “This can’t be one half” (Event 3).

18.3 PLACING NEGATIVE 1/2 AND POSITIVE 3/4

When Researcher Maher asks where -1/2 should be placed on the line, Alan (see Figure 6.2) came forward with a suggestion. He placed -1/2 midway between -1 and -2, apparently because the negative side of the line is labelled from 0 to -3 and this particular point would divide the segment into two equal parts. Then the question is asked about three fourths. Alan can be seen partitioning the positive part of the number line into quarters. Meredith comments that she disagrees with Alan and Researcher Maher asks her to come to the front to offer an alternate idea. Similar to her earlier work, Meredith marks quarters from zero to one and writes in 3/4. Notice that she labels the intervals as 1/4, 2/4, 3/4 and 4/4, and then continues with 1 1/4, 1 2/4, 1 3/4, 1 and 4/4 (Event 4).

Figure 18.2. Alan discusses where to place negative one half

18.4 QUESTIONING THE PLACEMENT OF 1/2

While students have placed other fractions on the number line, the location for the number one half remained directly below the zero point on the number line. Researcher Maher labelled the number +4 on the number line and asked, “How
many of you want to put it (the number 1/2) somewhere else? Amy responds, “You could keep it (the number 1/2) there, but you have to add negative four” (Event 5).

18.5 DISCUSSION ABOUT HOW THE FRACTIONS ARE POSITIONED ON THE NUMBER LINE

In Event 6 David is commenting on Meredith’s placement of fractions on the number line. He says, “I think Audra is using the whole thing while Meredith is using from zero to two.” When David refers to the “whole thing” he appears to be referring to Audra’s using the entire number line as her unit or “whole” with the implication that one half should be placed at the central point of that line. Meredith is then asked by Researcher Maher to place -1/4, -2/4, -3/4, and -4/4 on the line. Meredith then placed these points on the number line as instructed; mirroring the positive points she has already placed on the line (Event 6).

18.6 DIFFERENT NAMES FOR THE SAME FRACTION

Here James suggests that one half should be placed between the numbers zero and one. Then, the number one half would be equivalent to the number two fourths which Meredith has already placed on the infinite number line (Event 7).

18.7 POSITIONING MIXED NUMBERS ON THE NUMBER LINE

As the students are discussing their ideas and confusion about placing the number 1/2 on the number line, Andrew comments about a possible source of confusion: “What Audra is confused about is the length of the number line right now you have
five positive numbers and four negative numbers counting the zero. So they are not exactly the same so you would have to put the one half a little more over to the positive side like about right where the two fourths is, now that we have three negative numbers and four positive numbers.”

James offers a different idea; he comments that 1/2 should go, in his words, “in the middle of two things…” He continues: “So, it is confusing to see in which place between three to four, two to three, one to two, zero to one, negative one to zero, negative two to negative one. I think that is the confusion.”

When Researcher Maher points to the midpoint between the numbers 2 and 3 and asks if you could place the number ½ there, Andrew then responds that it should be 2 and ½.

Meredith then supports Brian’s idea by making an analogy to a ruler (manipulative) by pointing out each number: 1 1/2, 2 1/2, etc. She takes one out and comments, “It is like a ruler, here it has the inches one half, one and one half, two and one half, three and one half, four and one half, five and one half, and so on.” (See Figure 18.4 and Event 8.)

**SUMMARY**

This study documents the representations students used during the activity of placing fractions on an infinite number line. Through exploration, collaboration and argumentation, students generated their own internal and external representational systems as they worked through activities whose goal was to reconcile their understanding of fractions as operators and as numbers. In this chapter, the activity began with inviting students to place fractions on an infinite number line that was posted in the front of the room. The number line showed integers starting at
EXTENDING FRACTION PLACEMENT FROM SEGMENTS TO A NUMBER LINE

-3 through +3. The number line had arrows on either end, indicating that it continued in both directions. Throughout the activity students used several types of external representations – pictorial, symbolic, manipulative, imagistic, and spoken language – in an effort to create their own internal representational systems. This VMCAntic, *Extending Fraction Placements from Segments to Number Line: Obstacles and their Resolutions*, presents dynamic narrative where we can follow the mathematical sense making process unfold as student representations are generated and used in a natural way to express and support their ideas, challenge explanations given by other students, and justify or modify their reasoning.

Placing fractions on the number line is the culminating activity in the cross-sectional study of how students coordinate their understanding of fractions as operators on an object and fractions as numbers.

In the United States students have difficulty building an understanding of fraction as number, when their learning is directed by activities and lessons from a traditional textbook curriculum. This study engaged students in a variety of different activities, developed by the researchers as opportunities arise in their learning. Students worked together to naturally work through their different representations and models, share their reasoning with each other, and engage in discussions that revealed obstacles and understandings. Examples include David’s drawing images of the rods in an effort to show the different unit fractions on the interval between zero and one, Andrew and Alan’s metaphor of a microscope in an effort to explain how there can be an infinite number of fractions between zero and one, and Meredith’s series of line segments showing both fractions as operators and as numbers. These are all illustrations of the activities and obstacles that students worked through in their building an understanding of fractions as numbers and operators.

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS FOR CHAPTER 18

1. How did the tasks proposed in this chapter differ from those in Chapters 15 and 16? What was unique about the task organization presented in this chapter?
2. How, if at all, was the central issue of the position for 1/2 resolved?
3. Describe from your observations, the central issues raised in the analytic accompanying this chapter.
4. Were you the teacher of this session, what would you propose for subsequent lessons? What would be your overall goals for your students’ learning about fractions?
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The 17 chapters in this volume have presented the integrated findings from examinations of one group of 4th grade students in a suburban/rural school district in New Jersey, as they explored ideas about fractions over a four-month period at the beginning of the academic year. Cuisenaire rods were the primary tools they used for building models to represent their emerging ideas. During the four-months, the students became more facile with the tool, and they also increased their ability to generalize from the physical models to symbolic representations.

Considering all of the studies, a distinct theme is given: The conceptual movement in the children’s mathematical behavior, began with their thinking of fractions as “parts of wholes” and culminated in their ability to consider rational numbers abstractly and as positions on the number line. Initially, the students approached the tasks given and took action that resulted in their building models and representations for comparing relative lengths of the rods: i.e. finding one rod that is half as long as a second rod or twice as long as another rod. As they engaged in these initial tasks (Chapter 2), the research-facilitators provided an environment that encouraged open exploration, thoughtful reasoning and honest argumentation among the students, and between students and adults.

Chapters 3, 4, 5 and 6 described the students’ reasoning, as they considered tasks asking them to figure out the appropriate number name for specific rods, or to find rods that would have particular fraction and/or whole number names in relation to one rod defined as the unit with number name one. These tasks, some of which employed particular rods as solutions, and others, which resulted in solutions where there was no rod present that met the mathematical requirement, led to increasingly thoughtful and varied forms of reasoning, and the students used strategies that often relied on proportional thinking. The tasks mentioned here, along with all of the tasks that are described in the various chapters, are printed in Appendix A.

In Chapters 7, 8 and 9, the students’ reasoning and argumentation are described as they visit and revisit the initial activity that specifically involved the comparison of two fractions: in this case, 1/3 and 1/2. The task required the students to model their arguments about which fraction was larger and the fraction name for the difference with the rods, based on the selection of a particular rod or train of rods as the unit, and
in compliance with their agreed rule, that this unit must remain the same throughout the task.

Following that initial comparison task, the students built models for comparing other pairs of fractions. The representations that they constructed to justify their ideas and the reasoning that they shared in justifying their solutions is described in Chapters 10 through 14. These observations indicate a growing recognition of equivalence of fractions and increasing flexibility to articulate both direct and indirect reasoning as they explained and defended their solutions. The discussion and argumentation among the students, who frequently relied on proportional thinking, provide evidence of an increasing ability to make conjectures, to generalize and to employ various forms of reasoning about fraction ideas based on the rod models.

The final four content chapters (10, 11, 12, and 13) describe three sessions of the intervention, during which the students were engaged in tasks designed to help them move from the rod models to positioning fractions as numbers on a line segment. As they identified and justified their solutions to the tasks in Chapters 15, we observed that some of the students recognized the possibility of equivalent fraction names for the same point. In Chapter 16, the students argued about the positions for infinitely smaller fractions between any two points on the line segment. In the final session, described in Chapters 17 and 18, the narrative followed the students as they recognized the specificity of fractions as rational numbers, which included mixed numbers and negative numbers; they successfully represented these numbers as positions on an infinite number line.

19.2 ANALYTICS

The VMCAanalytics accompanying each chapter, along with references to extended video data housed in the Video Mosaic Collaborative, illustrate and corroborate the narratives developed in the chapters. These visual data document the mathematical interactions and collaboration among the children as they solved the various tasks. The analytics offer a unique resource for tracing the actions of particular children over the 15 sessions of the intervention that are considered in these chapters.

Erik, for instance, can be observed as he reasoned about the possible characteristics of the fraction ½ in the early chapters, defended the necessity of identifying and retaining a constant unit for comparing particular fractions several sessions later, and became increasingly articulate in his reasoning about the position of fractions as numbers on the number line in the final session described in Chapter 18.

Similarly, Meredith is seen as she works thoughtfully to find her first models for particular fractions in relation to given units, then later defended her solutions about the equivalence of two different fraction names for the same difference when comparing pairs of fractions. Finally, she identified the appropriate positions on the number line for various rational numbers.

The VMCAanalytics provided evidence for the validity of Pirie and Kieran’s (1994a; 1994b) theoretical model for the growth of mathematical understanding.
through successive spirals both moving forward and cycling back, as described in Chapter 7. One examination concerned Brian as he struggled to reason his way to an appropriate rod for 1/2 if the blue rod is given the number name one (as described in Chapter 3). Subsequently, he concluded that the difference between 1/2 and 1/3 is indeed 1/6 (described in Chapters 8 and 9). Later, in Chapter 18, he confirmed the position of 1/2 to be midway between zero and 1 on the number line after considering whether it might be at the point of zero. All of these provide examples of the trajectory described by Pirie and Kieren.

19.3 PATTERNS IN REASONING AND ARGUMENTATION

Several patterns are noted in the kinds of reasoning and argumentation that were evidenced throughout the chapters (Yankelewitz, 2009; Yankelewitz, Mueller, & Maher, 2010). These patterns have the potential to assist educators in exploring ways to encourage diverse reasoning in their own classrooms. The work describe in this volume suggest directions for future research.

19.3.1 Indirect Reasoning and Counterarguments

The project revealed hundreds of arguments and lines of reasoning that were offered by the children. This included dozens of counterarguments and indirect lines of reasoning. The majority of indirect arguments were offered as a counterargument, indicating that encouraging a culture of argumentation, where students feel free to voice their dissent to the opinions of others, provides fertile grounds for variety in argumentation. In addition, richer argumentation, particularly the use of indirect arguments and counterarguments, were noted at a higher frequency when students discussed tasks after revisiting and working on them more than one time. Perhaps these forms of argumentation were encouraged by the sense of ownership and comfort level that the students felt in regard to the mathematical ideas that they had constructed while solving these tasks. This effect may be due to the amount of time and variety of settings in which they were able to formulate and defend their ideas.

19.3.2 Varied Forms of Reasoning

Generic reasoning was noted in greater frequency as students worked to formulate written explanations and justifications of models built to solve fraction problems. This effect may have occurred because students attempted to record their ideas in a more general and abstract manner. For example, when Brian and Michael attempted to explain their solution to comparison of fraction problems, they tried to explain why their solution made sense in mathematical terms and how it applied to any model built to compare the fractions, rather than explaining their model alone. This pattern suggests that encouraging students to record their justifications may foster the abstraction and generalization of mathematical arguments.
Recursive reasoning occurred exclusively as students extended the original problem that had been posed or attempted to find multiple representations of their solution to the problem. This may have occurred due to the nature of this form of reasoning. Recursive reasoning is required as students attempt to generalize or discuss a pattern that they notice in a task. These patterns are more likely to be noticed as students work to build multiple models to solve a task. Reasoning using upper and lower bounds was noted exclusively when students offered indirect arguments. Most of these arguments took place while students worked to find a rod that might represent a particular fraction, especially as they built solutions for comparing fractions. Reasoning using cases occurred mostly during the beginning sessions of the intervention, as students worked on introductory fraction tasks. This may be due to the fact that the students began to explore the rods during these sessions, and used more random methods before attempting to reorganize their findings in a more logical way. Reasoning using cases, then, can be viewed as a transitional form of reasoning, which indicates a first attempt to organize mathematical thinking about a concept and work systematically to justify a solution. This may explain incorrect or incomplete lines of reasoning using cases that were noted in the early chapters, since this form of reasoning was often used by children to systematize their as yet incomplete understanding of a mathematical concept.

19.3.3 Reasoning-Eliciting Tasks

Specific tasks lent themselves to the elicitation of more varied reasoning and argumentation. For example, the task initiated by Erik during the second session, which centered on finding a rod that could be called 1/2, when the blue rod was called one, prompted students to use many forms of reasoning in direct and indirect arguments. Several fraction comparison tasks also prompted more varied use of argumentation. The characteristics of tasks that may encourage students to use more diverse reasoning are explored in Yankelewitz, Mueller, and Maher (2010) and include:

A. Non-existence. These are tasks that require students to prove that a given object does not exist. The task posed by Erik in the second session is an example of a non-existence task.

B. Finite sets. When students work on a task in the context of a finite set of items on which to test a hypothesis, they often resort to an exhaustive method of determining whether a statement is correct. This lends itself to reasoning by case or using upper and lower bounds, and, when a statement is proven incorrect, to an indirect argument.

C. Model-eliciting tasks. Open-ended tasks that encourage students to build models to represent the problem are more likely to lend themselves to rich argumentation than those that involve number manipulation. These tasks are discussed at length in Lesh, Cramer, Doerr, Post, and Zawojewski (2003); Francisco and
Maher (2005); Yankelewitz, Mueller and Maher (2010); Mueller, Yankelewitz and Maher (2010); and Sullivan (2010).

Educators may find it beneficial to explore using these ideas, to formulate or choose tasks that lend themselves to more varied reasoning. For example, teachers can pose a non-existence task and require students to disprove the statement that was made to encourage them to develop their use of indirect reasoning. Alternatively, teachers can pose tasks that require students to build multiple models that represent the same idea that may encourage recursive reasoning. In these ways, students can be provided more opportunities to exercise their reasoning muscles and develop their repertoire of reasoning strategies.

19.4 CONCLUDING THOUGHTS

The intent of the authors has been to provide a reflective lens that may be helpful to anyone involved and interested in thoughtful studies about children’s reasoning in the domain of rational numbers. For some of us, the urgencies of deadlines and the impossibility, as teacher for a group of twenty or more active young mathematicians, of sustained noticing preclude the close and continuing attention that is necessary to truly assess a child’s development. Others, who are equally committed to learning about how children reason, may not be privy to actual classrooms that offer an environment that seeks to conform to the “processes and proficiencies” outlined in the Common Core State Standards for Mathematics (2010, p. 6). The analyses and analytics that form the narrative of this volume are offered to stimulate thoughtful discussion among those who share these common goals.

We invite your comments and look forward to other opportunities to continue this discussion. Feel free to communicate with any of the authors, particularly Carolyn A. Maher (carolyn.maher@gse.rutgers.edu) and Dina Yankelewitz (dyankelewitz@gmail.com).
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APPENDIX A

FRACTION TASKS AND ACTIVITIES BY CHAPTER

CHAPTER TWO: ESTABLISHING A MATHEMATICAL COMMUNITY

Task 1: I claim that the light green rod is half as long as the dark green rod. What do you think? What would you do to convince me?

Task 2: Someone told me that the red rod is half as long as the yellow rod. What do you think?

Task 3: Someone told me that the purple rod is half as long as the black rod. What do you think?

Task 4: Someone told me that the red rod is one third as long as the dark green rod. What do you think?

Task 5: What number name would I have to give to the dark green rod if I wanted the red rod to have the number name one?

Task 6a: If I call the brown rod one, what number name would I give to the red rod? Task 6b: Now I want to call the red rod one, what number name would I give to the brown rod?

Task 7: Which rod would have the number name one if I want to name the white rod one half?

Student Created Tasks

Beth’s Task: “If a [light] green rod was a whole, what would a blue rod be?”

Mark’s Task: “Name the light green rod if the blue rod is called one.”

Meredith’s Task: “Find the rod that would be called one if the purple rod is called one half.”

Alan’s Task: “Find the rod that would be called one if the white rod was called one fifth.”

Researcher Martino’s Task: “If I call the purple rod two, what would one look like? Which rod would have the number name one?”
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CHAPTER THREE: A PROBLEM WITH NO SOLUTION

Task: If I give the blue rod the number name one, which rod would have the number name one half?

CHAPTER FOUR: DESIGNING A NEW ROD

Task: Imagine that you are designing a new set of rods so that, if you give the blue rod the number name one, there is a rod in the set that can be given the number name one half. Can you tell me what that new rod might look like?

CHAPTER FIVE: REASONING BY CASES WHILE EXPLORING FRACTIONS AS NUMBERS

Task: If I give the train of an orange rod and a light green rod together the number name one, can you find a rod that would have the number name one half?

CHAPTER SIX: DEVELOPING THE FOUNDATION FOR PROPORTIONAL REASONING

Task Pre-1: If I give the orange rod the number name 2, what number name would we give to the yellow rod?

Task 1: What if I change the name of the orange rod to 6? What number name would I give to the yellow rod?

Task 2: If I call the train of the yellow rod and the light green rod 2, what number name would I give to the red rod?

Task 3: I’d like you to name the train of yellow and light green 1, and then tell me what the number name would be for the red rod.

Task 4: I’m going to call the orange rod 10… and I’m wondering if you could tell me the number name for the white rod.

Task 5: What number name would we give to the white rod if we give the orange rod the number name 50?

CHAPTER SEVEN: ESTABLISHING THE IMPORTANCE OF THE UNIT

Task: If I am comparing 1/2 and 1/3, the rod or train of rods that I give the number name 1 has to be the same for both the rod that I name 1/2 and the rod that I call 1/3. I want you to build a model with your Cuisenaire rods to show me which is bigger, 1/2
or 1/3, and I want you to tell me how much bigger – what is the difference between
the two – and be able to convince me.

CHAPTER EIGHT: SWITCHING THE UNIT

Task: How much larger is 1/3 than 1/2? What is the number name for the difference?

CHAPTER NINE: JUSTIFYING THE CHOICE OF THE UNIT (A FINAL REVISIT
TO THE QUESTION: “WHICH IS LARGER, 1/2 OR 1/3?”)

Task: How much larger is 1/3 than 1/2? What is the number name for the difference?

CHAPTER TEN: DETERMINING FRACTION EQUIVALENCE

Task 1: If I give the orange rod the number name one, what number name would I
give to the white rod?

Task 2: If we give the orange rod the number name one, what number name would
we give the red rod?

Task 3: If we give the orange rod the number name one, what number name would
we give to the train of two white rods?

Task 4: Is 1/5 = 2/10? Why or why not? How can you convince me that your answer
is correct?

Task 5: Which is larger, one half or two thirds, and by how much?

CHAPTER ELEVEN: USING REASONING TO RESOLVE CONJECTURES

Task 1: Which is larger, 3/4 or 2/3, and by how much?

Task 2: Can you build a second model that is different from your first that also shows
the difference between 3/4 and 2/3?

Task 3: Which is larger, 1/2 or 2/5, and by how much?

Task 4: Which is larger, one ninth or one fourth, and by how much?

CHAPTER TWELVE: THE DEVELOPMENT OF UPPER AND LOWER BOUNDS
ARGUMENTS WHILE COMPARING FRACTIONS

Task 1: Which is larger, one half or three fourths, and by how much?
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Task 2: Which is larger, two thirds or three fourths, and by how much?

Task 3: Which is larger, 1/2 or 2/5, and by how much?

CHAPTER THIRTEEN: USING GENERIC REASONING TO COMPARE FRACTIONS

Task 1: Which is larger, one half or one third, and by how much?

Task 2: Which is larger, one half or one quarter, and by how much?

Task 3: Which is larger, one half or two thirds, and by how much?

Task 4: Which is larger, one half or three fourths, and by how much?

CHAPTER FOURTEEN: RECURSIVE REASONING: BUILDING MULTIPLE MODELS

Task 1: Which is bigger, one half or one quarter, and by how much?

Task 2: Which is larger, two thirds or three fourths, and by how much?

Task 3: Which is larger, two thirds or three fourths, and by how much?

CHAPTER FIFTEEN: FROM RODS TO LINE SEGMENTS

Task 1: Which of the following fractions are bigger or smaller: one half, one third, one fourth, and one fifth. How can you convince us about the order of these fractions?

Task 2: Draw a number line and mark the position for the following fractions on your individual number line: 1/2, 1/3, 1/4, 1/5, 1/6, 1/7, 1/8, 1/9 and 1/10.

Task 3: Where on your number line would the fraction 1/100 be placed? Where would the fraction 1/1000 be placed? Where would 1/10,000 be placed?

CHAPTER SIXTEEN: STUDENTS ARGUMENTATION ABOUT THE DENSITY OF FRACTIONS

Task: Mathematicians claim that there are infinitely many fractions [between 0 and 1]. What do you think?

CHAPTER SEVENTEEN: COMPARING AND ORDERING FRACTIONS

Task 1: Examining Meredith’s set of partitioned line segments. (See Figure 1 below.)
Task 2: Respond to Erik’s comment that Meredith’s representations are confusing. (See Figure 1 below.)

Task 3: Compare the different line segments in Meredith’s representation. (See Figure 1 below.)

Task 4: How would you partition a number line segment for 1/3, 2/3 and 3/3?

Task 5: How would you place mixed numbers, such as 1 and 1/3, 1 and 2/3, 1 and 3/3, on a number line segment?

Figure 1. Meredith’s number lines

CHAPTER EIGHTEEN: EXTENDING FRACTION PLACEMENT FROM A LINE SEGMENT TO A NUMBER LINE

Task 1: Where would you place the fraction 1/2 on a number line that is labeled from negative 3 to positive 3?
Task 2: Where would you place $-\frac{1}{2}$ (negative 1/2) on this number line?

Task 3: Where would you place other positive and negative fractions and mixed numbers on this number line?

NOTE

1 The same or similar tasks are repeated in the list of tasks for each chapter in which they are discussed.
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FRACTION DISSERTATIONS FROM THE COLTS NECK INTERVENTION
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VIDEO NARRATIVES BY CHAPTER AND AUTHOR(S)

Chapter Two. Establishing norms and creating a mathematical community (http://dx.doi.org/doi:10.7282/T30C4XH9), Miriam Gerstein, author.
Chapter Three. Task Design Prompts Fourth Grade Students to Use Multiple Forms of Reasoning (http://dx.doi.org/doi:10.7282/T3ZK5JF0), Esther Winter, author.
Chapter Four. Fourth Graders Design a New Rod (http://dx.doi.org/doi:10.7282/T33B61X8), Miriam Gerstein, author.
Chapter Five. Fourth Graders Reason by Cases as They Explore Fraction Ideas (http://dx.doi.org/doi:10.7282/T3Q2420N), Esther Winter, author.
Chapter Seven. Which is larger, 1/2 or 1/3: An Introduction to Comparing Unit Fractions (http://dx.doi.org/doi:10.7282/T3V40X3R), Cheryl K. Van Ness and Alice S. Alston, authors.
Chapter Eight. Comparing 1/2 and 1/3: Confusion about the Unit (http://dx.doi.org/doi:10.7282/T3ZW1NS9), Cheryl K. Van Ness and Alice S. Alston, authors.
Chapter Nine. Comparing Models and Justifying the Choice of Unit (http://dx.doi.org/doi:10.7282/T3XW4MQT), Cheryl K. Van Ness and Alice S. Alston, authors.
Chapter Ten. Fourth Graders’ Analyses of Equivalence: 1/5 or 2/10 (http://dx.doi.org/doi:10.7282/T3WW7KFN), Miriam Gerstein, author.
Chapter Eleven. Analytic 1: David, Erik, and Meredith Use Reasoning to Resolve Conjectures (http://dx.doi.org/doi:10.7282/T3T43W4M), Elizabeth Uptegrove, author.
Analytic 3, Students Compare 1/4 and 1/9 (http://dx.doi.org/doi:10.7282/T3N018PN). Elizabeth Uptegrove, author.
Chapter Twelve. The Development of Upper and Lower Bound Arguments while Comparing Fractions (http://dx.doi.org/doi:10.7282/T3Z52Z8N), Esther Winter, author.
Chapter Fourteen. Building Multiple Models Using Recursive Reasoning (http://dx.doi.org/doi:10.7282/T3S46TRP), Baila Salb, author.
Chapter Fifteen. Imagining the Density of Fractions (http://dx.doi.org/doi:10.7282/T3FJ2JKN). Suzanna Schmeelk and Kenneth Horwitz, authors.
Chapter Seventeen. Using Meredith’s models to reason about comparing and ordering unit fractions (http://dx.doi.org/doi:10.7282/T33J3FQG). Kenneth Horwitz and Suzanna Schmeelk, authors.
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